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Executive summery 
The purpose with the present master thesis is the study of agency within the economic 

organization of the firm with allusions of an underinvestment hypothesis. The thesis 

postulates the remedy of underinvestment is attainable through real option analysis. 

Initially, the theoretical literature review provides an account of the abstract intrinsic to 

knowledge contextual to the firm through six theories from different scholarly disciplines. 

First, the review points to knowledge as information about the comparative economic 

organizational performance of the firm parallel to the industry and economy. Second, the 

review points to knowledge as experience of skills, routines and heuristics in the conduct of 

economic organization. Second, the review points to knowledge as the comprehension of 

creative destruction, the oxymoron of knowledge management and human behavioral 

propensities in economic organization. Fourth, the review points to knowledge as wisdom of 

managerial selective intervention and excessive control to foster extrinsic motivation and 

cultures permeated with defensive routines as signified by obsolete economic organization.  

Empirical knowledge underpinning systemic underinvestment is found in the United States of 

America in the period throughout the seventies and the start of the eighties, however, 

Denmark has yet to experience analogous incidences of systemic underinvestment.   

The insights attained are leveraged in a stepwise causal model of explanation. The initial 

contractual model identifies the conflict of interest inherent to agency and the imperative 

provision of incentives. The subsequent contractual model points to that explorative project 

cannot be incentivized strongly due to causality implications of incremental efforts. A 

contractual externality is spawned by the managerial responsibility, whereas strategic 

management bridges exploitative and explorative project candidates. Thus, theory points to 

the reduction of managerial incentives to encompass explorative projects.  

The author suggests real options analysis to ameliorate the technical underinvestment inherent 

to the static net present value appraisal and point to the anthrax vaccine candidate under 

preclinical development by Bavarian Nordic for testing the financial synthesis. The contingent 

net present value is estimated at the positive value of DKK 11.94m as of Friday the 20th of 

August upon closing of NASDAQ OMX Cph. 

The thesis is rejected, whereas underinvestment is spawned by the implicit disparity of risk 

perceptions amongst the risk-neutral principal and the risk-averse agent.  
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”The main reason why it is profitable to establish a firm seems 

to be that there is a cost of using the price mechanism.” 

(Coase, 1937, s. 336) 
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1 Introduction 
The search of a pertinent problem directs attention to the present structures of society. 

Prevalent institutions represent extensive influence from the philosophical heritage of 

Utilitarianism, where proponents perceived utility maximizationi the principle morale 

criterion (Mill J. S., 1863, s. 25). The arrival of the marginal revolution equated this 

emotional utility with the monetary notion intrinsic to usefulness, consumer’s surplus and 

marginal utility.ii

The agency costs of asymmetric information and moral hazards constitute a pervasive societal 

problem, whereas they compose behavioral propensities intrinsic to agents of the economy. 

Early critics (Dean, 1951), (Hayes & Abernathy, 1980) and (Hayes & Garvin, 1982) drew 

inferences from risk-averse agents, short-term incentives and the naive application of classical 

capital based valuation approaches with implications of myopic decisions, underinvestment 

and erosion of the national competitive edge. The underinvestment hypothesis plausibly 

constitutes a societal problem worthy of consideration, whereas the first hand impact result in 

an inferior entrepreneurial activity, fewer business development projects and relative absence 

of high-risk ventures. Indeed, the societal impact supervenes in suboptimal welfare otherwise 

induced by innovation alongside the concomitant diversity of supply and labor demand. 

 The pertinent interpretation of the classical doctrine therefore has been 

concretized in the augmentation of welfare with challenges dwelling in the divergence from 

value maximization for the aggregate society. The economic literature unveil departures from 

aggregate society value maximization in economic problems constituted by monopolism 

(Marshall, 1920), negative externalities (Pigou, 1920), appropriation (Hardin, 1968), 

coordination problems (Williamson, 1971), corruption (Rose-Ackerman, 1975), bankruptcies 

(Warner, 1978), information asymmetry and moral hazards (Knight, 1921). 

1.1 Scholarly motivation 
The author has chosen the underinvestment hypothesis, because of the challenge encompassed 

in the amelioration of agency costs. Characteristics intrinsic to human agents of the economy 

render asymmetric information and moral hazards a profound challenge in contemplations of 

economic organization. The scholarly interest emanates from a master degree in the 

intersection amongst finance and strategic management, which prompt an inquisition for the 

challenges of agency in strategic management and complimentary financial frameworks 

supportive of the value creation intrinsic to innovation amidst strategic contemplations. 
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1.2 Definition of problem 
The essence of the problem is captured in the principal thesis statement, where the elucidation 

is underpinned by seven operational questions. 

The remedy of underinvestment is attainable through valuation framework synthesis 

1. What is the theoretical appreciation of knowledge contextual to the firm? 

2. What justification do empirical studies have on the underinvestment hypothesis? 

3. What theoretical inferences are there for the underinvestment hypothesis? 

4. What precautionary arrangement might remedy underinvestment? 

5. What financial synthesis facilitates innovative investment? 

6. Where is the greater comparative utility of a real option synthesis? 

7. What is the intrinsic value of the investment case? 

The underinvestment hypothesis takes point of departure in the notion of the societal 

underinvestment due characteristics intrinsic to agents of the economy. The field of research 

is therefore the economic organization of the firm and the inherent conflict of interest of 

agency. Thought on the underinvestment hypothesis unveil a problem of an unsatisfactory 

utilization of investment opportunities, which prompt attention to the investment decisions 

inherent to strategic management. The discipline of strategic management is preoccupied with 

collection of information, analysis, evaluation and priority establishment before capital 

allocation. Strategic management is therefore dependent on the information being processed 

and deteriorates under negligent treatment, decrease of quality, absence of information and 

financial ignorance. The classical property rights representation of the firm peddles hint on 

the causal explanation for the underinvestment hypothesis with the separation of control from 

ownership. The final inauguration of the gallery of characters with management (by the agent) 

and ownership (by the principal) into the firm spawns the underinvestment hypothesis as an 

attribute of certain information structures, risk profiles and temporal grade of one particular 

behavioral thesis. Knowledge in the domain of strategic management will henceforth be 

object to the reconstruction of reality through economic theory. 

Knowledge acquisition on the underinvestment hypothesis renders elusive, whereas the author 

identify four principal impediments for the conduct of empirical research; the first adheres to 

the arbitrarily scattered nature of investments in time, second is the continuous nature of 

strategic management, third is the private nature of investment decisions and fourth, the 

underinvestment hypothesis implies the relative absence of investments. A straightforward 
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consequence is the preclusion of positive studies on the microeconomic scale. The solution 

instead encompasses an empirical approach on the macroeconomic scale, but brings to light 

the relativistic nature of the underinvestment hypothesis, whereas underinvestment must be 

perceived as an international game of innovation. Justification induced by the macroeconomic 

analysis constitutes faint suggestions of behavioral propensities intrinsic to management (the 

agent) and requires substantiation by economic theory. The causality behind the empirical 

observations is attempted exposed by an economic model, where the informational structures 

deteriorate and consequences reflect in the principal-agent contractual relation. 

Acknowledgement of the intrinsic nature of underinvestment motivates a brief literature 

review of organizational remedy, where perspectives of complementarity on incentive 

alignment with the purpose of strategic investment constitute the elaboration on a valuation 

synthesis pertinent for the comparative appraisal of exploitative and exploratory investment 

opportunities. A discussion of the comparative industry utility of the valuation synthesis 

establishes the guide way for the test of the pre-specified financial synthesis to provide 

induction of the synthesis to ameliorate technical underinvestment. 

1.3 Method of conduct 
The research of knowledge in strategic investment constitutes the study of communicative 

acts and their consequences in the microeconomic system of the firm. The elliptical aim of the 

research hence becomes the identification of structures, which determine ideologies, 

institutions and their impact on agents of the economy. Methodical collectivism constitutes 

the modus operandi for the conduct of empirical research, which unveils in the 

macroeconomic induction on inclinations of underinvestment and methodical individualism 

constitutes the deduction of the causal model of explanation with generalization on agents of 

the economy. Quantitative methods constitute the logical operationalization of the research on 

macroeconomic indications, because capital measurement adheres to the interval scale. 

Qualitative methods are employed in the deduction of an organizational economics model on 

strategic management, whereas behavioral attributes are confined to the ordinal scale of 

measurement as a consequence of a ceteris paribus yield perspective. 

1.3.1 Empirical data collection 
The greater part of the material utilized in the thesis comprises of unobtrusive material, 

whereas the inception of the empirical contemplations has epicenter in the subject area of the 

United States failure of management orthodoxy (Hayes & Abernathy, 1980), (Hayes & 

Garvin, 1982) and OECD statistical material on empirical findings of the Danish economy. 
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The project valuation is equivalently founded on unobtrusive data in the shape of financial 

reports, industry reports, broker notes, home pages and media coverage. Regarding the article 

the personal conviction of the authors becomes a focal point of consideration, whereas the 

nature of second hand data in matters of the investment case valuation prompt thought on 

plausible sources of bias in the material, their manifestations and feasible precautionary 

measures for unbiased valuation estimates. 

1.4 Application of theory  
The account on application of theories and models has been devised in three parts by 

economic theory, strategic theory and financial theory. The principle source on economic 

theory is contained in the economic research programs (Knudsen, 1997), strategic theory 

(Johnson, Scholes, & Whittington, 2005), financial statement analysis (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2007) and financial theory (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006). Applied valuation theory 

coverage is attained through general reference (Damodaran, 2006), practical arrangement 

(Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2005), real options analysis (Copeland & Antikarov, 2003) and 

technical implementation of real option analysis (Shockley, 2007). 

1.4.1 Economic theory 
The analytical perspective throughout the literature review is founded on the comparative 

economic institutional appreciation of the firm (Coase, 1937) without which the longer-term 

survival in competitive market regimes is deemed questionable. The prerequisite appreciation 

of the firm and analytical perspective therefore emanates from economic organization, 

property rights economics and agency theory. The theoretical literature review initiates with 

the thorough conceptualization of knowledge as founded by economic evolutionary theory 

(Nelson & Winter, 1982). Afterwards, the meticulous conception of knowledge is brought to 

the economic organization of the firm from the unfolding perspective of internal resources 

(Penrose, 1959). Advancement of the theoretical literature review later utilizes a behavioral 

theory to illuminate the part of knowledge in the relational complexities intrinsic to the firm 

(Cyert & March, 1963). The empirical knowledge review initiates by presentation of the 

historic American failure of management (Hayes & Abernathy, 1980) and the subsequent 

analytical structure adheres to the basic determinants of long-term economic growth in a 

society (Solow, 1956). Quantum leaps inside the present paper; the causal model of 

explanation utilizes the neoclassical economy (Marshall, 1920) as initial condition with 

identification of the causal event of separation of control from ownership intrinsic to 

managerialism (Berle & Means, 1932) to inform a discrete contractual model of the principal-
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agent relation (Hendrikse, 2002). The insights are brought to inform a continuous model of 

the agency relation (Hendrikse, 2002), where the incentive intensity principle (Milgrom & 

Roberts, 1992) appears to spawn a contractual externality upon agency contemplations of 

uncertainty avoidance. The part of authority in the post-industrial society (Foss, 2001) is 

subsequently contemplated through a property rights theory of team production (Alchian & 

Demsetz, 1972) and sharpened through orthodox property rights theory (Mises, 1949). 

Amassed insights from the causal model of explanation render suggestive to the configuration 

of organizational complimentary (Milgrom & Roberts, 1990) and principles of incentive 

intensity in complex tasks (Prendergast, 1999). A particularly interest is cast upon the 

alignment imperative of the information component with the responsibility of the agent, 

where a brief look at the prevalent valuation approach (Hayes & Garvin, 1982) succeeds by 

the brief introduction of a synthesis for explorative projects (Copeland & Antikarov, 2003). 

1.4.2 Financial theory 
The theoretical conviction of the author finds application for the separation theorem (Fisher, 

1930), which separate the production opportunities of firm management from the ownership 

market opportunities. Thus, firm management is free to pursue principles of firm value 

maximization until the marginal rate of return equals the firm cost of capital with theoretical 

justification for this conviction supported by the notion of efficient markets (Fama, 1997). 

Financial theory presents four distinct approaches to valuation; discounted cash flow, relative, 

liquidation and contingent claims valuation (Damodaran, 2006). Consistent engagement on 

firm fundamentals from the capital market theory expounds selection of the capital based 

valuation approach intrinsic to the discounted cash flow models. The discounted cash flow 

estimates are in effect excess returns, which signify the proportionate wealth increase of the 

marginal claimant. Equivalent to the notion of net present value; the discounted cash flow 

approach need the three components of expected cash flows, timing and a risk-adjusted cost 

of capital to arrive at a valuation estimate. Valuation theory presents the two perspectives of 

firm and equity valuation; the selection of perspective renders arbitrary, because we can 

always get from the former to the latter by netting out the proportionate non-equity claims 

from the firm valuation and vice versa. Nevertheless, commitment to the firm valuation 

necessitates estimation of the required marginal rate of return of both the equity and debt 

claimants. Thus, the discount rate is represented by the after-tax weighted average cost of 

capital. Capital engagement on behalf of the claimants necessitates a default premium on debt 

and market risk premium on equity. Identification of the equity premium proves cumbersome, 
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whereas it is not observable in any form. Accounts on the required marginal rate of return on 

equity embrace a diversity of single and multiple index models, which generally ascribe to the 

implicit perspective of the marginal claimant and the notion of diversification (Markowitz, 

1952). The two contributions of the capital asset pricing model (Sharpe, 1964) and arbitrage 

pricing theory (Ross, 1976) remain theoretical milestones. The elegance of APT models is 

greatly captured in the success of scholars to precisely fit complex model to ex-post data, but 

for ex-ante perspectives they introduce more noise than necessary through the estimation of 

multiple risk factors (Fama & French, 1997) and the CAPM prevails on notions of 

parsimonious statistical properties. Valuation vehicles able to capture the optionality of 

investment decisions embraces abundant methods generally classified in the vein of lattices, 

simulations and partial differential equations. Decision tree analysis is left out of account, 

whereas it violates the arbitrage doctrine of one price by the utilization of one single 

opportunity cost to discount various cash flows of unequal risks (Copeland & Antikarov, 

2003, s. 90). The present paper exclusively contemplates the application of Bayesian 

weighted DCF for the static net present value, Latin Hypercube simulation for the natural 

logarithmic present value returns to extract the volatility intrinsic to the project and a binomial 

lattice applied to the contingent net present value calculation. 

1.4.3 Strategic theory 
The theoretical literature review benefits from the holistic concept of dynamic organizational 

knowledge creation in the pursuit of a linkage amongst individual, group and organization in 

connection with knowledge management (Nonaka, 1994). The managerial heuristics 

illustrated by logical incrementalism (Quinn, 2003) is hereafter utilized on the combined 

iterative capacity and behavior of top management in matters of strategic management. The 

recursive nature of learning is subsequently captured by the theory of double-loop learning 

(Argyris & Schön, 1978). The synthesis test of an investment case contemplates external 

analysis by generic macroeconomic of institutional influences and the neoclassical industry 

analysis (Porter, 1980) to provide inferences of rivalry pressures of substitution at the margin. 

Hereafter an initial firm account for the mission, vision and strategies to inform the firm 

boundary, aspiration and strategic orientation. The internal analysis implicitly embraces the 

neoclassical business model analysis (Porter, 1985), analysis of core competences (Prahalad 

& Hamel, 1990) and analysis of sustained competitive advantages (Barney, 1993). A dynamic 

capabilities analysis (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997) will constitute the analysis of strategic 

management in the operationalization of strategic intent (Mintzberg, 1987). The analysis of 
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the corporate fit to the institutional context (Selznick, 1948) starts with elucidation of a 

strength profile (Andrews, 1971).The strategic appraisal departures in the present strength 

profile and take strategic initiatives into consideration for analysis of strategic alignment with 

the mission, vision and generic strategy. The implicit evaluation on strategic scarcities 

(Billsberry, 1998) and success criteria of sustainability, feasibility and acceptability 

(Ambrosini, Johnson, & Scholes, 1998) completes the qualitative inferences on fundamentals. 

1.5 Demarcation of thesis 
The line of demarcation is distinctively drawn by the abstraction in conspectus, academic 

literacy, technical confinement, behavioral thesis, conceptual references, illustrative material 

and test of financial synthesis. 

1.5.1 Abstraction in conspectus 
The thesis is sparked by the theoretical literature review with definitions, illustrations and 

conclusion of knowledge through the paraphrase, discussion and critique of six theories from 

the disciplines of economics, organization, strategy and management theory. The theoretical 

literature enlightenment is succeeded by paraphrases and discussion of empirical knowledge 

about underinvestment from a macroeconomic perspective. The empirical knowledge on 

underinvestment is then brought to the exposition in a stepwise causal model of explanation, 

where illustration, analysis and perspectives deepen insights to the agency relation. The 

discrete contractual model section paraphrases, analyzes and discusses and the continuous 

model section paraphrase, analyze and discuss. Theoretical causality inferences of the agency 

relation are subsequently merged into a discussion of responsibility in strategic management, 

paraphrases of technical underinvestment and recommendation of valuation approach. Next, 

the financial synthesis utility is related to an industry with justification of the case selection. 

The definite identification of an industry, company and investment case hereafter establishes 

the guide way for the test of the analysis, application and evaluation of two valuation 

approaches. On conclusion of the investment case the author completes the thesis with the 

classical academic practice of conclusive reflections on the validity of the thesis delimitation 

and specific critique. Finally the conclusion will address the principle thesis through the 

appreciation amassed in the pursuit of the operational questions. Perspectives to the societal 

remedy of the underinvestment hypothesis are considered beyond the classical social science 

domain, because of the prescriptive nature encompassed. Nevertheless, the thesis will touch 

upon a political intervention in conspectus and put the conclusion in a contemporary 

perspective after the conclusive remarks. 
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1.5.2 Academic literacy  
The scarcity of pages necessitates a brief comment on the prerequisite academic literacy on 

behalf of the thesis audience. The initial literature review, theoretical deduction and strategic 

investment case all utilize concepts from a diversity of economic research programs. Neither 

elucidation of the historical background and, firm strategic and antitrust policy implications 

will be performed on the entirety of the programs nor will the rationality, level of analysis, 

entity of analysis, structure conditions or firm metaphor be described in the complementary 

multi-paradigmatic strategy analysis undertaken in the strategic investment case. The author 

further refrains from equivalent descriptive exposition of a complete taxonomy of capital 

based valuation and real options analysis in the synthesis of a strategic investment framework. 

A final remark applies to concerns of strategic complementarity, whereas the author 

exclusively assumes the three components of responsibility, incentive and information, which 

precludes treatment of the area encompassed by organizational structure. 

1.5.3 Behavioral thesis 
The plurality of behavioral thesis implicates different plausible avenues to the reconstruction 

of the underinvestment hypothesis. First, transaction cost economics predicts underinvestment 

determined by the bounded rationality and opportunistic pursuit of quasi-rent on high 

specificity assets in low frequency transaction subject to uncertainty. Second, both agent-

principal and agency theory predicts underinvestment determined by the conflict of interest 

intrinsic to separation of control from ownership. Third, even contemplation on idealistic 

behavior alongside the deterioration of rationality raises questions in relation to 

underinvestment from excessive reliance on the static net present value as the product of 

educational curricula conditioning. The causal model of explanation focuses on the notion of 

underinvestment adherent to the behavioral thesis of opportunity and complete rationality. 

1.5.4 Illustrative material and conceptual reference 
Ultimately, the division of labour amongst illustration constitutes a tradeoff amongst the 

underpinning of information, substantiation of arguments and recapitulation in conspectus. 

The primary objective of the illustrative material is one of complexity substantiation, which 

rules in favor of argument substantiation and recapitulation. Thus, the predominant 

presentation of informational evidence is relegated to the respective annexes after the 

conclusion and public policy proposal. Additionally, the thesis operates with a conceptual 

framework stemming from etymological study, word definition and term conceptualization 

from a plurality of sources. Oxford Reference Online constitutes the etymological study and 
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the greater part of word definitions, while the multiple economic research programs of 

scholarly sources constitute the conceptualization of theory. 

1.5.5 Test of financial synthesis 
The specific delimitation of the investment case concerns the case company, the real options 

analysis and technical formalities. 

1.5.5.1 Case company 
The present paper exclusively focuses on the biopharmaceutical industry, firm of Bavarian 

Nordic A/S with valuation endeavor of the MVA-BN® Anthrax vaccine candidate. 

Particularly, the valuation will preclude explicit treatment of auxiliary projects like 

IMVAMUNE®, IMVABOOST®, freeze dried IMVAMUNE® and litigation franchise. The 

author refrains from excessive financial statement analysis, whereas the financial report 

disclosure of the company does not provide clues on the cost allocation across vaccine 

candidates. Additionally, the company does not have a long sales record of the vaccines, 

which renders sales forecasting from accounting figures dispensable. Regulatory standards 

implicitly adheres to the North American Food and Drug Administration (FDA), whereas 

North America constitute the largest pharmaceutical market and consequently have defined 

the international standards of approval on which the dedicated biopharmaceutical business 

model revolve. Nevertheless, the vaccine market constitutes the global market with unmet 

biodefense needs alongside the financial means of procurement. 

1.5.5.2 Technical confinement 
The vaccine candidate valuation utilizes a marginal rate of taxation equivalent to the corporate 

tax of Denmark (25%) upon the assumption of transaction cost pricing, where vaccine 

licenses traded amongst the parent company and subsidiary are set equal to the respective 

revenues. Exchange rates are an imperative concern in the valuation, whereas they might 

eradicate future income from the North American market. However, exchange rates on the 

date of valuation are proxies for the future development. The temporal cross section of the 

valuation takes place on the 20th of August, 2010, upon closing of NASDAQ OMX Cph. 
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1.6 Structural model of progression 
Diagram 1: Model of structural progression throughout the master treatise 

 
Source: (Own production) 
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2 Theoretical literature review 
Light is shed on knowledge from the analytical perspectives of comparative institutional 

economics and ownership right theory. 

2.1 The knowledge profusion 
The abstract notion of knowledge is contemplated through six theories with insights and 

discussions amassed to an appreciation of knowledge in the part conclusion at the end of the 

theoretical literature review. 

2.1.1 An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change 
The definition of skills from the perspective intrinsic to an evolutionary theory of economic 

change constitutes the illumination of the conceptual linkage amongst the skills of individuals 

and organizational routines of the firm. The authors “…propose that individual skills are the 

analogue of organizational routines, and that an understanding of the role that routinization 

plays in organizational functioning is therefore obtainable by considering the role of skills in 

individual functioning.” (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 73). They subsequently define skill as 

“…a capability for a smooth sequence of coordinated behavior that is ordinarily effective 

relative to its objectives, given the context in which it normally occurs.” (Nelson & Winter, 

1982, s. 73). The initial contemplation of the author’s quest to develop an evolutionary theory 

of economic change commence with the characterization of three intrinsic attributes of skills. 

The principal characteristics of skills is captured in the initial three intimate interrelated 

properties of being programmatic, tacit and merged with choice through operational 

performance. A variety of terms has been contemplated in the literature of social science to 

denote the sequential behavior in pursuit of unitary efficiency. Skill appears the pertinent one 

alongside with the substantial psychological literature dedicated to skills and their associated 

learning. Notions of conceptual proximity to skill are captured in plan, script, habit, routine, 

and program. The authors claim the computational features of a program illustrative of the 

functional characteristics of human skill. First, a program functions as a unit with a relative 

complex execution in comparison to the prerequisite initiation efforts. Second, the program 

holds serial instructions, which involve sequences of prescriptive execution of successive 

steps triggered upon completion of the anterior one. The authors note the compelling parallel 

of problematic resumption upon interruption of execution and the behavioral inclination to 

restart a sequence rather than complete the partial performance. Third, a functional program 

furthermore defines the initiation and end of the program script with an intermediate 
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automated execution parallel to that of frictionless execution; intrinsic to skillful mastery. The 

intrinsic relationship between the notions of skills and routines hence is one of scalability in 

the script sequence, whereas the authors note that one single individual can manage to 

accomplish a complete routine by the requisite complimentary skill set. Nevertheless, the vast 

majority of complex organizational routines ascribe to the accomplishment of collectively 

coordinated efforts and the diversity inherent to the scope. 

The second attribute of skills is captured in the notion of tacit knowledge.iii The authors refer 

to Michael Polanyi whom illustrate “…that the aim of a skillful performance is achieved by 

the observance of a set of rules which are not known as such to the person following them. 

[…] the decisive factor by which the swimmer keeps himself afloat is the manner by which he 

regulates his respiration; he keeps his buoyancy at an increased level by refraining from 

emptying his lungs when breathing in; yet this is not generally known to swimmers.” (Polanyi, 

1962, s. 49). The authors utilize his brief account to initiate a sequence of analogues with the 

illustration of gradual ascent from the tacit knowledge of psychomotor skills associated with 

the athletes to the cognitive skills of the mathematicians. The authors utilize elementary 

algebra to point out the mastery of simple mathematics, where the axioms of the real number 

system along with plain mathematical heuristics inherent to algebraic manipulation constitute 

an articulated set of abstract skills. The skilled mathematician provides scant or no conscious 

awareness of this articulated characterization of his skillful conduct of mathematical 

manipulation; “… [h]e does not think “distributive law – rearrange terms – factor out x” 

[…], but simply perceives productive transformation of the expression and carries them out, 

often making several transformations at once in the course of rewriting the expression. There 

is, in Polanyi’s terms, only “subsidiary awareness” of the rules being employed, whereas 

there is “focal awareness” of the expression manipulated.” (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 78). 

The authors furthermore substantiate the differences by the occupational juxtaposition of 

words as a vehicle to provide guidance within elementary algebra, carpentry and gymnastic 

stunts. Throughout this sequence of proficiency, the comparative utility of instructive 

guidance appears to deteriorate with the shift from cognitive skills towards psychomotor skill 

application, whereas the language scantly conveys the experience of sensory perception. The 

authors arrive at the consideration of three paramount sources from which the limits to 

articulation of knowledge attributes. The first consideration is the feasible time rate of 

information transfer through symbolic communication, which may prove well below the 

velocity of the appropriate performance. The authors illustrate the idea with the instruction of 
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serving a tennis ball, which put focused demand on balance, coordination and the intuitive 

feel for the gravitational fall of the ball served. The authors elaborate that “…  although a 

step-by-step description is possible and pretrial instruction and post trail criticisms are both 

helpful, it is not realistic to offer detailed instruction during an attempt.” (Nelson & Winter, 

1982, s. 80). The second consideration is concerned with the limited causal depth of 

knowledge, which is illustrated by the example of Polanyi’s swimmer. The illustration 

captures the point that possession of skills does not require theoretical understanding of their 

basis. The authors note more generally that a skilled performance takes place in a context 

defined by a wide range of variables relevant to the performance. Nevertheless, they assert the 

performer need not be aware of the plurality of variables, but merely trust them being within 

acceptable range for the successful performance. The third aspect concerns the coherence of 

subject matters, where the authors claim that “… efforts to articulate of something by 

exhaustive attention to details and thorough discussion of preconditions succeed only in 

producing an incoherent message.” (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 81). The authors assert this 

fact is rooted in the linear character of language-based communication, sequential focus of the 

human mind and in particular the limited capacity of the human short-term memory. 

Substantiation of the coherence of subject matters might be provided by Polanyi through the 

illustrative example that “… we know a person’s face, and can recognize it among a 

thousand, indeed among a million. Yet we usually cannot tell how we recognize a face we 

know.” (Polanyi, 1966, s. 4-5). The essence of the illustration is the human mind capacity of 

coherent image recognition through detailed physiognomic patterns inherent to a holistic 

visage; absent the capability of articulation of the particular appearance. The authors 

accentuate that the three sources of limitation to articulation encapsulate the essence of why 

much operational knowledge will remain tacit. First and foremost because it cannot be 

articulated fast enough, secondly because it is infeasible to articulate every little aspect 

prerequisite to a successful performance and thirdly because language cannot simultaneously 

serve the relational description and characterize the things related. The contention of the 

authors on tacit knowledge does not appear prompted by the impossibility of retrieval, but 

rather considerations of the associated costs relative to the serendipity of productive fortune. 

The third aspect, subject to the contemplations of the authors, is that skill involves the 

selection of behavioral options by a highly automated process. They raise the question, 

whether it is appropriate to separate “choice” from “skill”. The word choice holds 

associations of deliberation of conscious selection, but must be subjected to the conceptual 
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confinement within skill as a sequential program of requisite behavioral options. 

Nevertheless, the authors provide the gradual ascent of choice to deliberation in the selection 

of extended behavioral sequences as opposed to shorter sequences. The authors cautiously 

note that “… this generalization must be qualified very significantly by reference to the 

frequency with which the unit of behavior occurs.” (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 83). They 

subsequently illustrate the degrees of deliberation involved in wielding an automobile, where 

the rather unconscious choice of keeping the vehicle on road sets apart from the conscious 

choice of navigation. The degree of choice therefore becomes one of intention and attention. 

The authors infer that skills are mnemonic repositories, wherein a definite number of 

behavioral options are adopted in the sequential program. They expound that deliberate 

choice plays a narrowly circumscribed role inherent to the initiation of the large-scale 

behavior initiation of routines. They assert that the deliberate suppression of choice inherent 

to skills “… is certainly associated with, and probably a condition for, the smoothness and 

effectiveness that skilled behavior confers.” (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 85) . 

An evolutionary theory of economic change builds upon an ancestry of economic theory 

founded on endogenous growth perspectives, where the authors point out their inspiration of 

“… circular flows” (Schumpeter, 1955, s. 79) of routines. The theoretical contemplations on 

routines as skill parallels, organizational memory, coalition truce and targetiv (Nelson & 

Winter, 1982, s. 96-136) equally rest on the behavioral assumptions of procedural rationality 

and self-interest as presented in a behavioral theory of the firm (March & Cyert, 1963). 

Although, the idea of organizational truce introduces divergence of interest on the 

departmental level, it leaves aside economic contemplations on the issues of coordination and 

motivation. Consequently, the scalability of skill into routines solely captures their 

mechanistic properties and neglects social challenges intrinsic to the plurality of individual 

interests involved throughout routines. Yet, another conspicuous feature of the theory is the 

radical assumption of procedural rationality, which induces the prevalent competition 

identified by the authors as a Lamarckian regime. Consequently, the competition is 

constituted by a blind evolutionary mechanism instrumental to the incremental prosperity of 

superior routines and the extinction of inferior ones through a process of “… creative 

destruction” (Schumpeter, 1942, s. 71-75). The economic notion of the Lamarckian regime  

appears problematic, whereas it sets apart from the Darwinian in terms of the stronger 

rationality assumption encompassed by the notion inherent to “… survival of the fittest” 

(Darwin, 1859, s. 80-120)v with the consequent repudiation of strategic rationality. 
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2.1.2 The Theory of Growth of the Firm 
The characterization of knowledge in the shape of skills appeared detached from 

contemplations on economic organization. Therefore, the theory of growth of the firm 

provides a brief illustration of knowledge inside the boundaries of economic organization and 

associates previous insights. The theoretical emphasis of the author is on the productive 

services from internal resources divided into tangible resources and human resources; in 

particular the experience of management. An initial distinction is provided with the 

characterization of management, where managerial services are contrasted to those of 

entrepreneurial services. The author clarify that the competence of management relates to 

managerial services on supervision of established operations, whereas the enterprise of 

management refers to the entrepreneurial services related to the execution of entrepreneurial 

ideas. The author define the theoretical boundaries of the firm with reference to its 

administrative framework in terms of authoritative communication and coordination, where 

authoritative communication resides in the spectrum from explicit transmission of detailed 

instruction through a hierarchy of officials to the implicit employee acceptance of established 

policies, goals and administrative procedures. The author argues that “… [t]he cohesive 

character an administrative organization imparts to the activities of the people operating 

within it provides the justification for separating for analytical purposes such a group from 

all other groups [...]. Thus, a firm is more than an administrative unit; it also a collection of 

productive resources the disposal of which between different uses and over time is determined 

by administrative decision.” (Penrose, 1959, s. 24). The author notes that since there is a 

physical maximum to the number of activities any individual or group of individuals may 

execute; there is clearly a practical limit to the managerial services for disposal at any 

particular time. The author further notes that the scarcity of time inherent to firm management 

therefore becomes an essential constraint for the firm rate of growth, because their productive 

services generally are prioritized in the consecutive line of operational duty, opportunity 

analysis, opportunity planning and execution of firm opportunities. The author remarks that 

the social context of operational expansion requires the cooperation of many individuals who 

in general have a mutual confidence in their relationship, which depends on familiarity of one 

another. The author accentuates this delicate balance between organizational expansion and 

social cohesion, whereas the efficiency of the firm will suffer from the upheaval caused by 

change at velocities above that of social context establishment. The experience of the firm 

management constitutes an essential component in the process of expansion, because the 

attainment of experience resides in the process and ultimately yields productive services for 
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commercial exploitation.  Management time commitment into the consecutive line of firm 

priorities reduce the availability of management time for planning novel services with twice 

the temporal implication for future firm expansion, whereas operational duty draw time away 

from expansion planning and time consumed for planning delay the very same expansion. 

Thus, the author points out that the receding limit of firm growth becomes the release of 

management time to the pursuit of entrepreneurial productive opportunity and these 

managerial services are spawned in the process of expansion with acquisition of new 

personnel, redistribution and promotion of old personnel from internal operations. The author 

further infers that operational expansion renders necessary a progressive decentralization of 

authority, control and subordinate responsibility for the growth beyond a small firm. 

Definitive success of the firm therefore depends upon the gradual build up of a group of 

officials with managerial experience, whereas the author asserts that “… [i]t is in this gradual 

process that new men brought in and the existing personnel of the firm all gain further 

experience. Not only is there likely to be a generalized improvement in skill and efficiency, 

but also the development of new specialized services. […] when men have become used to 

working in a particular firm or with a particular group of other men, they become 

individually and as group more valuable to the firm in that the services they render are 

enhanced by their knowledge of their fellow-workers, of the methods of the firm, and of the 

best way of doing things in a particular set of circumstances in which they are working.” 

(Penrose, 1959, s. 52). The author points out that individuals in executive functions 

challenged with productive opportunity will discover the essence of the problem from the 

point of unfamiliarity. The associated entrepreneurial quest on establishment of the 

organization to exploit the productive opportunity integrates their coordination of resources, 

competences and processes into the organization under their control. The author notes the 

institutionalization increasingly renders management capacity redundant in the operational 

organization and contributes managerial experience, awareness of productive opportunity and 

general growth of knowledge in the organization. This knowledge growth encapsulate in the 

dichotomy of the author, whereas she asserts “... [k]nowledge comes to people in two different 

ways. One kind can be […] expressed and transmitted to others. The other kind is always the 

result of learning […] in the form of personal experience. […] The first form is what might be 

called “objective” knowledge. It is knowledge about things which is […] independent of any 

particular individual or group. […] the second form […] experience [...] can never be 

transmitted; it produces a change – frequently a subtle change – in individuals and cannot be 

separated from them.” (Penrose, 1959, s. 53).  Managerial learning inferences of the author 
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offer a unique causal relation, whereas she claims that productive opportunity changes 

unrelated to those of the environment with formation of a unique set of productive 

opportunities. Thus, the progressive circularity of knowledge attainment on productive 

opportunities and transformation into productive services constitute an irreversible process of 

knowledge accumulation on resources, competences and processes. The theoretical 

consequence of an irreversible knowledge accumulation with departure in a unique resource 

position is an unfolding process of dependency upon a unique path. Noteworthy is the 

theoretical distinction between knowledge in the shape of information and experience with 

claims that “…experience itself can never be transmitted […] and cannot be separated from 

them.” (Penrose, 1959, s. 53). This insight conveys an understanding equivalent to that of 

tacit knowledge and supports the contemplations of the previous theory. The present theory 

alludes that knowledge subsists in personal experience attained through the participation in 

team production, which provide inferences that the particular knowledge involved set apart 

from human capital (the skill) in terms of scalability and conceptualizes as social capital (the 

routine).  The implication being that the applicability of the particular experience resident in 

the human capital is confined within more or less idiosyncratic boundaries of team production 

and hinges upon mutual dependency. The manifestation of the social capital represented by 

acceptance on “… established administrative procedures, policies and goals” (Penrose, 1959, 

s. 25) arguably provides a parallel to the organizational routines from earlier on. Additionally, 

these procedures appears related to an ownership dimension by the notion of “… authoritative 

communication” (Penrose, 1959, s. 24). Although, the theoretical linkage amongst 

knowledge, experience, skill and organizational coordination is not drawn in a straight line; 

the theory holds the essential appreciation of routines and places them within the boundaries 

of economic organization on the discretion of authority. Nevertheless, a rather conspicuous 

property of the theory is the insistence of the author that experience cannot be separated from 

the individual, which imply the unilateral dependence on internalization of knowledge for 

establishment of routines and socialization for organizational inheritance. 

2.1.3 A Dynamic Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation 
The contextual illustration of knowledge merits a theoretical contention on the unilateral 

knowledge attainment accentuated in the previous theory. Thus, a dynamic theory of 

organizational knowledge creation is utilized to shed light on the social linkage and scale-

up of the knowledge attainment by the individual through the group into the wider 

organization. The theory departures in the sociological dynamics conceived in the idea that 
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“…knowledge is created through a continuous dialog between tacit and explicit knowledge.” 

(Nonaka, 1994). The author’s clarification of this dialogue leads to the identification of four 

states of interaction with implications of a continuous spiral of knowledge creation through 

the repetitive crescendo of socialization, externalization, combination and internalization. The 

author advocates an idealistic causality between knowledge and action of individuals, whereas 

he believes that as “…a fundamental basis for a theory of organizational creation of 

knowledge, it can be argued that attention should be focused on the active, subjective nature 

of knowledge represented by such terms as “beliefs” and “commitment” that are deeply 

rooted in the value systems of individuals.” (Nonaka, 1994, s. 16). The author points out that 

information is essential in the initiation of knowledge creation and divides knowledge into 

syntactic and semantic representations, whereas he asserts that a genuine information theory 

must focus on the quality of the content conveyed. The implicit behavioral thesis assumed by 

the author is therefore idealistic, whereas his theoretical contemplations rest on the 

commitment and value system of the employee. After the elucidation on his prerequisite 

behavioral thesis the author introduces the magnitudes of knowledge creation signified by the 

epistemological and ontological dimensions of the theory.  

The epistemological dimension of the theory comprises of the two types of knowledge 

signified by tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge identified by our Oxford Scholar; 

Michael Polanyi.vi The author extends these notions to a constructive elucidation of the 

process inherent to knowledge creation; the notion of explicit knowledge translates to codified 

knowledge transmissible in formal language as opposed to tacit knowledge anchored in “… 

commitment, involvement and action within a specific context.” (Nonaka, 1994, s. 16). The 

author elaborate on two aspects of tacit knowledge conceived in the shape of cognitive and 

technical elements. The cognitive elements are proposed grounded in mental images intrinsic 

to beliefs and structures that alleviate the individual in their perception of the world and the 

technical elements take the shape of proficiencies that applies to a specific occupational 

context. The aspect of tacit knowledge in the technical appreciation apparently provides a 

theoretical equivalence to the characterization of skill, but the introduction of the cognitive 

elements of a value system set apart from previous accounts. The author accentuates the 

significance of the cognitive element as mental images, whereas the images refer to the reality 

as perceived and facilitate strategic visualization of future vision as intended by top 

management. Thoughts by the author on the data processing properties intrinsic to the two 

types of knowledge contrast the analogue of tacit knowledge as oppose to the digital property 
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of explicit knowledge. This distinction separates the simultaneous capacity amongst 

individuals with equivalent technical insights and consecutive capacity amongst individuals 

with various degrees of technical insight to facilitate comprehension.  

The ontological dimension of the theory is encompassed in the social level of interaction, 

which provides the context of knowledge creation and “… [o]rganizational knowledge 

creation, therefore, should be understood in terms of a process that organizationally amplifies 

the knowledge created by individuals, and crystallizes it as a part of the knowledge network of 

organizations.” (Nonaka, 1994, s. 17). The author notes the ramification of this knowledge 

amplification renders necessary a distinction amongst several levels of social interaction at 

which the individual knowledge is transformed and adopted.  

Diagram 2: Spiral model of organizational knowledge creation  

 
Source: (Nonaka, 1994, s. 19-20), (Own preparation) 

According to the author this process ignites inside informal communities of social interaction, 

which provide the forum for nurturing the emergent properties of knowledge and idea 

development at each organizational level. The enablement of personal commitment is 

according to the author induced by three basic factors in the organizational context: intention, 

autonomy and certain levels of environmental fluctuation. The appreciation of intention in the 

theory is “… concerned with how the individuals form their approach to the world and try to 

make sense of their environment.” (Nonaka, 1994).vii Principles of autonomy apply at each 

organizational level, whereas the author claims that degrees of autonomy increase the 

possibility of unexpected opportunity and individual autonomy widens the extent to which 

employees will motivate themselves to form new knowledge.viii
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intention and autonomy by the author offers an organizational context, where intention creates 

a sense of purpose (the visionary intent) alongside direction and autonomy provide the 
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discretion to absorb the knowledge created by the strategies in pursuit of visionary 

redemption. The author notes that knowledge developed inside the organization is in a 

continuous interaction with the external world despite the nature of visionary intentions. 

Discontinuity brings about changes in the interaction amongst individuals and their 

environment, where “…individuals recreate their own system of knowledge to take account of 

ambiguity, redundancy, noise, or randomness generated from the organization and its 

environment. These fluctuations differ from complete disorder and are characterized by 

“order without recursiveness” – which represent an order where the pattern is hard to 

predict in the beginning.“ (Nonaka, 1994, s. 18). The amalgamation of the epistemological 

and ontological dimension facilitates a spiral model of organizational knowledge creation, 

where the author identifies four patterns of social interaction, wherein exploration obtains. 

Diagram 3: Process of organizational knowledge creation  

 
Source: (Nonaka, 1994, s. 20) 

The author presents the four patterns of social interaction adherent to the combinatorial shifts 

in the spiral model of organizational knowledge creation. The first type of interaction is 

socialization, wherein tacit knowledge is passed on through observation, imitation and 

practice; frequently associated with apprenticeship. The second form is combination of 

explicit knowledge for reconfiguration through sorting, adding, reconfiguration of category 

and context; signified by the synthesis associated with meetings, telephone conversations and 

database linkage. The third variant is encompassed in the externalization of tacit knowledge 

through utilization of metaphors, analogues and equivalent perspectives. The fourth 

alternative represents internalization much like the notion encompassed in active learning, 
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patterns of conversion with both tacit and explicit knowledge. The author claims that these 

modes capture the idea of complementarity between the two notions of knowledge with 

opportunity to expand the attainment and conversion of knowledge over time through a 

process of mutual interaction. The author confesses that although the four different modes of 

knowledge conversion hold the germ of exploration independently; the theory hinges on 

creation of tacit and explicit knowledge alongside their dynamic interaction through the 

extraction of externalization and implementation through internalization. The author further 

elaborates that the organizational knowledge creation therefore takes place when all four 

modes are managed to form a continuous cycle shaped by consecutive shifts between adjacent 

modes of knowledge creation. The enablement of these different shifts is bound to the 

author’s prescription of various organizational and rhetorical vehicles. First, the socialization 

mode is initiated by the build of a field of interaction for self-organizing teams on the 

principles of meritocracy. Second, the externalization mode is facilitated by a sophisticated 

metaphorical framework supportive of tacit knowledge articulation in successive rounds of 

dialogue amongst “passionate spirits”. Third, the combination mode is spawned by the 

coordination amongst different section of the organization in conjunction with accumulated 

knowledge documentation, where iterative procedures of trial and error support articulation of 

concepts until they emerge in concrete form. Fourth, the internalization mode is launched 

through a process of pragmatic learning by integration of the formerly developed 

experimental concepts and the spiral of organizational knowledge may commence again and 

cumulate atop the state of organizational knowledge. All of the author’s psychological, 

sociological and anthropological contemplation comes together in the shape of first, the 

hypertext organization and second, the middle-up-down model of management. The hypertext 

organization enables shifts of modus operandi between the principles of labor division within 

the hierarchy of operational conduct and the principles of meritocracy within the adhocracy of 

knowledge management. The middle-up-down model of management divides management 

into the three levels of top, middle and lower management. The author places responsibility of 

operational conduct at lower management and visionary contemplations at top management. 

The author ascribes middle management the part of coordination as the intersection between 

the horizontal flow of operational knowledge creation and the vertical flow of visionary 

intentions. 
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Diagram 4: Hypertext organization – model of hierarchy and anarchy 

 
Source: (Nonaka, 1994, s. 34), (Own modifications) 

Despite the intuitive appeal of this organizational theory; large elements pertain to 

prescription with scant empirical foundation. Noteworthy is his juxtaposition of performance 

measurement evident in the account of “... qualitative factors such as truthfulness, beauty and 

goodness are equal important to such [quantitative], economic factors as efficiency, cost and 

ROI.” (Nonaka, 1994, s. 32). This statement is not necessarily mistaken, but the position is 

quite conspicuous in the context of comparative economic institutions, whereas he provides 

no prescription for the balance between exploitative and exploratory activities. Furthermore, 

the successful implementation of the model will indeed require the idealistic commitment of 

passionate spirits as accentuated by the author in the beginning, whereas it is infeasible to 

afford strong incentives for multi-tasking agents for reasons that will become clear later. 

Finally, the concept of knowledge management in essence constitutes an oxymoron, because 

the knowledge enablement notions of autonomy, meritocracy and discontinuity of the firm 

environment do not lend themselves to management orthodoxy. 

2.1.4 Logical Incrementalism 
Placement of responsibility on visionary contemplation, knowledge accumulation and 

strategic investment appraisal at the discretion of management sparks a brief inquiry into the 

logical incrementalism heuristics of strategic management. Brian Quinn propose the 

strategic process of logical incrementalism departures in the level of abstraction intrinsic to 

top management being ahead of the formal information system, whereas signals of strategic 
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change rarely stem from the ex-post perspective of formal data systems. The author notes that 

management needs to build organizational awareness on shortage of information amongst key 

personnel alongside their incentive for change. Thus, early stages of the strategic management 

process are broad, tentative, formative, explorative, and avoid irreversible commitment. The 

establishment of credibility on strategic changes is build through the highly visible change 

symbolism of progressive organizational artifacts obsolescence to reinforce the change of 

behavior through values and basic assumptions. Planned delays allow the debate of 

threatening issues along with elaboration of implications or attainment of improved 

information. The author infers that initial increments of the strategic process are partial, 

tentative and experimental, whereas small programs with tactical adjustments and minimized 

strategy risk leads to multiple ways of succession with little opposition as opposed to broad 

strategic change. The favored instruments of broadening political support according to the 

author adhere to committees, task forces and retreats. On selection of chairpersons, 

membership, timing, and agenda; the top management can influence, predict and instill 

strategic consensus. The interactive build of strategic consensus furthermore improve the 

quality of decision, encourage positive response and innovative assistance in occurrence of 

adverse ramifications. The author notes that strategic management have yielded the political 

means of suppression for opposition through methods of co-optation, neutralization or the 

shield of opponents with indifference of non-controversial assignments. The inevitable 

structural uncertainty of the environment prerequisites consciously structured flexibility 

inherent to the active scanning of the horizon, resources buffering, shortening lines of 

decision, developing and positioning champions. The author asserts that an essential heuristic 

for risk minimization adheres to active information retrieval and passive resolution of 

information on strategic investment opportunities. Additionally, small department deep within 

the organization facilitate the test of options, creation of skills and build of commitment. The 

executive hereby provides broad goals, proper climate and flexible resource support without 

public commitment. The author remarks that the political tactics avoid attention on, 

identification with and associations of strategic commitment. Despite the initial vague 

commitment on investment opportunity; executives decide upon the resolution of information 

and consensus to commence a particular investment opportunity. The author notes that 

execution of investment opportunities is conducted on the peril of preemption with the 

inadvertent focus of the organization on premature opportunities with wants best preserved 

for ripening. The author infers that the political conceivable consequences are the unification 

of an otherwise fragmented opposition or the adverse effects associated with blind execution. 
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The timing of the execution on investment opportunity therefore becomes essential and a 

balance amongst the structures of exploitation on one hand and the dynamics of exploration, 

which needs to be stroked. The author notes that the formalization of organizational 

commitment comprises the final step in the logical incremental process of strategy formation 

after the general acceptance exists and timing is right. Finally, the author prescribe the 

prudential steps in strategic anchorage of the investment opportunity, which encompass public 

announcement, program formation, budget development and reward systems are aligned to 

reflect the intended strategic emphasis; more or less like a political augmented alignment of 

organizational structures. The author’s conclusive contemplations on strategic integration are 

first, concentration on a few key thrusts for focus and consistency of the strategy, whereas the 

“… formal models, designed to keep track of divisional progress towards realizing strategy, 

tends to become bound up in red tape, procedures, and rigid bureaucracy.”. (Quinn, 2003, s. 

188) and second focus on the politics of coalition management, whereas “… [p]eople 

selection and coalition management are the ultimate controls top executives have in guiding 

and coordinating their companies’ strategies.” (Quinn, 2003, s. 188).  

The heuristics presented in the theory of logical incrementalism adheres to strategic risk 

minimization equivalent to the conceptual approach of real options. The author remarks that 

“… [w]hen to crystallize viewpoints and when to maintain open options is [the] true art of 

strategic management.” (Quinn, 2003, s. 187) and consequently leaves no prescription for the 

strategic investment discrimination; despite his frequent reference to options. Nevertheless, 

real option theory provides an excellent approach for the capital market appraisal of the 

strategic investment, because of their contingent and financially leveraged nature. Despite the 

political means contemplated for the prosperity of strategic investments; they adhere to an 

economic rationality and merely become political by selection of the mission scope inherent 

to economic organization. Finally, the heuristics constitutes a coordinated set of skill inherent 

to management, but sets apart from the integral notion of choice intrinsic to routine in terms 

of deliberation as presented in an evolutionary theory of economic change. 

2.1.5 The behavioral theory of the firm 
Allusions of the operational challenges represented by the political masquerade of fragmented 

opposition are elaborated in a behavioral theory of the firm. In this theory the authors 

propound a framework split into two devices; first an exhaustive variable categories and 

second a set of relational concepts. The theory gravitates around the decision processes of the 

firm, which the authors argue may be analyzed in terms of variables that affect goals, 
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expectations and choices inherent to organizational coalitions. The authors have in their 

course of development on the three partial theories produced four relational concepts to link 

the substance into a theory of firm behavior. These concepts encapsulate in terms of quasi-

resolution of conflict, uncertainty avoidance, problemistic search and organizational learning. 

The authors assume the coalitions inherent to organizations comprise of different members 

and operate with considerable latent conflict of goals. They further claim that beyond the non-

operational objectives of management there exists no internal consensus and the procedures 

for conflict resolution seldom result in goal alignment. The authors conceive of the goals as 

“… a series of independent aspiration-level constraints imposed on the organization by 

members of the organizational coalition.” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 164). They note that these 

constraints may include dispensable demands kept abreast of indispensable demands, where 

they focus on the latter category of demands. The authors assume the resolution of prevalent 

conflict adheres to local rationality, satisfying decisions rules, and sequential attention to 

goals. They assume in addition that an organization operationalizes decision problems into 

partial decisions assigned to organizational subunits with the inference of limited exposure to 

problems and goals. Thus, the authors hypothesize that in the limit one problem is solved in 

the term of one goal. The essence of the organizational conflicts spawned by the local 

rationality, therefore encapsulate in the pursuit of subunit interests at the expense of 

coordination efforts. The authors remark that the extent to which the division of responsibility 

will circumvent conflict is dependent on the internal consistency of the departmental 

decisions and the demands of the external environment. The authors propose that the quasi-

resolution of goals subsist in the shape of acceptable-level decision rules and sequential 

attention to goals. The authors point to the contrast by neoclassical elucidation on the 

decentralized decision structure, which requires the artifact of the walrasian auctioneer for 

holistic optimization and consistency across a series of local decision centers. The authors are 

convinced that organizations function under much weaker cohesion and note that “… we 

require that local decisions satisfying local demands made by a series of independent 

decision centers result in a joint solution that satisfies all demands.” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 

167). The authors infer that this decision rule lead to some consistency amongst local 

decision; although no uniquely defined solutions. All the while it tends to underexploit the 

environmental opportunities with application of extricated resources to accommodate 

inconsistencies. The authors point to the general association of consistency amongst goals or 

decisions as the appraisal of the internal logic at a particular point in time and impute this 
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perception inadequate, whereas they contend a sequential attention with different goals 

addressed at different stages. 

On introduction of the second relational concept of uncertainty avoidance the authors note 

that “… modern decision theory has been concerned with the problems of decision making 

under risk and uncertainty. The solutions involved have been largely procedures for finding 

uncertainty equivalents (e.g., expected value) or introducing rules for living with the 

uncertainty (e.g., game theory).” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 166-167). The study behind their 

theory has on the other hand revealed quite a different strategy on the part of organizations, 

whereas they tend to avoid uncertainty. The authors assert that organization attend to short 

term problems on the expense of long term strategic development and avoid the requirements 

of future anticipation by application of short-term decision rules. The authors furthermore 

claim that organizations avoid the requirement of anticipation by negotiated environments; 

impose plans, standard operating procedures, industry tradition and uncertainty-absorbing 

contracts. Amassed, the two concepts of uncertainty avoidance and negotiated environment 

alleviate organizations from genuine strategic contemplation, because anticipation of 

structural uncertainty is substituted by prediction of parametric risk on the short-term in 

establishment of industry wide control devices. Alleviation of the necessity for strategic 

contemplation facilitates a rather detached operational logic in the author’s assumptions of 

short-term decision rules, although this behavior is in general agreement with a fragmented 

goal structure and the local rationality as noted earlier. The author speculate that “… it is 

likely to be the pattern of behavior that is learned by an organization dealing with an 

uncertain world and quasi-resolved goals. It will be learned because by and large it will 

permit the organization to meet the demands of the members of the coalition.” (March & 

Cyert, 1963, s. 167). The authors note the most conspicuous means of control is establishment 

of industry-wide conventional best practice; journals, external consultants, trade organizations 

and the buzz of professional networks. The association adherent to negotiated environment 

holds connotations of illegal contractual agreements, which is not intentional from the point 

of view of the authors. They merely contend firms may achieve the same objective of 

competitive stability in disregard of legislation. The authors parallel the internal 

organizational planning process, where the quasi-contractual commitment of budgeting 

provides a negotiated internal environment that permits each subunit to avoid uncertainty 

about the decisions of other “coalition members” internal to the firm. 
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The intention of the authors with the third relational concept of problemistic search is the 

proposal of an amalgamation between the theory of search and choice. Their argument rest on 

the contemplation of a search theory complementary to the organizational utilization of 

acceptable-level decision rules for satisfying demands set forth by the problem resolution. 

They ascribe problemistic search the capacity of being stimulated by a specific problem and 

solution directed. Additional definition sets problemistic search apart from random curiosity 

and search motivated for insights. Problemistic search differs from the former in terms of 

being goal directed and the latter only from the point that understanding merits contribution of 

control. The author therefore characterize problemistic search as engineering rather than 

science and make the three assumptions that problemistic search is motivated, simple-minded 

and biased. The first assumption contemplated by the authors is the propensity of searches 

being motivated by the occurrence of a problem, which is encountered when the organization 

fails to satisfy a number of organizational goals or anticipate equivalent future failures. The 

proposed search prolongs until the discovery of an alternative that satisfies organizational 

goals or the revision of goals renders possible an acceptable alternative. Additional variation 

in the search activity are claimed primarily to reflect the extent to which motivation exist and 

they contend problemistic search is quite the inferior inducement of organizational change in 

structures perceived adequate for operational conduct. The second assumption set forth by the 

authors addresses the simple-minded nature of problemistic search, where the simple 

heuristics of causality appears to apply. The author’s postulate that subject to learning; initial 

search is based on the two simple rules of search in proximity to the symptom and search in 

proximity of present firm structures. The authors afford the comment that “… [t]hese two 

rules reflect different dimensions that a cause will be found “near” its effect and that a new 

solution will be found “near” an old one.” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 170). Absent the 

immediate success of search the authors assert that organizations induce two stages of search, 

where the first is an augmentation of complexity and the second introduce the third search 

rule inherent to scrutiny of organizational vulnerabilities. The authors note that the motivation 

for search in vulnerable areas of the organization stems from two conditions; the first being 

the relative abundant organizational slack and the second being the exposure of a relative 

inferior position on matters of performance from the perspective of causality. They infer that 

“… a solution consist in either absorbing slack or renegotiating the basic coalition agreement 

to the disadvantage of the weaker member.” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 171). The bias intrinsic 

to problemistic search is conceived by the three shapes; experience of various parts of the 

organization, the substitution of hopes for expectation and inferior communication as a result 
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of unresolved conflicts. The authors explicate that “… [b]ias form prior experience or 

training is implicit in [their] assumptions of search learning […], local specialization in 

problem solving […], and subunit goal differentiation […].” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 171). 

The authors substantiate this by reference to the event of discrepancy amongst the parts of the 

organization that generate and utilize the information, where information plausibly differs 

from the event of coalition congruency. The bias inherent to the adjustment of expectations to 

that of hopes has according to the authors the consequence of reducing the time reserved for 

the puzzle, augment organizational slack in abundant times and eliminate it in scarce times. 

The introduction of the fourth relational concept of organizational learning departures in the 

postulate of the authors that “… [o]rganizations learn: to assume that organizations go 

through the same processes of learning as do individual human beings seems unnecessarily 

naïve, but organizations exhibit (as do other social institutions) adaptive behavior over time.” 

(March & Cyert, 1963, s. 171-172). They emphasize their belief of aggregate organizational 

adaption with a parallel to the concept of organizational decision making. The theory focus on 

the three different phases of decision defined by the adaption of goals, adaption of attention 

rules and adaption in search rules. The authors make the assumption that “… organizations 

change their goals, shift their attention, and revise their procedures as a function of their 

experience.” (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 172). The adaption of goals in agreement with their 

theory signifies adoption of aspirations or search equivalence classes in their own terms. The 

claimed appreciation of search equivalence classes is conveyed by a number of critical values 

adherent to the value dimensions of a goal and attain significance by shifts in search strategy: 

It does, however, not appear completely clear what these critical value exactly signifies, but 

an adjacent interpretation might adhere to the involved effort in terms of the complexity 

gradation intrinsic to problemistic search. The authors propose that organizational goals in a 

particular period are a weighted function of organizational goals, organizational experience 

and competition experience from the previous time period. The authors employ the constraint 

of weights sum to unity and propose binary weights, for the experience of internal and 

competition, dependent on the relative success of organizational goal attainment. The 

adoption in attention rules presented by the authors is bifurcated into internal organizational 

and external competition experience, which plausibly translates into performance metrics and 

business intelligence. Put in terms of the proposed weighted goal function of the organization; 

these weights translate as attention to the factor to which they multiply. Theoretically, the 

authors contend that the aggregate weight of the two factors of previous experience will 
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dominate goal models of short term and the weight of competitive pressure will dominate the 

longer term. The adaption in search rules is argued by the authors from the point that 

problemistic search implicitly assumes alteration of search rules, whereas the experienced 

degrees of success with different search heuristics decide the adaption. The authors argue that 

success with a particular heuristics on a class of problems reinforces the inclination for 

repetition and equivalent degrees of inadequacy initiate exploration of alternative heuristics. 

Thus, the authors infer that the order of various solution alternatives changes with the applied 

heuristics contingent on their contextual resolution properties. A final assumption of the 

authors addresses the linguistic adaption for the code of communication to convey 

information on alternatives and their consequences for the organization, where they assume 

the gradual development of an efficient code initially framed in the experience of prevalent 

decision rules. 

2.1.6 The limits to organizational knowledge 
The decision encompassed in strategic investment displays a visionary commitment by the top 

management, which ideally materializes in organizational efforts of implementation. The 

successful implementation is unilaterally dependent on the visionary commitment throughout 

the hierarchical cascade of principal-agent relations, which presuppose behavioral adoptions 

to that of the organizational changes. The author notes that “…one of the age-old challenges 

that organization face is how to induce human beings to act as responsible agents for 

creating and maintaining effective organizational performance. The fundamental assumption 

is that it is management’s responsibility to design structures and policies that, when carried 

out correctly, will lead to effective performance.” (Argyris, 2003, s. 18). The author proposes 

that a challenge is spawned into existence through the psychological attributes of the 

defensive reasoning mindset intrinsic to human beings. The objective of the defensive 

mindset is first and foremost to protect communities and individual actors. The reasoning 

includes the explicit statement of assumptions subjected to self-referential logics, which 

cannot become subject to tests of validity. The author asserts that transparency is avoided in 

the act of protection along with the complete denial of the act itself. The masquerade of self-

deception is concealed by diligent cover-up procedures, which themselves are disguised in the 

name of obfuscation. The author points to the consequences of defensive reasoning to include 

escalating misunderstanding, self-fulfilling prophecies and self-sealing processes. The 

dysfunctional social process escalates because of the self-referential logics, which discourage 

the detection of errors and brings into effect a generic syndrome against learning. The author 
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infers this ultimately result in ultra-stable organizational subsystems of fundamental beliefs 

that are self-sealing, anti-corrective and anti-learning. The author elaborate that individuals 

feel paralyzed in the doubt that errors are unlikely to be genuinely corrected, which leads 

them to adopt the dysfunctional mindset in tolerance of absent communal commitment. 

Nevertheless, the author point out that human beings inclined to the defensive reasoning 

mindset can abstract to the characteristics of the productive mindset, which produces valid 

knowledge, creates informed choices and put forth personal claims for robust tests in the 

name of transparency. The author identifies that the coexistence of the two types of reasoning 

inadvertently spawns inner organizational contradictions.  The first feature is that successful 

productive reasoning requires the contradictory coexistence of defensive reasoning alongside 

the second feature of synchronous reinforcement properties in this relationship. The author 

further notes that “… effective action is the fundamental objective of human and 

organizational performance. Action is effective to the extent that it is consistent with 

intention, that it persists, and that it does so without harming the existing level of 

organizational performance.” (Argyris, 2003, s. 7). The author adds that indifferent to the 

level of the organization; learning focuses on the approximation of action, which closely 

resembles the identified requisite criteria of adaption. The light shed on learning requires 

creation of new knowledge, new understandings and new insights alongside the productive 

ability of the alleged insights. The author points out that the active notion encompassed in 

productive ability refers to procedural knowledge of firsthand experience, where action is 

produced in accordance with heuristics inherent to the experience much like the previous 

theoretical characteristics of skill and routine. The heuristics of the experience informs the 

human mind how to design action and unveils an intrinsic characteristic of the human mind, 

whereas procedural knowledge appears unilateral dependent upon the assumption of causality 

like inferred by the authors of a behavioral theory of the firm. The author elaborates that the 

property of causality imposes the prerequisite coherence, which permit the specification on 

the consequences of the action taken; causality amongst cause and effect. Nevertheless, the 

author draws the inference that causality heuristics of experience appears paradoxical, 

whereas the complexity of the real world presents a multiplicity of scenarios and renders the 

experiential capacity of the human mind obsolete. The author asserts that the evolutionary 

measure that prevents the functional collapse of the human mind resides in the construct 

inherent to theories of action. 
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The theories of action are master designs that specify the casual sequence of actions to act 

efficient in agreement with personal values and societal norms. Theories of action are 

represented by two types. The first is the espoused theory, which composes by values, beliefs 

and strategies of action. The second is the theory-in-use, which forms designs that are 

composed by action strategies of intended consequences organized in causal sequences. The 

actions strategies are designs-in-use, which aggregated constitute the theory-in-use. The 

perspective of the author represents the design-in-use as subroutines of the master program 

inherent to the theory in use. The author first present the model 1 theory-in-use, which 

composes of four governing values, which are first to be in unilateral control, second to strive 

to win and minimizing losing, third to suppress negative feelings, and fourth to act rationally 

with allusion to the defensive reasoning mindset. The author identifies the three dominant 

action strategies: advocate your position, evaluate the relative actions of others and yourself 

and make attributions on behalf of others intensions. The author emphasizes that these actions 

are crafted in a manner as to minimize encouragement of inquiry and testing. The author 

remarks that the consequences of model 1 relates to misunderstanding, escalating errors, self-

sealing, self-fulfilling, and counterproductive self-fueling processes. The organizational 

repercussions unveils in the first order effect associated with the inhibition of error detection 

and correction, second order effect associated with inhabitation of problem solving and 

decisions and the third order consequence of less efficient organizational performance.  

The author introduces the paramount theoretical distinction between single-loop and double-

loop learning as designation for two related states of knowledge acquisition. Double-loop 

learning constitutes the detection and correction of errors, where correction requires the 

synchronous replacement of action strategies as well as values that govern the theory-in-use. 

Thus, double-loop learning challenges the modus operandi and encourages the rare events of 

adaption to change. The concept of single-loop learning is the detection and correction of 

errors, where correction does not require changes in the values that govern the theory-in-use. 

The author provides illustration of the concept with the reference that “… a thermostat is a 

single-loop learner. It is programmed to increase or decrease the heat in order to keep the 

temperature constant. A thermostat could be a double-loop learner if it inquired why it should 

measure heat and why it is set so that the temperature is constant.” (Argyris, 2003, s. 10). The 

author claims that transformation of organizational defensive routines requires double-loop 

learning, whereas model 1 theory-in-use has to be altered. The required substitute theory-in-

use that produces double-loop learning adheres to the governing values of model 2, signified 
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by first to produce valid information, second make informed choices and thirdly monitor the 

implemented initiative in assessment of the efficiency qualities. The action strategies of 

model 2 equally advocate a position by making attributions and the values that govern these 

action strategies encourage inquiry and testing as opposed to the values in control of model 1.  

Diagram 5: Single-loop versus double-loop learning  

 
Source: (Argyris & Schön, 1978, s. 68) 

The author puts forth the confrontational aspects of double-loop learning in perspective, 

whereas “… asking human beings to alter their theory-in-use is asking them to question the 

foundation of their sense of competence and confidence related to producing effective action. 

It is also asking them to design and implement organizations that do not encourage infighting, 

unilateral control, and commitment to the dictates of organizational defensive routines.” 

(Argyris, 2003, s. 10). The author accentuates that the intention behind the theoretical 

distinction is not the eradication of model 1 mode of conduct, but merely the appropriate 

contextual application inherent to routines. Furthermore, the author accentuates that the 

theoretical illumination affords the opportunity of conscious awareness and provides humans 

with two degrees of freedom in their appropriate selection of model 1 and model 2 mode of 

conduct. The two theories-in-use are consistent, whereas both are generated as human beings 

learn to act skillfully and consistently with their requirements. The author further notes the 

puzzle encompassed in the necessity to be skillful in the creation of a design-in-use, whereas 

defensive routines are skillful yet incompetent, because they produce unintended 

consequences. The author concludes that queries into the very existence of defensive routines 

hence constitute a controversial subject, whereas the affected humans will be skillfully 

unaware of their skilled incompetence.  
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The adversity of organizational learning appears to deteriorate on inferences of extrinsic 

commitment, but the author provides scant proposition for inducement of intrinsic 

commitment as a remedy. The rationality behind the economic organization of team 

production primarily adheres to principle inherent to division, which traditionally is 

institutionalized through hierarchical structures to facilitate monitoring control by the 

management. The principle suggests the partition of business models into the constituent 

routines and matches the single capabilities of employees to those required by the routines 

defined. Atomism of tasks is an unfortunate property, at the limit of this hierarchical 

principle, whereas it is inversely related to the holistic appreciation, motivation and intrinsic 

commitment of employees. One particular explanation for this resides in the conduct of 

disproportionate monitoring and excessive exercise of control through the managerial 

discipline of selective intervention. Ultimately, the intrinsic commitment and associated 

ownership is abandoned by employee in companies with persistent reliance on this managerial 

practice. Thus, misapplication of the hierarchical principle directly translates to extrinsic 

commitment and the associated mechanical conduct of labour. Extrinsic commitment 

therefore appeals to blind execution of routines in the vein of single-loop learning and spawns 

a mentality of negligence. The theory predicts that the organizational peril associated with 

extrinsic commitment is a dystopian mentality, which is prone to foster an insidious culture 

with norms that discourage questioning of basic assumptions equivalent of defensive 

organizational routines. Nevertheless, the powerful institutionalization of successful routines 

and the inescapable reinforcement of labour practise equally constitute a challenge for 

organizational learning. The brief account implies that managerial discipline of excessive 

selective intervention and naive success of routines plausibly holds the germ to deteriorate 

organizational learning. Gradation of the implications reveals that hierarchical structures in 

service of economic principles of organization through the requisite routines disposes the firm 

to foster an obstinate culture permeated with defensive organizational routines. The corollary 

under evolutionary competitive assumptions is the institutionalization of a culture absent of 

commitment with an inferior learning ability, scant adaption and deterioration of 

organizational performance. The author does acknowledge the significance of the sense of 

ownership employees attach to their conduct of labour, whereas he draws reference to 

motivational augmentation via internal markets with infusion of market mechanism into 

hierarchies. However, he makes this reference with cautious reservation, whereas empirical 

studies to his knowledge have observed the inadequacy of this infusion and argues 

subsequently that “... [t]hese positive consequences are not likely to occur if the tasks are 
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potentially embarrassing or threatening.” (Argyris, 2003, s. 191). Despite the authors explicit 

dissociation of self-referential logics; the presented argument appears quite tautological, 

whereas these task features reflects the “grim trigger” mechanism central to his theory. 

Conceivable causality for the collapse of internal market structures might instead be inferred 

not by the task themselves, but the absent credibility of managerial commitment to refrain 

from selective intervention (Williamson, 1996, s. 150-51). Ironically, the coordination failure 

in the market holds the explanation for the existence of the firm, whereas firms manage to 

coordinate the market failure of market organization due reduced incentives. Thus, 

introduction of the internal market structures constitutes a paradox in essence, whereas the 

selective intervention of the market was the reason d’être of the firm. The idea of managerial 

selective intervention supervenes throughout the cascading descent of agency relations, 

whereas the responsibility of adverse organizational efficiency unravels the contractual 

hierarchy in a reverse manner. Organizational ideas peripheral to the political economy 

inherent to the mission, vision and strategy therefore incur the inescapable managerial 

selective intervention, whereas they represent the ownership and carry the responsibility of 

inferior organizational efficiency. Absence of the holistic appreciation of organizational 

efficiency defines deviations of organizational efficiency as employees might inflict under 

internal markets structures. Thus, the coordination failure of the internal market is bound to 

attract managerial attention with inferences of the inevitable selective intervention alongside 

the implicit questioning of the competencies held by the employees. The cumulative tension 

intensifies alongside the number of selective intervention accounts until the integrity of 

management commitment to internal markets has deteriorated completely. The intentional 

infusion of market to augment intrinsic motivation therefore reverts to extrinsic motivation 

upon the notion of ownership, control and strong managerial incentives with reference to the 

adversities of defensive organizational routines and hyper-stable obstinate cultures. The 

absence of any compelling explanation on the problem of internal markets might appear odd, 

but the author draws close in conceptual proximity, when he dedicates the lion’s share of 

chapter seven in the book to the sociological concept of the responsibility virus (Martin, 

2002). An imperative concept from the managerial point of view; although detached from the 

economic comprehension of selective intervention. 
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2.1.7 The appreciation of knowledge in the firm context 
The brief address of the first research question materializes the abstract of knowledge in the 

construct gradation of information, experience, comprehension and wisdom of economic 

organization. The construct of information in economic organization refers to the comparative 

performance amongst the organization, industry and the economy; therefore information 

conceptualizes in the shape of idiosyncratic performance metrics, industry-wide business 

intelligence and interest rates of the capital market. The construct of experience 

conceptualizes in the notions of skills, routines and heuristics; the routines along with their 

constituent hierarchy of skills and coordination partially constitute the mechanics of economic 

organization. The execution of skills is bifurcated into the tacit skills bound by repetitive 

operational routines and the deliberate heuristics inherent to strategic investment. Productive 

opportunity is generated through the execution of skills, routines and heuristics, which 

constitutes a unique irreversible accumulative process with escalating restrictions on strategic 

contemplation. The construct of comprehension in comparative economic organization span 

the concepts of creative destruction, the oxymoron of knowledge management and the 

acknowledgement of human cognitive and behavioral attributes. The insight of creative 

destruction necessitates a balance between exploitation and exploration by contrast facilitated 

by the control inherent to hierarchy and autonomy inherent to meritocracy. The oxymoron of 

knowledge management provides the insight that the notions encompassed in autonomy, 

meritocracy and the discontinuity of structural uncertainty does not lend themselves to 

management, whereas they plausibly represent interests divergent to that of the political 

economy intrinsic to the firm. The acknowledgement of the human attributes intrinsic to 

procedural rationality alongside the behavioral thesis of self-interest alleviate behavioral 

insights of the firm inherent to the quasi-resolution of conflicts, uncertainty avoidance, 

problemistic search and inferiority of organizational learning. The construct of wisdom in 

comparative economic organization is that selective intervention and the naïve application of 

hierarchical structures in service of economic principles of organization through the requisite 

routines disposes the firm to foster an obstinate culture permeated with defensive routines. 

The corollary under evolutionary competitive assumptions is the institutionalization of a 

culture absent of commitment with an inferior learning ability, scant adaption, deterioration of 

organizational performance and ultimately bankruptcy. The crisis response to defensive 

routines conceptualizes in the facilitation of double-loop learning, but the viability of the firm 

ultimately depends on the prevalence of intrinsic above extrinsic motivation. 
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3 Empirical knowledge review 
Firsthand empirical evidence for contemplations on the underinvestment hypothesis 

departures in the 1980 article, “Managing Our Way to Economic Decline” by Robert H. 

Hayes and William J. Abernathy, where the North American leadership is accused of myopic 

principles of management amidst marked competitive deterioration. Before the advent of the 

adversities; history earned their industrial leadership respect for efficient management across 

short-term exploitation of sunken investment, medium-term production factor replacement of 

labour with capital equipment and long-term visionary capacity with regard to innovation of 

organization, products and markets. Nevertheless, the marked empirical evidence of 

nationwide productivity decline across industries, absolute decline of innovation investments 

and relative decline of the capital reserved for innovative investment were difficult to 

disregard. Denmark anno 2010 has equally experienced scant productivity augmentations 

throughout the last couple of decades, but appears to differ with regard to innovation 

commitment as signified by the comparative investment in research and development. The 

authors claim that the wretched state of affairs was caused by a plurality of circumstance, but 

their argument of the prevalent management orthodoxy in particular appears to capture the 

gravity of underinvestment. Previous expansion of the North American corporations had 

rendered necessary the decentralization of their organization, which introduced quite the focus 

on profit centers. Hierarchical measures of control, therefore increasingly relied on 

performance evaluation from the short-term perspective of return on investment as response 

to the delegation of responsibility and structural distance. The unilateral internal reliance upon 

the return on investment as performance metrics appears have promoted dormant external 

propensities characteristic to the capital markets. Although innovation best thrive under 

conditions, where lack of success is not penalized excessively, the heavy reliance on a short 

term financial measure predictably institutionalized a hostile environment permeated by lower 

management’s fear of failure and reluctance to invest. Management aversion towards 

relatively risky investments (e.g. innovation), where the guarantee of success is less 

pronounced, therefore presents a plausible accounts for the North American loss of 

competitive vigor back in the eighties. Nevertheless, the economy of Denmark has imperative 

structural dissimilarities in comparison to the North American; particular conspicuous 

differences are the average company size, capital market reliance and the degree of openness 

with regard to international trade. Comparative perspectives of industry segmentation in the 

vein of value added or total employment does not appear to discriminate the two countries, 
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but immediate attention to the average size of companies reveals that a greater part of the 

Danish industry composes of small to medium sized companies (Ahmad & Hoffman, 2008, s. 

9-27). The implications of the discrepancy between the average size company plausibly 

constitutes the tipping point of the underinvestment issue, whereas small to medium sized 

companies are less prone to institute structural decentralization, less dependent on capital 

markets and the discretion of the employees are bound to ameliorate with lower degrees of 

bureaucratization. The informational asymmetry of the Danish industry therefore appears less 

pronounced and ownership accordingly refrains from heavy reliance on objective short-term 

performance measurement in the vein of return on investment. Denmark being a small and 

consequently open economy furthermore entails quite the incentive for the industry to 

compete on the grounds of global competition with focus on genuine innovation. Recently, 

since the turn of the millennium, the Danish government has acknowledged the prolonged 

absence of productivity growth alongside the associated welfare augmentation and improved 

conditions for growth entrepreneurs. Denmark has increasingly relied upon the service 

industry as a source of income, whereas we have made advances towards the post-industrial 

society. Economic growth throughout history and the nature of productivity augmentation in 

the service industry will eventually question the viability of the witnessed development. 

3.1 The welfare of post-industrial societies 
The post-industrial society is characterized by a shift from manufacturing to services, the 

centrality of new science-based industries and the rise of new technical elites accompanied by 

the advent of meritocracy as the main principle of societal stratification (Bell, 1974). 

Alongside this social turbulence the service industry experiences an increase in magnitude, 

which renders visible through the binary representation of the industry into service and non-

service sectors.  This binary distinction of sectorial activities appears to provide a legitimate 

classification for the Danish economy, whereas non-service industries account for little above 

one quarter and service industries a little beneath three quarters of the Danish Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP); (Chart 6). The ramifications of this transition are uncertain, but recent 

decades throughout the period of 1981-07 have indicated persistently low levels of labour 

productivity in the service industries relative to the manufacturing industries on OECD wide 

scale; (Chart 7). Indeed, members of the OECD in general appears to have experienced a 

decline of productivity growth except for a small gathering of five countries; Japan, Sweden, 

Belgium, United States and United Kingdom; (Chart 8). The comparison ranks Denmark 

quite low in the recent growth period of 2001-06 and throughout the period of 1985-06.  
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3.1.1 Research and development 
The absent productivity growth prompts questions on the adequacy of the technological state 

of production and additional queries on innovation expenditure, which induce the 

implementation abridged by technological development in the wake of research activities. The 

development of the Gross Expenditure on Research and Development (GERD) unveils 

Denmark has augmented the gross expenditure times 2.5 from well beneath in 1981 to little 

above the average gross expenditure of OECD countries in 2007; (Chart 9). Denmark 

therefore occupies the ninth rank amongst the OECD countries in relative terms on the 2007 

GERD; (Chart 10). The distribution of research funds from the aggregate perspective of 

GERD reveals the sectorial percentage of research funds controlled by the Private Non-Profit 

(PNP) and Higher Education (HERD) has keep stable in proximity of 25%; (Chart 11). 

Research funds controlled by the private sector signified by the Business Expenditure on 

Research and Development (BERD) have been expanded from 50% in 1981 to represent 70% 

in 2008. Research funds signified by the Government Expenditure on Research and 

Development (GOVERD) consequently have been dislodged from the occupancy of 23% in 

1981 to 3% in 2008. The redistribution of research funds control by public to the private 

sector plausibly ameliorates the applicability of research with the immediate abridgement 

between research, development and implementation. This point is argued form the demand 

driven characteristics of market disciplined research conducted amidst competition, where the 

survival depends on the balance between exploitation of sunken investments and timing of 

explorative investments. Despite the relative reduction of government controlled research 

another public player has kept momentum. The research funds controlled by higher education 

amounts to approximately one quarter of the GERD with an augmentation in real terms from 

a level of $267m in 1981 to a level of $1,217m in 2008, which constitutes a progression of 

approximately 4.5 times over the time span of 28 years; (Chart 12). Noteworthy is the 

persistent prominence of basic research in comparison to applied research and experimental 

development; although it has been subject to the 12% reduction from approximately 60% in 

1982 to approximately 48% in 2007; (Chart 13, Chart 14). The academic discipline inherent 

to basic research holds reminiscence of an ancestry frequently associated with the classical 

natural sciences traditions, whereas basic research “… is experimental or theoretical work 

undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundations of phenomena 

and observable facts, without any particular application [...] in view.” (OECD, 2002, s. 77).  

Light shed on the state of basic research amongst the fields of sciences unveils quite the 

mismatch between resources allocated for the two dissimilar scientific areas of classical 
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natural sciences and engineering (NSE) and social sciences and humanities (SSH). The 

allocation of 72% (NSE) and 28% (SSH) as of 2006 (Chart 15, Chart 16) appears 

disproportionate, whereas Denmark arguably classifies for a post-industrial society. The 

provenience of three quarters of the GDP from service industries therefore sets the part of 

basic research allocated for social sciences (14%) in a rather negligent perspective; (Chart 

17). Fairly stable proportions amongst the type of R&D and the fields of science renders 

feasible a cross sectional perspective amongst the proportions of the research activities; 

(Chart 18, Chart 19, and Chart 20). Deepening this perspective; the cross section reveals the 

utility of the different fields of science and abridgement throughout the innovation pipeline; 

(Chart 21). The opposite relation amongst the basic research, applied research and 

experimental development appears paradoxical, whereas the perceived spillover-effect from 

resources allocated for natural science basic research to applied research suggest a reduction 

by half and the experimental development suggest one third of the incipient efforts. 

Equivalent perspectives adhere to the social sciences, whereas the spillover-effect from 

resources allocated for basic research to applied research suggest an increase by half and the 

experimental development suggest a doubling of the nascent efforts. This perspective 

prevails, although the status of the basic research allocation understates SSH and overstates 

NSE from a historical perspective; (Chart 18). One might argue the sectorial integration along 

the arbitrarily coupled process from discovery throughout implementation of technology 

signified by basic research, applied research and experimental development holds the key to 

abridge the temporal dimension of technological progression. Measurement of private 

industry research funded by the government provides a first indication to this integration with 

the Russian Federation (55.3%), South Africa (16.2%) and Spain (14.4%) ranking highest 

followed by Denmark (2.4%) well below the average OECD level (6.7%); (Chart 22). The 

Russian Federation appears far from the pertinent nation of reference, whereas the 

government financed research and development holds reminiscence of centrally planned 

economies and government intervention. Amelioration of the technological integration 

measurement adheres to the higher education research funded by the private industry, whereas 

this measure is demand driven, as opposed to the aforementioned. Present international 

comparison ranks Turkey (19.9%), Russian Federation (16.4%) and China (14.1%) highest 

with Denmark (2.2%) well below the average OECD level (5.3%); (Chart 23). The level of 

integration has furthermore experienced deterioration in the period throughout 1997-2007, 

whereas both the measures have declined from government funded (5.3%) and business 

funded (2.9%) research and development in the contemplated sectors; (Chart 22, Chart 23). 
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3.1.2 Education 
Allocation of funds and resources is a prerequisite for the conduct of research and 

development, but renders inadequate to unveil the intrinsic value of the inherent efforts. The 

competitive edge of these research and development efforts rest on competencies of the 

research communities involved. Inferences on the quality of innovation are drawn from the 

notion of the hierarchical descent of skills represented by the pivotal abilities of reading, 

mathematics and science; (Chart 24, Chart 25, and Chart 26). The three selected skills 

capture the essence of the hierarchical structure of skills, whereas reading is a prerequisite for 

the subsequent two skills and mathematics is a requirement for the mastery of science. The 

international comparison ranks the reading ability of Danish students fifteenth; just above the 

OECD average. Progression up through the hierarchical structure of skills ranks their 

mathematical attainment tenth; well above the OECD average. The terminal point of the 

comparison ranks their scientific competencies nineteenth; in near proximity of the OECD 

average from beneath. Despite a comfortable ranking amongst the elitist nations of the world; 

one particular circumstance of the Danish primary school comes into mind, whereas the 

expenditure per student ranks fifth amongst the very same elitist nations; (Chart 27). 

Explanations for the mediocre performance remain uncertain, although the statutory teacher 

salary after 15 years of experience in the lower-secondary education ranks just below the 

OECD average; (Chart 30). The principle notion of the post-industrial society requires in 

addition to the mastery of the three scholastic skills a surge in the percentage of the society, 

which acquires higher levels of proficiency and ultimately tertiary level education. The 

attainment level of 75.5% with upper-secondary or higher education ranks Denmark fifteenth 

slightly above the OECD average of 70.1%; (Chart 31). Deepening the perspective points to 

an attainment level of 32.2% with tertiary education and places Denmark eleventh; somewhat 

above the OECD average of 27.5%; (Chart 32). The comparison of educational performance 

above the primary school constitutes quite the insuperable task and the benefits reaped are 

assumed to materialize in the augmentation of productivity and the adherent welfare 

enhancement. Nevertheless, the expenditures of the upper-secondary education reveal a sixth 

place well above the OECD average and the expenditures of the tertiary education rank 

fourteenth just above the OECD average level expenditure; (Chart 28, Chart 29). 

3.1.3 Patent system 
Paramount for the general investment climate is the national patent system, which plays the 

economic part of ownership right specification, allocation and enforcement. The capacity of 
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this system is the augmentation of an institutional environment, which ameliorate the 

incentive for innovative investments. The policy of property rights protection, administration 

and judiciary procedures appears pertinent, whereas the number of applications have been 

fairly stable in between 1500 and 2000 throughout the period of 1999-2008; (Chart 33). The 

number of issued applications appears more volatile, but corroborates the procedures of 

ownership rights specification and allocation with a level in proximity of 410 throughout the 

period of 1999-2008; (Chart 33). The statistics present no direct suggestions of the 

enforcement of ownership rights, but reveal a negligible number of demurrers and petitions 

for trial. The imperceptible numbers of demurrers and petitions for trial adheres to a constant 

level alongside fairly abundant numbers of applications and appears suggestive to the 

confidence of ownership rights enforcement in Denmark. 

3.1.4 Quality of government 
Perspectives of government quality inherent to an attractive investment climate adhere to the 

price stability of factor markets.ix Accumulated effects of government intervention in matters 

of fiscal policy affect these markets, whether be they Keynesian pursuit of excessive 

government expenditures or Neomonetarist indulgence on self-sustainable tax cuts. The 

quality of the Danish government is informed by the four convergence requirementsx

3.1.4.1 Financial market perspective 

 

alongside the ability of the government to summon the productive spirit of residents. 

The progress of the four indicators of convergence is captured in the period from the voting 

on the Maastricht treaty in 1992 until 2009; covering two opposite ideological parliament 

constellations. The first financial indication is provided by the national gross debt (Chart 34), 

which has declined steadily from the election year of the Social Democratic and Social 

Liberal Government (1993) with a magnitude of nearly 80% until the reduction of 

approximately 27% (2007). During the descent; gross debt went below the convergence 

requirement of 60% (1998). The annual status of the gross debt is 42% (2009) with an 

estimated 46% (2010) and 49% (2011). The second financial indicator is provided by 

government budget balance adjusted for the cyclicality of the economy; (Chart 35). The left 

wing government managed to reduce the national gross debt throughout the period of 1993-

98, which bear witness of the considerable growth encapsulate to the state of the market. The 

right wing government has managed to continue the reduction of the gross debt until recently 

(2007) from where an increase of balance deficits has resulted in a surge of the national gross 

debt. The convergence requirements deprecate inflation rates in excess of 1.5% above the 
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average of the three membership nations with the lowest rate, which has proved a rather 

volatile benchmark and resulted in the informal inflation target of 2.0% for membership 

states; (Chart 36). Rates of inflations have kept within proximity of this inflation target as a 

consequence of the quasi-fixed currency cooperation with the European Central Bank (ECB); 

although the rate of inflation researched 3.0% (1999) and 3.5% (2007) as a response to 

overheated economies. A final observation of the financial indicators of the convergence 

requirements addresses the long-term interest rates of national debt; (Chart 37). The 

convergence prescriptions refers the long-term interest rates on government bonds of a 

member cannot deviate more than 2.0% from the average long-term interest rate of the three 

membership nations with the lowest rate of inflation retained. Denmark manages to keep its 

rate of interest within the bounds of these prescriptions for the contemplated period except for 

the most recent data (2009), where the bounds abruptly displace the Danish rate of interest.xi

3.1.4.2 Labour market perspective 

 

The labour market encouragement of enterprise is conceptualized through the incentives for 

the general effort in the labour market, marginal effort in the labour market and tertiary 

education attainment in the vein of the post-industrial society. The combined taxation on 

income and profits constitutes the initial impressions on the general tax burden with the 

premier ranking of Denmark (29.3%) followed by New Zealand (22.3%), Norway (20.7%) 

and Iceland (19.0%) with Turkey (5.6%) at the bottom; (Chart 38). Elaboration on the single 

component of income tax places our nation ninth on low income (37.7%), eleventh on average 

income (39.4%) and eighth on high income (48.6%); (Chart 39, Chart 40, and Chart 41). 

These three income tax levels place well above the general OECD level of tax on low income 

(32.5%), average income (36.4%) and high income (41.1%). The marginal effort perspective 

is constituted by the marginal tax on personal income, whereas wealthy individuals exhibit 

income and substitution effect, which gradually shifts labour market hours into leisure time 

with the increase of this tax component. Contemplations on the marginal tax rate places 

Denmark seventeenth on low income (42.1%), eighteenth on average income (43.5%) and 

fourth on high income (62.8%); (Chart 42, Chart 43, and Chart 44).xii The second subject 

matter intrinsic to enterprise is the encouragement of tertiary education attainment, whereas 

the opportunity cost of marginal education prerequisite a marginally differentiated 

compensation worth of consideration. Admittedly, there are plentiful additional incentives at 

play, but the relative lifetime income ought to play a significant part amongst rational labour 

market participants. An international comparison takes point of departure in the index 100 
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constituted by the national average of an upper-secondary non-tertiary salary; (Chart 45). 

This comparison places reveals the highest discrepancies in Hungary (73/219), Czech 

Republic (74/183), Portugal (67/177) and United States (66/176); (Chart 45). The comparison 

ranks the discrepancy between lower secondary and tertiary level education from New 

Zealand (78/ 115), Denmark (82/125), Sweden (86/126) and Norway (78/129); (Chart 45). 

3.1.4.3 Entrepreneurial market perspective 
The broader perspective of national determinants of entrepreneurship adheres to the subject 

matters of regulatory framework, market conditions, access of finance, technological 

progress, entrepreneurial capabilities and culture (Ahmad & Hoffman, 2008, s. 13). 

Nevertheless, the topical frame of reference narrows the governmental encouragement of 

entrepreneurship to the regulatory framework, institutional setup and educational inception 

efforts to spawn entrepreneurial capabilities. The adversities of poorly engineered regulation 

pose challenges for business startup, growth and hold the germ of disincentive to 

entrepreneurship. Aggregated perspectives ranks Denmark sixth on the ease of business 

conduct straight behind New Zealand, United States and United Kingdom amongst OECD 

countries; (Chart 46). The aggregate ranking comprise of an appraisal of business 

circumstances associated with the national regulatory frameworks in terms of general 

legislation and the inherent public administration. The financial and administrative burdens of 

starting a limited liability company in Denmark appears limited, whereas the country ranks 

eighth amongst OECD member countries, but drops to an twenty-eighth place on the global 

list; (Chart 47). A number of simplification initiatives have rendered this possible; amongst 

others the recent firm registration to encompass one single registration, tax compliance and e-

government for reporting (OECD/STI, 2008, s. 60). Especially, the simplification initiatives 

on tax compliance might hold explanation to the third place Denmark occupies on tax 

administrative procedures amongst OECD countries and the thirteenth rank on the global list; 

(Chart 47). Implementation of the registration initiative has contributed to the abridgement of 

startup periods of new firms, whereas Danish entrepreneurs spend on average 5 days as 

opposed to the OECD average of 17 days (OECD/STI, 2008, s. 60). Bankruptcy arrangement, 

which are lenient towards debtor have the advantage in terms of reducing the cost of failure 

and hence the risk inherent to entrepreneurship. These advantages must, nevertheless, be 

weighed against the decline of the capital availability affected by the deterioration of creditor 

rights. Imperative, though, is a fair and efficient legal procedure on closing a business, where 

Denmark ranks sixth amongst the OECD member countries and occupy a seventh place on the 
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global list in matters of closing a business; (Chart 47). Despite the favorable ranking in terms 

of bankruptcy procedures alongside the aforementioned considerations on capital availability 

there appears scant effect on getting credits, whereas Denmark ranks fifth amongst OECD 

countries and fifteenth on the global list; (Chart 47). Growth amidst successful business 

venture eventually necessitates expansion with the build or transfer of real estate property, 

where Denmark appears to have rather efficient procedures on dealing with construction 

permits with the second place amongst OECD countries and a tenth place on the global 

ranking; (Chart 47). All the more surprising is the relatively low ranking on registering 

property in matters of real estate transfer, whereas Denmark ranks fourteenth amongst OECD 

countries and twenty-eighth on the global ranking; (Chart 47). The limited number of 

residents and the modest size of the economy have resulted in an open economy with the 

development of the flexicurity labour market model alongside intensive political awareness 

on the mobility of the labour force. These historical circumstances might yield a plausible 

account for high ranks on across border trade and employing workers, where Denmark ranks 

second and third amongst OECD countries together with the sixth and ninth places on the 

global list, respectively; (Chart 47). The advantage of reduced labour market friction 

contributes adaptability of capacity in terms of reduced redundancy costs inflicted amidst 

economic stagnation with allusion of economic organization flexibility.xiii The 21st of April 

2006 the Danish Government presented the Globalization Strategy as recommended by the 

Council of Globalization. The presentation encompass ambitious plan of a coherent system 

with world class primary, secondary and tertiary education alongside high attainment levels of 

advanced education for the future youth. This plan further propounds an intensified 

competitive framework and augmentation of public research alongside improved conditions 

for research, development and innovation in the private sector (Globalization Council, 2006, 

s. 6-11). The centrality of entrepreneurship throughout the education system and into the 

private sector constitutes an imperative perspective with the yield of seven strategies 

(Globalization Council, 2006, s. 111). Amongst these the first two strategies represents 

initiatives to the linkage between education and entrepreneurship. The first strategy addresses 

the nurture of entrepreneurship capabilities throughout primary and secondary education with 

the systematic exposure to idea development. The second strategy embraces the diversity of 

vocational and tertiary education (Globalization Council, 2006, s. 113), where relevant studies 

will receive compulsory lectures in entrepreneurship and innovation. The remainder of 

students affiliated with vocational and tertiary educational institutions will merely receive 

offers on entrepreneurship lectures. 
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3.1.5 The welfare of pre-industrial societies 
The temporal span of the recent periods analyzed in terms of productivity growth pales into 

insignificance held against the evolution of the world economy throughout history. Rescaling 

the time unit of analysis to the past millennium reveals a 30-fold population growth, 34-fold 

per capita income advancement and 500-fold GDP growth in Denmark (Maddison, 2006, s. 

261-265). This contrasts by the preceding millennium by a twofold population growth and no 

per capita income growth (Maddison, 2006, s. 241-243). Industrialization provides the 

pertinent breakdown of the history, where Denmark experienced half a fold per capita income 

advancement in the pre-industrialization (1000-1819), eightfold advancement of per capita 

income in the industrialization (1820-1973) and  one and a half fold advancement of per 

capita income in the post-industrialization (1974-1998) (Maddison, 2006); (Chart 1).  

The historical observation, adheres to predictions of the economic growth encompassed by 

Robert Solow’s theory of long-term economic growth, whereas the economic law of 

decreasing returns to capital becomes manifest upon reduction of the efficient labour force 

alongside capital intensification. The efficient labour force augmentation through productivity 

gains from compulsory primary school attendance has materialized alongside the optimization 

of the primary and secondary industries. Additionally, the advancement of the knowledge 

economy intrinsic to the post-industrial society suggests reductions in the productivity growth 

and the associated welfare augmentation, whereas the economies of scale inherent to the 

services provided by tertiary industries are limited. Accordingly, the advanced state of the 

Danish industries and the growing tertiary industry will in the limit approximate the 

productivity gains offered by information technological advancement. 

Chart 1: Welfare as per capita GDP, log (mill 1990 Geary-Kharmis dollars), DK 1500-2001 

 
Source: (Maddison, 2006, s. 424-431) 
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4 Causal model of explanation 
Prima facie, empirical evidence of the underinvestment hypothesis is not overwhelming. 

Nevertheless, the innovative inferiority of the economy might still persist, whereas the level 

of investment plausibly constitutes attributes intrinsic to the agents of the economy. 

4.1 The Knightian uncertainty contemplation 
The simplest requisite paraphernalia in economic models of the relationship amongst 

management (by the agent) and ownership (by the principal) composes of two individuals. 

This relationship initiates on the notion of the principal hiring the agent to entrust the 

managerial profession of firm coordination. The relation is governed by a bilateral contract 

designed by the principal, which stipulate the mutual affiliation, task demand and supply of 

incentives. The development of the causal model of explanation centres on the deterioration 

of behavioural assumptions on behalf of the agent alongside alternation of the informational 

structure for inferences on the nature of the contractual relation. 

4.1.1 The neoclassical state of mind 
The neoclassical assumptions of complete rationality, idealistic behaviour and complete 

contingent contracts constitute the initial state of the contemplated model of the economy. 

Complete contingent contracts implicate observability on the part of the agent effort alongside 

coincidence of observability and verifiability. Thus, the informational property of the 

economy is symmetric with implications of omniscience on behalf of the principal. 

Ultimately, the causal effect of this informational assumption is the efficient unification of 

ownership and control. The idealistic behavioural thesis on behalf of the agent held together 

with the omniscient principal therefore renders necessary a social contractual interpretation. 

4.1.2 Human behavioural inclination 
Multiple scholarly disputes and discussions have fluctuated throughout history of economic 

academia; many of which has centred on the methodological individualism imperative of 

economic modelling. The pertinences of methodological individualism consist in the team 

production appreciation of utility maximizing agents, whereas conflicts of interest persist as 

motivational challenges of the self-interest intrinsic to utility maximization. The risk profiles 

of the contractual parties plays a decisive part in the disparity of utility maximization, 

whereas the prevalent diversification properties associated with the principal (the ownership) 

implies risk-neutrality and absent diversification properties associated with the agent (the 

management) implies risk aversion. Thus, principals are indifferent to idiosyncratic risk, 
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although this risk influences the utility of the agent. Behavioural assumptions in models of the 

principal-agent relationship compose of the short-term corollary of self-interest inherent to 

opportunism and complete rationality, which constitutes the universal laws of the model. 

4.1.3 The separation of ownership and control 
Principal-agent models compose of three components of first, an available surplus, second a 

conflict of interest and third asymmetric information. The initial prerequisite for the existence 

of a principal-agent relationship in a modern capitalist society is an available surplus, where 

the principal is prepared to pay in excess of the costs endured by the agent for the execution 

of delegated tasks. The next component intrinsic to the conflict of interest emerges in the 

separation of ownership from control, when shareholders (the principal) reserve income rights 

and delegate the decision rights to the management (the agent). The final component arises 

from the allocation of income rights and decision rights into separate interests alongside the 

infeasibility of effective effort supervision as signified by costly monitoring and the 

unavoidable asymmetry of information. 

4.1.3.1 Discrete contractual model of the agency relation 
A discrete contractual model of the principal-agent relation is contemplated in the situation 

under the two different informational structures of symmetry (complete contingent contracts) 

and asymmetry (complete contracts). 

Diagram 6: Game theoretical juxtaposition of complete contingent (left) and complete contracts (right) 

  
Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 108, 115) 
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Game theoretical settings of the extensive form unveil that the mutually beneficial contractual 

relation composes of three players (principal, agent and nature), three principal subgames 

staged as decisions (contract design, contract acceptance and supply of effort) and two 

bivariate stochastic subgames (effort dependent variance of success).  

Informational structures of symmetry imply informational transparency with the observability 

and verifiability of the agent effort. The preferential design of the contract therefore adheres 

to complete contingent contracts, where the payments are made effort dependent as a 

consequence of the effortless transparency. The principal therefore has to design a complete 

contingent wage contract {a,b}, where the payment {w = a} respond to no effort (e = 0) and 

payment {b} respond to adequate effort (e = 1)  as to motivate the agent to provide adequate 

effort. The agent has to respond on the contract acceptance, whether she accepts or does not 

accept the offer. Decline on behalf of the agent requires no further decisions, whereas the 

principal earns no payoff and the agent contracts elsewhere to earn the reservation wage (w = 

1). Acceptance leads the agent to the subsequent choice of effort level of no effort (e = 0) or 

adequate effort (e = 1). Game theoretical principles of backward induction inform the contract 

design, whereas the principle knows the opportunistic agent pursues payoff maximization; the 

agent selects the greater payoff amongst the combination of contractual payoff (𝑤 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑏}) 

and effort (𝑒 ∈ {0,1}). The principal maximizes payoff where the agent selects to provide the 

adequate effort, because this maximizes expected value of production.xiv

Equation 1: Incentive compatibility (top) and participation constraints (bottom) under symmetry 

√𝑏 − 1 ≥ √𝑎 − 0 

√𝑏 − 1 ≥ 1 

 Thus, the principle 

has to set the payoff of the agent in the right side subgame (e = 1) greater than or equal to the 

payoff in left side subgame (e = 0); signifying the incentive compatibility constraint. 

Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 108 / 112) 

Payoff maximization on behalf of the principal furthermore entails the acceptance of the 

contract by the agent, whereas a decline leaves the principal without any payoff. Thus, the 

principal has to set the greater part of the incentive compatibility constraint equal to or greater 

than the reservation wage, which signifies the participation constraint of. The contract 

(𝑤 ∈ {0,4}) yields the agent √4 − 1 = 1 and the principal earns 58/3 displays the least 

feasible set of solutions, which satisfy both constraints; (Equation 2). 
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Equation 2: The least complete contingent contractual payoffs to the agent (top) and the principal (bottom) 

√𝑏 − 1 = √4 − 1 = 1 

1
3

(10 − 𝑎) +
2
3

(30 − 𝑏) =
1
3

(10 − 0) +
2
3

(30 − 4) =
58
3

 

Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 113) 

Informational structures of asymmetry imply the informational obfuscation of the business 

conduct, where the principal cannot observe, verify and therefore separate the different levels 

of agent effort. The informational asymmetry precludes complete contingent contracts, 

whereas a meaningful contract can only be made dependent on observable facts. Thus, the 

information parameter shifts to the output level as an indication of the agent effort. The 

principal therefore has to design a complete contract with the wage (𝑤 ∈ [𝑦, 𝑧]), where 

payment (w = y) responds to the smaller output (P(e) = 10) and payment (w = z) responds to 

the greater output (P(e) = 30). Again, backwards induction informs the design of the complete 

contract, which maximizes the payoff to the principal. Asymmetry of information renders 

necessary for the principal to set the expected payoff to the agent of the greater output (P(e) = 

30) greater than or equal to the expected payoff to the agent of the smaller output. The agent 

will chose the adequate effort (e = 1) rather than the deficient effort (e = 0), when the 

incentive compatibility constraint satisfies; (Equation 3). 

Equation 3: Incentive compatibility (top) and participation constraints (bottom) under asymmetry 

 1
3
��𝑦 − 1� + 2

3
�√𝑧 − 1� ≥ 2

3
��𝑦 − 0� + 1

3
�√𝑧 − 0�  ⇔√𝑧 ≥ �𝑦 + 3 

 1
3
��𝑦 − 1� + 2

3
�√𝑧 − 1� ≥ 1 ⇔√𝑧 ≥ −5�𝑦 + 3 

Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 115-116) 

A meaningful contract furthermore takes take the reservation wage (w = 1) of the agent’s 

outside opportunity into consideration. Thus, the principal needs to set the expected payoff to 

the agent from the adequate effort level greater than or equal to this optional payoff. The 

agent chooses to accept the contract, when the participation constraint inequality satisfies; 

(Equation 3). The principal takes both the incentive compatibility constraint and the 

participation constraint into consideration in the design of the contract, which offers him the 

greater payoff. The contract payoff of (𝑤 ∈ [0,9]) yields the agent 1 and the principal earn 

52/3; (Equation 4). 
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Equation 4: The least complete contractual payoffs to the agent (top) and the principal (bottom) 
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Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 117) 

A comparison of the principal payoffs reveals a decrease of the yield from 58/3 under 

symmetric information to 52/3 under asymmetric information. Asymmetry of information, 

risk aversion of the agent and the uncertainty generated by the bivariate probability 

distribution of nature are responsible for the new division of the surplus, where the principal 

has experienced a decrease of two and the agent an equivalent increase from the certain wage 

of four to the uncertain wage with the expected value of six. The contractual payoffs to the 

agent signifies the least necessary wage to motivate mutually beneficial engagement, which 

implies the certainty equivalency of the wage of six (uncertainty) to the wage of four 

(certainty equivalent). A risk premium of two is therefore drawn from the principal surplus to 

the advantage of the agent, which implies an informational rent and forbearance on the part of 

the knowledge superiority. The informational rent signifies a loss of efficiency due to the 

prevalence of asymmetric information, which prompts the principal (risk-neutral) to shift part 

of the risk to the agent (risk-averse) by an output dependent contract design. The risk neutral 

characteristic of principal implies indifference towards idiosyncratic risk as oppose to the risk 

adverse characteristics of the agent. Nevertheless, Pareto efficiency prescribes full risk 

allocation to the principal, which renders likely only under symmetric information structures. 

Employment of management renders feasible the bound representation of shareholders 

alongside the advantages by the concomitant specialization of coordination. The greater 

concern of shareholders (the principal) in the separation of ownership from control is 

threefold, whereas the separation reflects in professional, physical and motivational traits. 

Advantages of the bound representation by management and the associated specialization 

widen the asymmetry of information on investment opportunities as a consequence of tacit 

knowledge on strategic investments developed by the management through experience. The 

structural distance signified by the absence of geographical proximity of the shareholders 

furthermore eliminates the monitoring capacity of management effort and signifies a physical 

asymmetry. Yet, another specific investment property holds imperative implications on 

shareholder behaviour, whereas idiosyncratic risks are not rewarded in the capital market. 

Accordingly, the implicit prescription of investment strategies adheres to diversification with 
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the consequent scattering of capital. Thus, the shareholder commitment to agents monitoring 

exacerbates in conjunction with the dilution of portfolio proportions and signifies a 

motivational impediment to the alleviation of the information asymmetry. Fragmentation of 

shareholder incentives to agent monitoring therefore invoke apprehensiveness on the 

concealed actions of management, which goes beyond contemplations of reduced effort and 

abounds in the moral hazard literature in the form of perquisites, empire building, 

entrenchment and uncertainty avoidance. (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006, s. 304-305) Distils 

of the model are the risk adverse agent, uncertainty and asymmetric information joined 

together holds the germ to the theoretical explanation of underinvestment and plausibly 

captures in the notion of uncertainty avoidance. 

4.1.3.2 Continuous contractual model of the agency relationship 
Continuous contractual models of the agency relationship allow for incentive intensity 

contemplations. Complete contract are therefore still based on the output (z) as composed by 

the agent effort (e) and influenced by the stochastic variable (x) as signified by an uncertain 

environment. The straightforward idea of a linear payment structures allows for the 

composition of a wage with the fixed base payment (α) and a variable component (β) sensitive 

to the value augmentation of the firm output. The principle weights the provision of insurance 

(α) and incentive (β) for the agent, when she strikes the balance of these two components. 

Expected utility theory agreement with the risk aversion of agents prescribes the incentive 

intensity principle for contractual contemplations, when the principle has to design contracts 

(α,β) management contracts. The contract design (α,β), which maximizes the profit of the 

principle are found in manners parallel to that of the discrete model and the risk neutrality of 

the principle and the risk aversion of the agent remains focal to the results. 

Equation 5: The incentive intensity principle (bottom), wage (middle) and output (top) 

𝑧 = 𝑒 + 𝑥 

𝑤 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑧 

𝛽 =
𝑃′(𝑒)

[1 + 𝑟𝑉𝐶′′(𝑒)] 

Source: (Hendrikse, 2002, s. 118-122) 

The intensity principle provides reason for stronger incentives, provided less risk aversion by 

agent, relative ease of activities measurement, amelioration of discretion with regards to 

activity selection or amelioration of causality amongst efforts and output. The degree of risk 
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aversion (r), environment uncertainty (V) and discretion costs [C’’(e)] are inversely related to 

the incentive intensity (β), where higher degrees of risk aversion, uncertainty and discretion 

costs ceteris paribus translates into higher risk premiums. Additionally, increases of the 

incremental effort profitability [P’(e)] is straightforward proportionally related to the 

incentive intensity (β), where higher incremental effort profitability ceteris paribus translates 

into lower risk premiums. 

The classical portrayal of the firm is represented by the value chain as comprised by primary 

and supportive activities. An additional simplification of the firm bifurcate the activities into 

exploitation (economic organization) and exploration (residual activities) alongside the 

implicit redefinition of the traditional value chain demarcation. The economic notion of 

exploitation constitutes the domain of the firm with references to the scale of economies 

involved in the coordination of procurement, logistics, production, marketing and sales 

throughout the firm value chain. Perspectives of economic theory unveils the common 

characteristics of these activities are the alignment of structure, culture and proces for the 

greater purpose of value creation. The exploitative structures perform their immediate 

objectives in supply of known services to known markets, which point to parametric risk 

characteristics as uncertainties are assumed known. The omnipotent characteristic of risk-

averse agents; point to a constant degree of risk aversion amongst the agents involved in the 

exploitative processes. The costs of discretion for the agents are assumed low, whereas the 

exploitative structures and processes facilitate operational conduct in a decent manner. The 

exploitative processes are characterized by repetitive behaviour, which provides arguments 

for well-defined quasi-mechanical routines alongside high causality effects on output of 

additional effort. Thus, the profitability of incremental effort is considered relatively high. 

The economic notion of exploration relates less to the domain of the firm than does the notion 

of exploitation, whereas there appears no evident scale of economies in the accumulation of 

knowledge form trial and error attempts. Nevertheless, equivalent economic perspectives 

adhere to the alignment of cultures and processes for the greater purpose of value creation. 

One expositional extremity of the exploration activities is the discovery of innovative services 

to unknown markets, which accentuates the intrinsic structural uncertainty with relatively 

scant conception of the inherent risk. The characteristic of risk-averse agents still applies with 

a constant degree of risk aversion amongst the agents involved in exploratory activities. The 

costs of discretion are assumed low, whereas agents in exploratory activities define adhocratic 

processes based on methodological heuristics. The exploratory activities are characterized by 
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heuristic behaviour, where the principles of organization and chaotic nature of innovation 

points to low causality effects on output from additional endeavour. Thus, the profitability of 

incremental effort is deemed relatively low. The disparity of prevalent conditions under 

exploitative and exploratory activities primarily ascribes to the difference in traits of 

uncertainty, causality effects and thereby the profitability of incremental effort. Implications 

for agents involved in exploitative activities are contracts with high incentive intensities, 

whereas the intrinsic parametric risk is relatively low and the causality amongst incremental 

efforts and profitability is relatively high. The opposite arguments holds true for agents 

involved in exploratory activities, whereas the structural uncertainty is relatively high and the 

causality effects amongst effort and incremental output low. Thus, implications for agents 

involved in explorative activities are contracts with low incentive intensities. Consequently, it 

deems desirable for the principal to induce strong incentives (risk-pooling) with agents in 

exploitative and low incentives (insurance) with agent in exploratory activities. Classical firm 

organization principles adhere to hierarchical structures, where an ascent throughout the 

cascade of agency relations eventually materialize in one single position which bridges the 

responsibility of the exploitative and exploratory activities, namely management (Holmstrom, 

1989, s. 314). The duality of the uncertainty properties in the project portfolio renders 

difficult the contractual design of management salary. The intuition behind the agency costs 

emerges in the presence of high and low variance projects in the management portfolio, 

whereas the contractual design must reduce the incentive intensity of the salary to encompass 

the conduct of the high variance projects. Thus, the principal foregoes the opportunity to 

provide strong incentives for exploitative projects, which implicitly reflects by the incurrence 

of inescapable agency costs. The multitasking dimension of the agency relation presents a 

crescendo of complexity with a multiplicity of tasks and the attention of the agent substitutes 

for effort in the subsequent discussion. 

4.2 The Milgromian contractual externality 
The greater purpose of strategic management (by the agent) is one of coordination, 

communication and integrity in the strategic orchestration of an organizational process that 

ensures an ongoing and persistent improvement of the existing business, and that contributes 

to identify and develop new opportunities (Christensen & Nørgaard, 2007, s. 10). The part of 

management (by the agent) is to be in charge of the priorities of strategic development, 

translate strategies into operational consequences, remedy organizational anchorage and 

conduct performance metrics for strategic appraisal. Determination of strategic priorities 
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associates with information from the present firm operation and investigation of strategic 

opportunities. The strategic priorities materialize in the shape of strategic investment, which 

strikes the balance between exploitation and exploration in response to competition. 

Inferences on the attention of the agent dictate the indiscriminate contemplations of 

opportunities alongside their clarification and discriminate selection of strategic investments 

by opportunity comparison as prescribed by capital based valuation. The disparate nature of 

the responsibilities involved in a cohesive strategic management spawns a contractual 

externality, whereas the attention of the agent is assumed to comply with the marginal rate of 

return associated with the allocation of attention to the diversity of investment projects. The 

differential marginal rate of return between exploitative and exploratory investments emerges, 

because of the different uncertainty characteristics in conjunction with the adherent causality 

effect on output of additional endeavour. The equal compensation principle prescribes that if 

“...  an employee’s time or attention between two different activities cannot be monitored by 

the employer, then either the marginal rate of return to the employee from time or attention 

spent in each of the two activities must be equal, or the activity with the lower marginal rate 

of return receives no time or attention.” (Milgrom & Holström, 1991, s. 33). Although, the 

equal compensation principle affords pertinent guidelines for contracts and job design, it still 

renders insufficient in the balance between exploitative and exploratory investments as 

signified by the discrepancy of financial performance measurability. Thus, exploitative 

investments will out-crowd exploratory investment on notice of financial performance 

properties on the short to medium-term, whereas the latter accrues expenditure on the very 

same temporal horizon and efforts will not materialize until the long-term. 

4.3 The Hayekian challenge to economic organization 
The principal represented in the discrete contractual agency relation model designs a contract, 

which satisfies the incentive compatibility and participation constraint for agent engagement. 

A conspicuous result of the contract design is the tightly optimized payment structure, 

whereas the reservation wage of the agent is only just met. The tight alignment of the 

payment with the reservation wage implies a final demand bargaining position on behalf of 

the principal, which is at odds with the part of authority in the post-industrial society from an 

ownership perspective. The classic capitalist firm defines as one of “... (a) joint input 

production, (b) several input owners, (c) one party who is common to all the contracts of the 

joint inputs, (d) who has rights to renegotiate any input owner’s contract independently of 

contracts with other input owners, (e) who holds the residual claim, and (f) who has the right 
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to sell his central contractual residual status.” (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972, s. 783). The 

contextual application of the classical capitalist firm signifies one of economic organization 

(the joint input production) as a vehicle to delimit the boundaries of the firm. Furthermore, the 

organization of the agents (the input owners) is an intrinsic feature bound by the authority (the 

right to negotiate contracts) of the principal (the common party). This authority by the 

principal obtains by ownership (the residual right claim). Thus, the principal owns the 

contractual positions of the agents and reserves the right to deprive the agent of access to the 

assets of specialization amidst competitive deterioration. The notion of the authority infused 

by ownership might not appear straightforward in the wider perspective of the quoted paper 

and renders necessary further qualification. A precursor of the property rights economics 

perspective argues that “... [t]he function of the entrepreneur cannot be separated from the 

direction of the employment of production for the accomplishment of definite tasks. The 

entrepreneur controls the factors of production,” (Mises, 1949, s. 306). Since, the control of 

management (the entrepreneur) has been separated from the principal (the ownership); this 

quote requires slight interpretation to capture the nuances. A straightforward extension of the 

quote seems to be that the authority resides in the control of production factors (the decision 

rights) and the ownership (the income rights) remains by shareholders together with the 

privilege of dismissal (the decisive authority). Altogether, the production factors of the 

archetypical firm in an industrial society compose by alienable assets (nonhuman) together 

with the concomitant authority of principals represented by strictly dominant bargaining 

positions in contractual matters (e.g. agent salary). The advent of the post-industrial society 

(the knowledge economy) entails the increasingly reliance upon production factors of the 

agent (the knowledge worker). Thus, the nonalienable assets (the knowledge assets) come to 

comprise a greater part of the value added to production with inferences to the dilution of the 

principal authority and the associated bargaining position. Abolishment of slavery necessarily 

holds the implication that the economy experiences a shift away from the alienable assets (the 

principal ownership) towards nonalienable assets (the agent ownership). Notably captured by 

the notion of authority; the agency relation plausibly transforms from one of tolerance to one 

of acceptance, whereas the symmetrically distributed ownership of production assets implies a 

mutual dependency. Thus, the bargaining position of the agent (the knowledge worker) 

ameliorates, but comes with a cautious interpretation. Direct implications of the augmented 

responsibility on behalf of the agent (the knowledge worker) that follow the enhanced 

bargaining position renders crucial the appreciation of mutual trust as remedy against 

opportunism within the social constitution of the firm (Selznick, 1957, s. 9). 
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5 Organizational complementarity 
The successful execution of strategic initiatives plausibly ameliorates by the prerequisite 

alignment of firm specific organizational complementarities; area of responsibility, incentive, 

organizational and informational structures. Beyond strategic tinkering; the responsibility of 

strategic management (by the agent) adheres to the exploitation of strategic business units and 

exploration of strategic business opportunities. Thus, striking the balance amongst the 

exploitative and exploratory activities defines the dynamic capability of management (by the 

agent) in the long-term and conceptualizes by the notion of strategic investment. Previous 

section contemplated the incentive issue intrinsic to the priority of strategic investment, when 

the control (the decision rights) is separated from ownership (the income rights). Multi-

tasking contemplations on attention paid to the two disparate types of strategic investment 

obtain significance on notice of the risk aversion of management alongside the disparity of 

uncertainty characteristics and performance measurability. Attained insights infer the 

reduction of the incentive intensity of management until the marginal returns of exploratory 

investments equals that of the exploitative investments. Nevertheless, since the marginal 

return of exploratory investments renders elusive performance measurability; theory points to 

a flat incentive structure to mitigate this contractual challenge. Clearly, organization structure 

eludes generalization, whereas the appropriate structure adheres to specific contemplations on 

business models and therefore renders arbitrary in the present discussion. Thus, the final piece 

of the organization complementarity puzzle is reflected in the information constructs of the 

firm as a vehicle to the competitive economic organization. The diversity of information 

constructs was contemplated in the literature review and represents by performance metrics 

(ex-post), business intelligence (ex-post) and strategic investment appraisals (ex-ante). The 

coherence amongst corporate capital markets, strategic investment and corporate vision 

materializes in strategic investment appraisals and reflects in the appropriate opportunity cost.  

Altogether, the part of information appears essential for the competitive vigour of the firm; in 

particular the discipline of investment appraisals, which provide firsthand guidance on the 

priority of business maintenance and opportunity. Roberts H. Hayes and David A. Garvin, in 

the 1982 article “Managing as if tomorrow mattered”, confront the pronounced bias of the 

static capital based valuation approach; whereas the naive application of this approach will 

lead to myopic investment decisions. In order to illustrate the deficiency of capital based 

valuations principles the authors utilize a generic firm with an economic value of all assets, 

cash generation capacity and economic depreciation. Through application of simple 
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discounting they provide theoretical inference of this implicit investment bias, whereas their 

present value calculation supports reinvestment below that of the economic depreciation. This 

deficient economic logic sustains justification of a policy with progressive disinvestment as 

long as a firm’s net return on internal investment is less than its opportunity cost of capital 

(Hayes & Garvin, 1982, s. 74). Thus, according to financial theory a pattern of progressive 

disinvestment might make perfect sense. Techniques of discounting, however, rest on quasi-

arbitrary assumptions of profitability, asset deterioration and external investment 

opportunities. The authors believe that much of the underinvestment experienced in the 

United States throughout the seventies and in the start of the eighties owes to misperceptions 

of these parameters. Accordingly, they claim the prevalent propensity of North American 

executives to perceive the high equity rate of return from the sixties as the norm rather than an 

aberration from the historical level. Although, the decline of profitable investment 

opportunities might render illusory the authors accede to the increase in the rate of 

deterioration the capital stock; evidence, pointed out by the authors, adheres to the tripling of 

industry equipment over durable prices. Judicious engagement on the perception of decline in 

profitability and increase in rates of asset deterioration ought to prompt reduction of the 

hurdle rates applied for investment appraisals. Nevertheless, the authors note excessive 

opportunity costs (25-40%) constituted the norm of the North American management 

paradigm in the eighties. Hurdle rates of this magnitude holds scant resemblance to the risk 

intrinsic to the real investments opportunities and indirectly oppose long-term investments. 

The faulty management arguments are many, but the excessive hurdle rates constitute inferior 

benchmarks, whereas application of high opportunity costs implicitly leads to short payback 

periods with a short-term investment focus. 

Beyond contemplations of misapplication; contingent capital based approach appears apt to 

ameliorate the technical underinvestment. The static capital based approach is the present 

maximum of all the future expected discounted cash flows or zero and the contingent capital 

based approach is the expected value of the future maximums of the discounted cash flow in 

each future state or zero. Thus, the distinction lies in the information taken into consideration, 

whereas the standard method decides today and the contingent upon clarification of technical 

and commercial uncertainties; (Equation 16). Real option analysis is a contingent capital 

based approach to valuation, which treat risk consistently by the adherence to the arbitrage 

rule inherent to the “Law of one price” (Copeland & Antikarov, 2003, s. 90). 
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5.1 Industry utility 
The utility of the real options analysis ameliorate upon the increased likelihood of receiving 

new information on strategic investments (the uncertainty), staged investments (the 

flexibility) and the managerial ability to respond to the new information (the discretion). The 

research of vaccine candidates in biopharmaceutical companies are staged into consecutive 

investment stages of vaccine development, where the progression depends on the technical 

success of the drug candidate throughout preclinical, clinical and post-clinical trials. 

Dedicated biopharmaceutical companies isolate this supportive activity from the value chain 

inherent to the classical biopharmaceutical company. Consequently, the business model 

hinges on the informational uncertainty of different aspects of technical and commercial 

success throughout the staged drug development, where the ability of management to decide 

on the application for next stage (the expansion option), additional commitment to the present 

stage (the deferral option) or the complete shutdown of the drug candidate (the abandon 

option). The value of this business model consequently derives from the optionality intrinsic 

to the portfolio of drug candidates under development, staged investment flexibility and the 

managerial discretion. General applicability extension of real option analysis peddles the 

opportunity of quantification of project values and risk inherent to the management heuristics 

of logical incrementalism, which ameliorate the political masquerade as a vehicle of 

structuring arguments and in the corporate project portfolio according to the capital markets.  

Diagram 7: FDA regulatory stages - transition probabilities, duration and expenditure (2005 prices) 

 
Source: (FDA, 2010), (DiMasi & Grabowski, 2007), (Norman, 2007) and (Berndt, Gottschalk, & Strobeck, 2005) 
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6 Test of synthesis 
The section assumes the valuation of the Bavarian Nordic’s Anthrax vaccine candidate. 

6.1 Corporate context 
The anthrax story begins with the contextual analysis of macro-economy, industry and firm.  

6.1.1 Biological weaponry capabilities  
The general concept behind biological weaponry deployment is to decimate, incapacitate and 

seriously impair a person, group of people, or even an entire population. Biological weaponry 

employs pathogens as weapons, whether be they bacterial, viral, protozoic or fungal. These 

biological agents set apart from toxins with the ability of replication, although particular 

toxins hold almost instantaneous lethal effect (Smithson & Levy, 2000). 

6.1.2 The Washington Machinery 
The terrorist acts of 9/11 and Amerithrax marked the commencement of a new era for 

terrorism characterized by the ingenuity, efficiency and meticulous planning of educated 

terrorists. Despite the anthrax letters have shown to be domestic terrorism; it still marks yet 

another transition of terrorism, which resulted in five casualties and a number of people 

infected by an aerosol anthrax compound. A sense of political urgency spun off a series of 

legislative acts (Chart 49), which institutes responsibility, authority and funds for the 

procurement of medical countermeasures against weapons of mass destruction under the 

jurisdiction of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). The BioShield Act 

provided a $5.6 billion Special Reserve Fund (SFR), which were appropriated through the 

Department of Homeland Security Appropriation Act and allows DHHS to finance the 

procurement of countermeasures for biological, chemical, nuclear and radiological (CBRN) 

threat agents for the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) through the interagency 

collaboration; Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise (PHEMCE). 

The PHEMCE strategy splits into three operational horizons of near-term procurement of 

imperative threats countermeasures (2007-08), mid-term upgrading of public health response 

system (2009-13) and long-term procurement of broad spectrum countermeasures (2014-23); 

(The US Government Project Biodefense). 

6.1.3 Bacillus anthracis 
Anthrax is a disease caused by the bacterium, bacillus anthracis, which abounds in nature 

occurring in two forms. The spore is dormant form that persists for decades in nature and 
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transforms to the vegetative form upon mammal host entry. Three forms of human anthrax 

entry count pulmonary, cutaneous and gastrointestinal infections. The incubation periods of 

the pulmonary anthrax varies from two to seven days, where the clinical course of the 

infection is associated with severe malaise, tissue destruction and 90% mortality if treatment 

cannot commence before the symptoms emerge. Anthrax does not transmit from person to 

person, but pulmonary anthrax, however, constitute a great concern from a bioterrorism 

perspective, whereas antibiotic resistant spores exist in nature and have an infectious dose as 

low as 1-3 spores through respiratory routes (UPMC, 2007). Apprehensiveness on matters of 

biological weaponry attack scenarios are spawned by the advancement of the North Korean 

missile program and military intelligence reports on biological weaponry studies conducted 

on pathogens inter alia; smallpox and anthrax (Global Security, 2010). Additionally, the US 

tribunal hearing of Khalid Sheikh Muhammad revealed that Al Qaeda leadership has worked 

to develop anthrax weaponry (US DoD, 2007, s. 17).  

6.1.3.1 Medical countermeasures against anthrax 
Medical countermeasures strategies for anthrax infections involve prophylaxis, post-exposure 

prophylaxis and treatment (CDC, 2006, s. 2). 

6.1.3.1.1 Medical lines of treatment against anthrax infections 

Present the first-line of treatment against anthrax infections are surgical debridement of the 

infection site and antibiotics to reduce the bacterial load. Unfortunately, anthrax victims often 

confuse the early symptoms with common infection and do not seek treatment until the onset 

of internal and external bleeding associated with the progressive pathogenesis. The tissue 

destruction is caused by three components sequestered by the anthrax bacteria and 

encompasses the anthrax protective antigen (PA protein), edema factor (EF enzyme) and 

lethal factor (LF enzyme). Antibiotic might reduce the bacterial load, but render inadequate 

against the toxin complexes released by the bacteria. The second-line treatment composes of 

Anthrax Immune Globulin (AIG), which target all three components. Last resort treatment 

medical countermeasures do exist in the form of investigational new molecules (INM) under 

FDA clinical development (UPMC, 2007). 

6.1.3.1.2 Prophylaxis 

Anthrax vaccines have been refined, roughly, over two generations; first generation vaccines 

were based on attenuated cultures of bacillus anthracis with modern refinements of protein 

subunits adsorbed onto aluminum salts. The second generation vaccine comprises of viral 
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vectors infused with the anthrax specific recombinant protective antigen (rPA). Biothrax® 

Anthrax Vaccine Adsorbed (AVA) by Emergent Biosolutions is the single licensed anthrax 

vaccine in the US and made from the cell-free filtrates of the PA protein, LF enzyme and EF 

enzyme. Appropriate immunogenicity attainment by Biothrax® (AVA) requires a three year 

administration of a five dose regime followed by annual booster injections. The second 

generation recombinant protective antigen (rPA) vaccine aims to stimulate immunity 

protection by eliciting a humoral response towards the cell-binding protein (PA), whereas it 

holds the key to the formation of the edema toxin (PA+EF) and lethal toxin (PA+LF) 

alongside cell entry. The accounts of adverse events with the Biothrax® (AVA) administration 

are limited, but general adverse reactions are attributed to the causal relationship with the 

accumulation of the compound furin to escalate the probability of adverse reactions (e.g. 

anaphylaxis) over subsequent injections and the aluminum hydroxide adjuvant to elicit 

adverse neuropathy symptoms (Niu, Ball, Woo, Burwen, Knippen, & Braun, 2009). 

6.1.3.1.3 Post-exposure prophylaxis 

The duration of the anthrax bacteria incubation takes 2-7 days, but may stretch across a 

couple of months. Biothrax® is under supplementary clinical development for a three dose 

regime for post-exposure prophylaxis and the US Government has awarded funds for the 

scale of production. The award plausibly owes to the cancellation of the rPA solicitation, 

whereas they did not believe in rPA licensure within their eight years horizon. (HHS, 2009). 

6.1.3.1.4 Treatment 

The first-line of treatment is informally any antibiotics and formally Ciprofloxacin, 

Doxycycline and Penicillin. Nevertheless, the inadequacy of antibiotics to treat the symptoms 

prompted by the anthrax toxin complexes has generated support and demand from the Project 

BioShield to develop PA specific anti-toxins. Present medical countermeasure development 

of anti-toxins, roughly, defines by monoclonal antibodies (mAb) and polyclonal antibodies 

(pAb). The monoclonal antibodies possess high affinity properties with the PA protein, where 

the polyclonal antibodies display affinity towards the PA protein, EF enzyme and LF enzyme. 

The anti-toxin developers refers to the utilized monoclonal antibodies as fully humanized, 

which refers to a production technique where transgenic mice are genetically engineered to 

produce human-like antibodies. The polyclonal antibodies are harvested from the blood serum 

of anthrax-vaccinated people, but are relatively scarce as there only is a limited window of 

time, where the concentration of is sufficiently high. Manufacturing antibodies appears quite 

complex and consequently expensive, which clearly reflects in the dose prices. 
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Diagram 8: Progression of anthrax medical countermeasure development 

 
Source: (Company homepages, 2010), (Gottron, 2007), (Own production) 

6.1.3.2 Industry analysis 
The legislative enactment of the American Project Biodefense has in effect annihilated the 

barriers of entry to the biopharmaceutical industry preoccupied with biomedical 

countermeasures against the material threat determined biological agents. The specific reason 

lies in the establishment of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority to 

allocate appropriated funds and accelerate biomedical countermeasures based upon generic 

utility prescriptions adherent to the Emergency Use Authorization. The balance of power 

amongst the clients and Bavarian Nordic is unambiguously shifted towards the procurement 

officers of military and government strategic national stockpile initiatives. Especially, the 

relation to the US Government exemplifies this with the contract competition, development 

funds, substantial orders, GMP visits and SLEP development requests. Bavarian Nordic’s 

Anthrax candidate participates in the rivalry on the competitive biodefense arena of 

prophylaxis and post-exposure prophylaxis. The anthrax vaccine candidate therefore is 

complementary to the medical countermeasure strategy of treatment and precludes antibiotics 

from the competition. The ability of anti-toxins to neutralize the PA protein and formation of 

the anthrax toxin complexes are primarily pointed out as a part of the medical 

countermeasures treatment strategy. Nevertheless, the affinity of the PA protein specific 

monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies holds the capacity to elicit humoral immunogenicity 

and protection against anthrax toxins. Apart from the immunological properties, the process 

of antibody extraction and manufacture result in extremely high dose costs, which exceeds the 

dose cost of vaccine prophylaxis plentiful. Thus, the competition defines by Biothrax® 
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Biothrax® Emergent Biosolutions $24.7
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Abthrax HGS $8260

Anthim™ Elusys Technologies

VALORTIM® PharmAthene

AVP-21D9 Emergent Biosolutions

Antitoxins (pAb)

AIG Cangene $14380

AIG Emergent Biosolutions
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improvements alongside the benefit and cost of the rPA vaccines. Bavarian Nordic 

contemplates offering additional utility with a combined vaccine against both anthrax and 

smallpox, whereas the MVA-BN® platform is multivalent with the capacity of multiple 

vaccination delivery. Application of the multivalent capacity of the delivery technology with 

accumulation of multiple candidates in one single vaccine enhances the utility in terms of the 

procurement strategy pursued by the US Government. Biodefense requirements for the rPA 

vaccine encompassed immunity after the administration of a two dose regime with 

formulation stability for three years with temperatures in proximity of 35ºC. Recently, 

Bavarian Nordic was awarded a contract for the development of a freeze-dried formulation of 

their smallpox candidate. Progression of the clinical studies of the smallpox candidate has 

attained immunogenicity within three to four days through double regime administrations in 

both healthy and immunocompromised populations. Thus, Bavarian Nordic holds the strategic 

seeds of future capabilities to develop an anthrax vaccine worthy of biodefense inclusion. 

6.1.4 Corporate introduction 
The purpose of the presentation of Bavarian Nordic is to attain a brief state of the affairs. 

Chart 2: Historic milestones of Bavarian Nordic A/S, DK 2010 

 
Source: (Bavarian Nordic A/S), (Own production) 
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Bavarian Nordic offers neither explicit corporate mission nor vision statement (Bavarian 

Nordic, 2009, s. 9), but a broad statement of corporate goals, which encompasses the vision. 

“It is the goal of Bavarian Nordic to be a leading supplier of innovative 

vaccines for the treatment and prevention of life-threatening diseases.” 

Bavarian Nordic was founded in 1994 by Asger Aamund and the business has recently been 

transformed into a fully integrated manufacturer with focus on biodefense vaccine candidates. 
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6.1.4.2 Vaccine candidate portfolio 
Bavarian Nordic ambitiously pursues the development of prophylactic and therapeutic 

vaccines for life threatening diseases. 

Diagram 9: Bavarian Nordic’s R&D pipeline 

 
Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2010) 

6.1.4.3 Client profiles 
Procurement of prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines for life threatening diseases is 

predominantly the prerogative domain of governments; especially the therapeutic vaccines as 

they are highly expensive treatment forms. Bavarian Nordic’s clients have primarily 

purchased smallpox vaccines as a result of legislative enactments, hence procurement officers 

represent military or government departments preoccupied with national health issues. 

6.1.4.4 Corporate governance 
Throughout the years on the Copenhagen stock exchange Bavarian Nordic has been subject to 

the perspicacious financial surveillance of different institutional as well as private investors. 

Major investors count A.J. Aamund A/S (13.06%), ATP (12.17%) and LD (10%). 

Chart 3: Bavarian Nordic financial market data and ownership structure 

                    
Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2010) 

The board and top management of Bavarian Nordic encompass a great many prominent 

profiles predominantly from the health care industry. Asger Aamund is founder and chairman 
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of the Board, while Anders Hedegaard is chief executive officer and president. Executive 

management and some staff members participate in a voluntary warranty program. 

6.1.5 The capability position 
The competitive edge of Bavarian Nordic is probed by analysis of the resource position 

meaning the capabilities necessary to sustain the competitive position. 

6.1.5.1 The technological platform 
The taxonomy of vaccines splits the technological platforms into viral vectors, bacterial 

vectors and plasmid vectors. Viral vectors in the Orthopox family constitute the preferred 

vehicle of genetic transfer of antigens, whereas they replicate in the cytoplasm of the infected 

cells instead of the nucleus and thereby minimize the risk of genetic material contamination. 

The bulk of the vaccines under development are based on the third generation the Modified 

Vaccinia Ankara Bavarian Nordic (MVA-BN®) vaccine vector technology. The multivalency 

of the vaccine vector renders possible genetically designed recombinant vaccines to 

accommodate treatment of a great diversity of clinical conditions; infectious diseases, auto-

immune diseases, cancer and pathological disorders like drug addiction. The MVA-BN® 

strain has yet to induce an adverse severe reaction in 14 completed and ongoing clinical trials 

of the smallpox vaccine in excess of 2,800 vaccinated individuals. Adding atop is the superior 

efficacy profile; shown to have superior immunogenicity after two administrations. 

6.1.5.2 Differential portfolio strategy 
Since the turn of the millennium Bavarian Nordic has narrowed the strategic focus of the 

vaccine portfolio to encompass a modest number of prophylactic vaccines against infectious 

diseases and therapeutic vaccines against cancer. The portfolio has since then been partitioned 

into Biodefense, Cancer and Infectious diseases with differential strategies for each vaccine 

category. The full value chain is pursued for the Biodefense, partnership is pursued for cancer 

and remnant funding is left to the value maximization of the infection disease vaccine 

candidates. Near, medium and long-term focus very much focuses around the Biodefense 

portfolio, especially with the awarded contract on the freeze-dried IMVAMUNE® 

formulation, rPA anthrax vaccine and intentions to initiate low-cost preclinical development 

of other biological threat agents (e.g. Plague, Ebola and Marburg’s disease). 

6.1.5.3 Biopharmaceutical manufacturing facilities 
The production capacity of Bavarian Nordic has gradually been scaled-up from the laboratory 

scale convenient for preclinical research at the inception of the company (1994) though pilot 
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plant scale until clinical phase II trials (2003) to the industrial scale manufacturing facility at 

Kvistgaard (2003); (Bavarian Nordic, 2006). The manufacturing plant is unique, whereas no 

other commercial facility embraces the outmost stringent regulatory requirements of the US 

and European government agencies in the design and construction. Present production 

capacity is limited to 40m doses, but expands to 120m doses annually with additional 

flexibility for future production technology replacement. The capabilities of industrial-scale 

manufacturing has been established in collaboration with their contractual partner 

Impstoffwerk Dessau-Tornau Biologika GmbH (IDT GmbH) and furthermore strengthened 

by the hiring of VP Technical Operations, Anders Gram (2008). 

6.1.5.4 Kvistgaard, Washington and Singapore 
Recent year’s late-stage clinical and commercial progression of IMVAMUNE® has prompted 

the establishment of representative offices in Washington, DC (US) and Singapore (South-

East Asia). The company initiated the build of commercial capabilities by the hiring of the 

CEO, Anders Hedegaard (2007) and VP of Commercial Affairs, Steen Vangsgaard (2009) 

both with commercial backgrounds. The specific motivation for this development stems from 

the imperative contracts constituted by the US Government procurement of IMVAMUNE® 

for their strategic national stock pile. The commercial orientation towards Biodefense 

activities has resulted in sales representation in Washington DC (US) and Singapore (Asia) 

alongside the establishment of the bioterrorism emergency consultancy.  

6.1.5.5 Management refreshment 
Near-term priorities of the Bavarian Nordic’s management spans fulfilment of the US 

Government contracts, securing further IMVAMUNE® contracts, preparation for the phase III 

studies of PROSTVAC™ and continuation of the discussion with potential PROSTVAC™ 

licensing partners. Medium-term priorities encompass investments in a cost optimization 

project of the production site in Kvistgaard. The liquidity problems (2002) alongside a 

management track record of mixed pipeline and financial target (2003-08) prompted 

replacement of five out of seven management members with a sharp commercial 

configuration of the strategic and operational capabilities. The replacement through the period 

does actually count six, whereas the area of Commercial Affairs initially was performed by 

Nicholai Buhl Andersen (Nov. 2007 – Mar. 2009). 
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Table 1: Bavarian Nordic (Parent) Executive Management Board 

 
Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2010) 

6.1.5.6 The continuity of knowledge intensive capabilities 
The area of competencies in dedicated biopharmaceutical business models is founded on the 

methodological heuristics of research and development of vaccines. Economies of learning 

therefore prevail above economies of scale. Thus, accumulation of knowledge as designated 

by the Penrose-effect under the theoretical literature review comes to glory, whereas the 

continuity of biopharmaceutical capabilities are deemed essential. Recent annual reports hold 

scant information on the retention rate, but indirect hint are peddled by the surge of the 

number of employees in recent years. Currently, Bavarian Nordic occupies 354 fulltime 

employees and has job advertisements posted to four positions deemed non-critical. 

6.1.5.7 The funding imperative 
Dedicated pharmaceutical companies isolate the supportive activity from the value chain 

inherent to the classical pharmaceutical company. The business model hinges on excessive 

expenditure for biopharmaceutical R&D capabilities in the near to medium-term with the 

majority of income from licensed vaccines shifted to the long-term. Accordingly, they 

constitute net cash burners with substantial funding needs. Bavarian Nordic holds funds, cash 

equivalents and liquid securities in excess of DKK 309m (BN group) and DKK 366m (BN 

parent)  with a cash burn ratio horizon of 11-13 months (BN group) and 15-19 months (BN 

parent); (Table 41). The pertinent horizon of funding evaluation adheres to the management 

replacement (2005-09) and brings to light a solid liquidity inside the new management era. 

 

 

 

 

Name Title Area of responsibility Background Appointed
Paul Chaplin Executive Vice President CSO Ph.D. from Bristol University 2001
Morten Max Rasmussen Executive Vice President Transactions, Legal and IPR Law Degree 2005
Anders Hedegaard President CEO M.Sc. Chemical Engineering 2007
Ole Larsen Executive Vice President CFO M.Sc. Economics and Business Administration 2008
Anders Gram Executive Vice President COO M.Sc. Chemical Engineering 2008

Ph.D. Industrial biochemistry
Steen Vangsgaard Executive Vice President Commercial Affairs M.Sc. Economics and Business Administration 2009
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6.1.5.8 Capability position and contextual match 
The capability position of the firm analysis is illustrated by degree of competitive advantage 

and subsequently expanded by the boundary perspective of contextual match. 

Matrix 1: The capability position split on degree of competitive advantage and type of capability 

 
Source: (Own production) 

Matrix 2: The capability match of Bavarian Nordic to the external environment 

 
Source: (Own production) 
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6.2 Project valuation 
Before the valuation assumptions of the private uncertainty of the clinical course and 

commercial risk of the prevalent market scenarios needs to be established. 

6.2.1 Private uncertainty 
Neither the two annual reports since preclinical inception nor the homepage of Bavarian 

Nordic attempts quantification of the clinical course duration, transition probabilities or 

development costs. Resolution of the private uncertainty therefore falls back on empirical 

studies of vaccine development (Diagram 7). Duration estimates of the preclinical studies 

have a mean about 52 months, but Bavarian Nordic initiated the studies in 2008 and plans to 

commence the phase I study in 2010. The remnant period of preclinical studies are therefore 

set to 6 months and transition probabilities to the 90% of the empirical study. Apparently, the 

development effort of Bavarian Nordic does not take the investigational new drug (IND) 

application into consideration, which has an estimated average duration of 15 months and 

transition probability of 40%. The IND filing of the majority of biodefense candidates has an 

elevated political attention and the filing period is therefore set to 12 months and transition 

probability of 40%. Duration estimates of the average phase I clinical study are 19.5 month 

with a transition probability of 83.7% and a cost of $32.28m. The duration of the clinical 

study is set at 18 months with the implicit reduction of the development costs to $29.88m, but 

the necessity of development funding perquisite the lowering of the transition probability with 

the probability of partnership. The probability of partnership is set to 50% on notice of the 

MVA-BN® strain clinical profile, multivalency and the broad spectrum procurement strategy 

of the US Government, which leaves Bavarian Nordic with the benefits of the doubt. The 

empirical study estimate the duration of the average phase II clinical study to be 29.3 months, 

transition probability of 56.3 % and development cost of $31.55m. The phase II clinical 

course of the empirical study is approximated with duration of 30 months, transition 

probability of 56.3% and adjustment of the development cost to $32.4m. Duration estimates 

of the average phase III clinical study is 32.2 months with a transition probability of 64.2% 

and development costs of $45.26m, which is approximated with a clinical course of 30 

months, acceptance of the transition probability and adjustment of development cost to 

$41.4m. Duration of the average Biologics License Application (BLA) is estimated to be 16 

months with approval rates in proximity of 90%. Again, the duration of the filing period is 

assumed alleviated by the political attention and set to 12 months with the standard approval 

probability of 90%. 
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Diagram 10: Duration of the remnant phases in the MVA-BN® Anthrax vaccine candidate 

 
Source: (Own production) 

6.2.2 Market risk 
The principal economic driver of the biodefense vaccine sales grounds in the political 

procurement incentive. Development of demand forecast variables therefore splits the world 

by political paradigms of zero-risk tolerance, highly risk averse and moderately risk averse. 

The degree of risk aversion is inferred explicitly from the political paradigm in the US and 

implicitly from the second generation smallpox vaccine stockpiling inclinations for the rest of 

the world (Table 26). The first demand forecast variable composes of the United States, 

Canada, Israel and Singapore, whereas they plausibly hold the political procurement 

incentive. The North American neighborhood includes Canada, whom indifferent to the 

political regime shares some of the risk from aggression towards the United States and the 

two remnant countries are included implicitly upon notation of their rogue neighborhood, 

stockpiling inclinations and history of terrorism. The second demand forecast variable 

composes of Germany, UK and France, whereas they plausibly hold some political incentive 

from foreign policy engagement. The inclination to stockpile indicates complete dose 

coverage with indication of high risk aversion and the three countries have histories of 

terrorism. Nevertheless, European intelligence agencies deem the threat of biowarfare and 

bioterrorism insignificant, which reduces the incentive (PET, 2004, s. 9). The residual 

demand is caught by a variable that represents the rest of the world with focus on the 

countries with stockpiling inclinations in the high and upper-middle income classes of the 

World Bank country classification. The nations of Japan, India and Iran are excluded, whereas 

Japan has the LC16m8 attenuated second generation smallpox vaccine manufactured by 

Kaketsuken, which suggest they are prone to the procurement of a single anthrax vaccine and 

India has contracted with Emergent Biosolutions for Biothrax®. Finally, Iran is excluded upon 

the notion of the United States embargo by the Clinton administration from April 1995. 
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Table 2: Market scenarios by political paradigm and biodefense preparedness 

 
Source: (Own preparation) 

The market scenario from the quantities sold is structured after the biodefense preparedness 

strategy, which split the population into first responders, immunocompromised and remnant 

healthy population (DHHS, 2002). Market scenarios therefore result in the cumulative 

probabilities of no sales, first responders, immunocompromised and the complete population. 

The political paradigm of zero risk-tolerance is particularly explicit in the United States with 

escalation of presidential smallpox inoculation plans; phase I of 0.5m health workers, phase II 

of 10m first responders and phase III of vaccine availability to the entire population (Bicknell 

& Bloem, 2003, s. 2). The added protection offered by addition of the anthrax rPA to the 

IMVAMUNE® smallpox vaccine is interpreted as an attempt to enhance the future rates of 

strategic national stockpile replenishment and reduction of the attrition rate of dose prices. 

Implicit prices of the RFP 3 base and RFP 3 option smallpox contracts are $25 and $18 and 

will constitute the point of departure of the combined biodefense vaccine. The initial sales 

price (2014-18) assumes a normal distribution N ~ ($12; $0.83). The refilling price (2019-28) 

assumes a normal distribution N ~ ($8; $0.83), whereas the broad spectrum antiviral drug and 

antitoxins will constitute cost efficient substitutes and plausibly work their way into the 

national strategic stockpiles. The refilling price (2029-35) assumes a normal distribution N ~ 

($6; $0.75). Cost structure contemplations amongst the stockbroker houses speculate 

contribution margins in the range of 45-54%, which translates to a normal distribution with 

mean 50% and standard deviation of 1.7%. Rates of replenishment follow the political 

paradigms with a zero-risk tolerance refill rate of above average (75%), highly risk-averse 

refill rate on average (50%) and moderately risk-averse (25%). The added utility of the 

anthrax rPA candidate are assumed to the shift the refill rates with 10%, 7.5% and 5% with 

the consequent refill rates of 85%, 57.5% and 30%, respectively. The risk inherent to the 

USD/DKK currency rate is captured by the present currency rate in a lognormal distribution 

with the mean of 5.82 and a 30 day volatility of 9.24% that scales by the square root of time 

to a yearly standard deviation of 1.86; truncated at historical levels [$4.0; $9.0]. 

Political paradigm

Market scenarios (%) Doses (mio) Prob. (%) Doses (mio) Prob. (%) Doses (mio) Prob. (%)
No sale 0% 0 5% 0 22% 0 77%
First responders 5% 36 50% 21 70% 95 20%
Immunocompromised 30% 213 25% 125 5% 568 2%
Complete population 100% 711 20% 415 3% 1,470 1%
Refill rates (with) 85% 60% 35%
Refill rates (without) 75% 50% 25%
Improvement 10% 7,5% 5%

Zero risk tolerance Highly risk averse Moderately risk averse
US, CA, IL and SG Top 3 Europe Rest of the world
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6.2.3 Bavarian Nordic’s cost of capital 
The opportunity cost of the free cash flow to the firm must necessarily reflect the operational 

risk and financial leverage of the business model subsumed. The full value chain strategy 

transformation of the biodefense portfolio plausibly sets apart the risk profile of future cash 

flows from the dedicated biopharmaceutical venture. The equity cost calculation requires the 

estimation of an appropriate risk free rate of return, beta equity and market risk premium of 

stock return above the risk free rate of return. The theoretical concept of the risk free rate of 

return is traditionally estimated by approximation of the zero-coupon rate term structure 

through a piecewise cubic spline. Nevertheless, the Latin hypercube simulation renders 

meticulous rate structure tinkering dispensable and selection of a ten year bullet government 

bond rate of 2.5% attempts the duration match of future cash flows. The beta equity is 

reconstructed with departure in the global biopharmaceutical industry beta asset adjusted for 

cash with adjustment to Bavarian Nordic’s cash position and relevering the beta asset to 

Bavarian Nordic’s capital structure. The consequent beta equity of 1.09 is considered 

appropriate for the generic biopharmaceutical project under the aegis of Bavarian Nordic, but 

the author will persistently argue that the political economy of the strategic national stockpiles 

will exhibit correlation less than market unison. The beta equity estimate for the anthrax 

vaccine candidate is accordingly lowered beneath, but in close proximity to the market index 

upon notation of the mean reversion property of beta values in the long-term. Many efforts 

have endured the market premium estimation, where the most prominent of the Danish stock 

market count five studies (Table 3). Three of these time series departures in 1925, one in 1921 

and one in 1900. The range of estimates range from little beneath 2% to a little above 3% with 

the mean value little above 2%, which will constitute the selection of market premium. The 

compilation of cost of equity components arrives at an opportunity cost of 4.44%. Calculation 

of the opportunity cost of the leveraged business model furthermore requires an estimate of 

Bavarian Nordic’s future capital structure and the prevalent marginal corporate tax rate. 

Capital structure estimation from the global biopharmaceutical industry reveals a capital 

structure of the dedicated ventures of 5% and 19% for integrated businesses. The business 

model of Bavarian Nordic falls in between, but the average capital structure is skewed too 

much towards the dedicated business model. The prevalent capital structure therefore appears 

pertinent and the present market value ratio of debt to enterprise of 10% is assumed alongside 

a marginal corporate tax rate of 25%. Bavarian Nordic’s weighted average cost of capital is 

therefore calculated to 4.18 %. 
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Table 3: Estimates of the market equity premia 

 
Source: (Petersen & Plenborg, 2007, s. 222), (Dimson, Marsh, & Staunton, 2002, s. 172) 

Table 4: Global biopharmaceutical industry and Bavarian Nordic (ex-post financial data) 

 
Source: (Bloomberg, 2010), (Own production) 

6.2.4 MVA-BN® Anthrax valuation modelling 
The exquisite challenge of the valuation lies not only in the technical implementation of the 

real option analysis, whereas the management of Bavarian Nordic contemplates utilization of 

the multivalency of the vaccine delivery platform. The value of the anthrax vaccine candidate 

therefore emerges in the value added to the smallpox vaccine from the additional utility 

encompassed. Obviously, the synergetic value component of the anthrax vaccine candidate 

materializes in the reduced attrition rates of the contribution margin and enhanced rates of 

client replenishment. Attempts to extract the synergy of the anthrax vaccine candidate from 

commercial cash flows of the smallpox vaccine have been undertaken by the construction of 

two static valuation models. The first model estimates the value of the combined biodefense 

vaccine and second model estimates the value of the single smallpox vaccine. The two models 

are identical by construction except from the rates of replenishment. Estimation of the 

synergetic value component hereby encapsulates in the discrepancy between the two models. 

6.2.4.1  Static valuation 
The valuation span 2014-35, where the initial sales encompass 2014-18 (frozen-liquid 

formulation), first replenishment 2019-28 (freeze-dried formulation) and second 

replenishment 2029-35 (freeze-dried formulation). The second replenishment transcend into 

an extended replenishment from 2031 upon the assumption of patent renewal and exclusivity 

Time series Denmark USA 39 countries 6 countries Temporal perspective

Jorion and Goetzmann 1921-1996 1.9% 4.3% 0,30% Ex-post

Siegel 1802-1990 5.7% Ex-post

Christiansen and Lystbæk 1925-1993 1.9% Ex-post

Parum 1925-1997 3.2% Ex-post

Lund and Engsted 1925-1990 2-3% Ex-post

Claus and Thomas 1985-1996 3.5% Ex-ante

Claus and Thomas 1985-1998 3.5% 2-3% Ex-ante

Dimson, March and Staunton 1900-2001 2.0% 5.0% Ex-post

Biopharmaceutical D / D+E D / D+E Beta Beta Beta Date
Ventures (Book value) (Market value) (Equity) (Asset) (Cash adj.)
Dedicated 126 0.03 0.05 0.82 0.82 1.42 07-01-2010
Integrated 33 0.33 0.19 0.96 0.83 1.14 07-01-2010
Average 159 0.1 0.05 0.85 0.82 1.34 07-01-2010
Bavarian Nordic 1 0.13 0.10 1.17 1,08 1,45 07-01-2010
(Updated) 0.97 20-08-2010
Reconstruction 0.10 1.09 1.01 1.34 07-01-2010
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elongation. The valuation does not contemplate any terminal value, whereas these 

continuation values are perceived reserved for companies and not single projects. 

Procurement behavior of the government clientele can furthermore be characterized as utility 

maximization, which implies substitution by the margin whether induced by technological 

advancement of broad spectrum medical countermeasures or the introduction of competition 

after the exclusivity termination. The initial price level is assumed lower than the present 

contractual prices, whereas Bavarian Nordic is about to commence a cost structure project. 

Prices of the biodefense vaccines are subsequently adjusted downwards in 2019 ($8.00) and 

2029 ($6.00). Replenishment rates of the demand variables are for the first (75%), second 

(50%) and third (25%) for the single smallpox vaccine are improved by 10%, 7.5% and 5%, 

respectively. Finally, the contribution margin is kept on 50% upon speculations of cost 

structure improvement and the utility augmentation of the multivalent biodefense vaccine. 

The valuation, which materializes in the difference between the two models, ascribes a static 

value of DKK 488m of the commercial phase as a consequence of the compounded wacc 

discount on the notice of systemic risk. The expected development costs are structured 

according to the individual phases, expenditures multiplied by the accumulative probability of 

transition and partnership establishment. The development expenditure in phase II and III 

clinical trials are reduced to 20% upon standard procedure of the BARDA partnership 

establishment. The expected cost is subsequently discounted by the risk free rate on the notice 

of the private risk inherent to cost structure contemplations. The Bayesian weighted present 

value of development costs is DKK 70.66m and multiplication of the commercial value with 

the accumulative probability of success yield a Bayesian weighted present value of income 

equals DKK 23.90m. Final subtraction of the development cost from the commercial surplus 

result in the negative static net present value of DKK 46.76m, (Valuation 1). 

6.2.4.2 Contingent valuation 
The contingent valuation utilizes the real asset volatility extracted from the valuation of the 

combined biodefense vaccine. This volatility applies to the binomial three evolution of the 

value intrinsic to underlying value to the real option analysis with departure in the present 

value of the market phase; DKK 488m. The analysis subsequently evaluates the real option 

value at each state contingent on the project value relative to the cost of execution and 

probability of success adherent to the next development stage. Values below zero are 

eliminated with all state values multiplied by risk-neutral probabilities and discounted by the 

risk free rate of return. The real option analysis yields a value of DKK 11.94m, (Valuation 2). 
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6.2.4.3 Sensitivity analysis of the valuations 
The traditional sensitivity analysis of the static and contingent valuation is conducted on the 

simulated parameters with a symmetrical ceteris paribus variation. Initially, the risk free rate, 

initial price and the third demand variable are excluded from further analysis, whereas they 

cannot be described as significant with valuation impacts below 5%. The negligible impact of 

variations to the risk free rate does come expected, whereas the compounded interest effect 

remains low at the modest interest levels. The partial effect a 20% variation of either the 

currency rate or the contribution margin provides equivalent valuation impact of 20.5% and 

lies above the first demand variable. Although, the correlation pattern from the simulation 

indicates the higher correlation; the first demand variable does merely contribute the volume 

of the sales, where the currency rate alongside the contribution margin determines the 

magnitude of cash flows to the provided sales quantities. The ranking of the three demand 

variables does not cause any perturbations, whereas they align with the relative expected 

quantity and impact the static valuation with 14.7%, 6.4% and 0.0%, respectively. The 

internal ranking amongst the initial, first and second refill price do raise an eyebrow, whereas 

the second refill price ranks above the third refill price ranks above the initial sales price. 

Immediately, the result appears logically defiant, but clarifies upon contemplates on the 

model construction necessary to capture the synergy of the anthrax vaccine candidate. The 

discrepancy between the demand structure of the combined and single biodefense vaccine in 

the initial period is zero, whereas the models differs in terms of stockpile replenishment. 

Accordingly, this explains the conspicuous inferiority of the initial sales price impact. The 

second refill, third refill and initial sales prices impact the valuation with 6.24%, 2.98% and 

0.00%, respectively. Probability of partnership establishment has scant impact with 2.98%. 

The commercial phase appears robust against changes of systemic risk and cost of capital. 

The contingent value is robust against changes of the risk and value of the vaccine candidate. 

Chart 4: Complete static (left), commercial static (top) and complete contingent (bottom) 

         
Source: (Palisades @risk), (Own production)  
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6.2.4.4 Valuation approach evaluation 
The probability weighted static valuation model yielded a negative value of the anthrax 

vaccine candidate of DKK 46.76m and the contingent valuation model provided the positive 

value of DKK 11.94m. The discrepancy between the two different fundamental valuation 

approaches amounts to DKK 58.70m, which constitutes the difference between investment 

acceptance and rejection. The substantial value of DKK 58.70m signifies the value of 

managerial discretion, staged investment flexibility and resolution of informational 

uncertainty. The contemplation of the implicit managerial discretion assumption adheres to 

the rationality of logical incrementalism intrinsic to value maximization, which applies the 

risk-neutral appraisal ascribed to the equity ownership. The superiority of the contingent 

valuation approach is therefore apt to ameliorate technical underinvestment prone to 

explorative projects. The contingent valuation approach breaks with the neoclassical 

condition known as the “no-or-never” proposition, whereas the static approach assumes 

perfect foresight with irreversible commitment of future investments on the time of 

investment appraisal. Elaboration of the implications involves deterministic cash flows, 

passively managed projects and independency amongst components of the corporate 

investment portfolio. Explicit technical comparison renders possible, whereas the imperative 

difference between the two valuation approaches is to be found in the volatility assumptions 

of the future cash flows. The static valuation approach subsumes as a special case of the 

contingent valuation approach, when uncertainty is negligible and volatility approaches zero. 

The technical difference in the treatment of informational uncertainty, investment flexibility 

and managerial discretion consequently prompts a shift of the return distribution from a wide 

normal distribution to a narrow normal distribution with a higher mean value. 

Diagram 11: Binomial juxtaposition of the static (left) and contingent (right) net present value 

  
Source: (Mun, 2006, s. 139), (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2005, s. 563), (Own production) 
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7 Conclusive remarks 
Prudential scientific conduct command substantiation of the general validity of the thesis 

demarcation to justify the sentence passed upon the master thesis. 

7.1 General validity 
Venturing the stringent methodological pathway of scientific conduct; the present master 

thesis has amassed theoretical insights on knowledge, supported the inferences of the 

underinvestment hypothesis empirically, provided an stepwise causal model of explanation 

for substantiation, set forth organizational principles to ameliorate intrinsic underinvestment, 

set forth a financial synthesis to ameliorate technical underinvestment and tested the synthesis 

on the synergetic value of the anthrax vaccine candidate under development in Bavarian 

Nordic A/S. The scientific conduct of Critical Realism henceforth provides justification for 

addressing the operational questions and passing a verdict on the principle thesis. 

Nevertheless, justification is merely permitted within the selected demarcation and additional 

inquiries into the theoretical subject of underinvestment renders necessary to probe the master 

thesis for omission and negligence. The economic literature abounds in contemplations upon 

the plethora of market defects, which plausibly holds the germ of underinvestment. The 

explicit delimitation of the master thesis has been the economic organization of the firm, 

which prompts a boundary perspective upon the critical abrogation of the conceptual 

discourse. The existence of firms holds evidence of the market defect intrinsic to the 

coordination problem. The individual firm are capable of coordination, whereas incentives are 

lowered and employees abide to the intrinsic social constitution with adjournment of 

opportunistic propensities. Additionally, the plethora of underinvestment intrinsic to 

transaction costs, negative externalities, monopolism, bankruptcy, appropriation and 

corruption eludes consideration. Underinvestment due monopolism does not reflect a conflict 

of interest, but rather the consent of ownership. Underinvestment due bankruptcy is twofold, 

whereas the reorganization renders difficult the elimination of inferior routines alongside 

excess capacity to ameliorate the returns on investment and financial institutions with the 

capacity of lending takes the inefficiency of the legal administration into account with an 

augmented interest rate default component. Underinvestment addressed by both appropriation 

and corruption part with the Coarse Theorem, whereas property rights eludes definition, 

allocation and enforcement with implications of a dysfunctional legal system. Finally, the 

underinvestment addressed by transaction cost economics draws close in conceptual 

proximity from a boundary perspective, lest forget that the economic organization of the firm 
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contemplated by Ronald Coarse sparked the transaction cost economics research program. 

Coincident for both agency theory and transaction cost economics is the focus on the 

contractual relationship with the shared behavioural thesis of opportunism amongst the 

contemplated parties. The economic research programs set apart on assumptions of cognition, 

whereas transaction cost economics adopt an incomplete contractual and agency theory 

complete contractual perspective. The implicit assumption of cognition intrinsic to the 

incomplete contractual perspective is bounded rationality, which renders impossible the utility 

maximizing agent intrinsic to the complete contractual. The applicability of transaction cost 

economics goes beyond the principal agent relation, but confines to the economic 

understanding of the diversity of governance structures for resolution of dormant conflicts. 

7.1.1 Specific validity 
First, the discussion of the articles of Robert H. Hayes focuses rather sharply on incentives 

and capital budgeting techniques, even though they feature managerial and environmental 

theories next to the organizational theories. Explicit inclusion of the remnant theories have not 

been contemplated, whereas the pertinent factor of the marginal taxes inherent to the 

environmental theories are contemplated in extension hereof and impact of the vacuum of 

knowledge intrinsic to “fast-track-career” management inherent to managerial theories are 

deducible from the theoretical literature review. Second, the simulation encounters 5510 

errors out of 1m iterations, which prompts questions to the validity of the composed valuation 

model. The straight forward answer to these errors is the coincidences of zero quantity output 

from the three demand variables, whereas the natural logarithmic prevent value cash flow 

return to zero is not defined. Third, the classical critique of valuations adheres to the paradox 

of the robust construction of opportunity cost, which matches the free cash flows of the 

future. The idealistic opportunity cost of capital composes of an equity cost of capital with an 

asset beta estimated from a plurality of firms with a decent trading liquidity, risk profile 

matching the project and re-levered with the capital structure of the parent company. The 

equity market risk premium additionally has to be derived implicitly from the ex-ante stock 

market returns above the long-term risk free forward rate of return. The risk-free interest rate 

of return therefore have to be estimated from an ex-ante perspective, which involves the risk 

free forward rate derived from a piecewise cubic-spline estimation of the zero-coupon interest 

rate term structure. Finally, the effect of the deviation from the rebalancing implicitly 

assumed in the static valuation is small due the component magnitudes with assumption of 

long-term capital structure is contemplated. 
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7.2 Verdict of the master thesis 
Initially, the operational questions are addressed, which sets the stage for the thesis verdict. 

7.2.1 Operational questions 
The theoretical appreciation of knowledge intrinsic to the firm reveals itself in the shape of 

information, experience, comprehension and wisdom of economic organization. Tacit 

knowledge, in the shape of experience, appears the principle cause of underinvestment in the 

relation amongst the principal and the affiliated agents. Empirical studies conducted by the 

professor of finance from Harvard Business School back in the eighties render support to the 

historical occurrence of the phenomena, but empirical evidence of the systemic influence of 

underinvestment in Denmark has yet to materialize. The stepwise causal model of explanation 

demonstrates the conflict of interest and intrinsic difference of risk perception in agency 

alongside the multitasking problem of the strategic investment choice amongst exploitative 

(parametric risk) and explorative projects (structural uncertainty) plausibly holds the germ to 

explain the occurrence of underinvestment, which exacerbates under intensified incentives. 

Organizational amelioration of underinvestment points to the alignment of organizational 

complementarities, which encompasses responsibility, structure, incentive and information. 

The informational amelioration of underinvestment comprises of the application of real option 

analysis as the valuation vehicle for innovation investment appraisals. The biopharmaceutical 

industry plausibly has the greater comparative utility of the financial synthesis inherent to real 

options analysis, whereas the business model hinges on the optionality of substantial research 

and development expenditures for prolonged periods alongside the resolution of technical and 

commercial uncertainty for income shifted into the long-term horizon. The intrinsic value of 

the sales synergies provided by the anthrax vaccine candidate is DKK 11.94m as of Friday the 

twentieth of August, 2010 upon closing of NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen. 

7.2.2 Verdict of the principle thesis 
Acknowledge of the disparity of risk aversion propensities intrinsic to agency renders 

underinvestment irremediable with the acceptance of some degree of agency cost. The thesis 

will henceforth be subject to rejection, whereas the financial synthesis of real option analysis 

cannot remedy the underinvestment intrinsic to agency.  

The spirit embodied in the present master thesis is therefore captured by the epigraph of the 

master thesis, whereas the insight offered lends an augmented appreciation of the 

comprehension encapsulate to this particular quotation (Epigraph). 
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8 Public policy proposal 
The evolutionary economics public policy proposal motivated by the resolution of the master 

thesis takes inception in the subject matter of the empirical knowledge section. 

8.1 Recapitulation 
Briefly, after introduction the empirical knowledge review characterize the Danish economy 

in the vein of the post-industrial society, where the prevalence of the service sector presents a 

superior challenge for productivity growth alongside the adherent welfare augmentation. The 

reasons for the absence of productivity growth remains uncertain, but scrutiny of the 

aggregate investments in research and development reveals augmentation of this expenditure 

in excess of the peer average. The proportions of these expenditures have gradually shifted 

away from the government into the control of the private industry, which suggest amelioration 

of the inherent applicability. Yet, research expenditures allocated for another public sector 

participant in the guise of higher education institutions have kept their share of the resources. 

Approximately, half of these resources have been spending on basic research with quite the 

disproportionate allocation, whereas natural sciences appear to have been given preferential 

treatment at the expense of social sciences from the perspective of national accounts. 

Furthermore, integration along the arbitrarily coupled process throughout discovery, 

development and implementation appears rather inferior, whereas Denmark ranks well below 

the peer average on business funded research and development in the public sector. Matters of 

competitive advantages in research and development renders noteworthy the inferior rank of 

scientific proficiency; especially when taking into consideration that Denmark possesses one 

of the most expensive primary schools in the world. Attainment levels of higher education 

places Denmark just above the peer average, but raises questions on the adequacy of the 

population percentage with tertiary education from the perspective of the advanced post-

industrial economy. Novel investments ameliorate in institutional environments, where 

ownership rights specification, allocation and enforcement is managed as presented for 

Denmark. Furthermore, the quality of government in Denmark appears quite prudential, 

whereas the investment climate has proved beneficial with the stability of factor markets and 

long-term interest rates adherent to the convergence compliance. Nevertheless, tax burden 

perspectives place Denmark well above the peer average on the general income tax, marginal 

tax and provide a first place on the effective profit and income tax, which alongside the 

harmonization of wages renders tertiary education less attractive. Entrepreneurship has 

recently come into focus with multiple government initiatives to support entrepreneurs. 
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8.2 Public policy program 
The public policy program will propose policy interventions for the individual determinants 

of long-term economic growth and argue the inherent welfare augmentation. 

8.2.1 Research and development 
The prevalent budgetary perception within the Danish research community leaves an 

impression of deterioration on the subject matter of recent Danish Finance Acts allocation for 

Higher Educational Research and Development. Data from the independent Danish Centre for 

Studies in Research and Research Policy under the faculty of social sciences under the 

University of Aarhus support the research community, whereas the proportion of basic 

research has been reduced from approximately 60% allocation (1982-01) to approximately 

50% allocation of funds (2001-06). However, granularity of the date analysis suggest that 

funds for basic research have decreased in relative terms, but still been augmented in absolute 

terms. Nevertheless, the challenge of the Danish Gross Expenditure for Research and 

development lies not in the magnitude of the funds allocated, whereas the current level is well 

above that of the average OECD level and is only surpassed by a few countries. The questions 

rising above the subject matter is rather one of funds utility from the point of allocation and 

sectorial integration. Key to the augmentation of society welfare is the productivity increases, 

which follows in the wake of basic research through applied research and experimental 

development. The understanding of the innovation encompassed by scientific knowledge 

networks, industry knowledge networks and the possibilities for cross-sectorial network  

Chart 5: The CAGR of HERD funds, constant prices, DK 1981-2008 

 
Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010), (Own preparation) 
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number of essential prerequisites to be meet. First and foremost, the controversial subject of 

private interest involvement in higher educational basic research prompts specification, 

whereas the network synergies are intended for applied research and experimental 

development. Second of all, transaction cost economics research must be funded to 

contemplate knowledge governance within the extended network to understand the contextual 

influence of the diversity of governance mechanisms on sharing, retaining and creating 

knowledge. Third of all, the financial integration amongst private and higher educational 

institutions needs the immediate financial incentive, which might be sparked by government 

funds as a partial sponsorship of the research and development activities. Fourth of all, the 

responsibility placement renders quite elusive, but the cross-sectorial knowledge networks 

inception necessitates research deans to map the progress of basic research to create an 

innovative pipeline of technology mature for applied research and experimental development. 

The portfolio requisite no specification, but rather continuous dialog with industry clusters as 

well as individual firms for clarification of the commercial interest. Finally, the primary 

responsibility of financial engagement is therefore placed within the private industry. The 

responsibility of knowledge network inception is placed upon the research leadership of the 

higher educational institutions and financial incentive responsibility is placed within the 

Ministry of Science, Technology and Development through the provision of tax incentives 

and funds for grant applications. 

8.2.2 Education 
The apparent mismatch between the rankings of the Danish primary school expenses and the 

scholastic performance of the students prompts political reforms. Carefully tailored reforms of 

the primary school system plausibly take the departure in the expenditures, which account for 

the majority of the cost. First, the prioritization of the teacher’s time needs consideration for 

utility augmentation, whereas tasks might be mapped according the teacher’s degree of 

involvement and complexity. The educational software development has experienced 

substantial progressions the last couple of decades and renders possible the liberation of tasks 

of low complexity and low degree of pedagogical substance. Repetitive tasks like correction 

of spelling, math and science exercises are obvious candidates for substitution of teacher’s 

time. Second, the expenditures on educational material plausibly occupy yet a substantial cost 

account and splits into textbooks, exercise books and interactive material. Once again, the 

progression of information technology inspires the institutional demand and development of 

digital textbooks and exercise books. Third, the political debates often highlight the inferior 
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condition of the primary schools with allusions of ageing constructions and poor insulation. 

The heat bills of the schools therefore plausibly constitutes a third source of funds, whereas 

the investment project of insulation, digital temperature control and replacement of obsolete 

heating systems might reduce these expenditures. A portion of the funds released from the 

reform might then be allocated to raise the salary of primary school teacher well above the 

average OECD primary school teacher salary. The increase of the salary is recommended, 

whereas the political aspirations must align with the incentive. Human capital being the 

critical resource of the Denmark – we might as well turn the job prestigious and attract 

superior qualified teachers to enhance the scholastic capabilities of the future work force. 

8.2.3 Quality of government 
Plausible intervention of the government to augment an environment, which ameliorates 

investments and long-term welfare, is considered through the financial market, labour market 

and entrepreneurial policy intervention proposals. 

8.2.4 Financial market perspective 
The intervention for the financial market policy is neutral, whereas the public policy 

proposals contemplated focus on the long-term rather than the election horizon on the short to 

medium-term. The proposal therefore adheres to the compliance with the four convergence 

requirements and refrains from the copious treat of fiscal and monetary policy proposals. 

8.2.5 Labour market perspective 
The first intervention for the labour market policy holds associations of the market oriented 

right-libertarianism, whereas the international competition for augmented welfare is impaired 

by excessive personal taxation, which includes the general income taxation, work income 

taxation and marginal income taxation. The public policy proposal considers the immediate 

elimination of the marginal tax with the reduction of the future Danish Finance Act and public 

expenditure. The second public policy proposal constitutes market salary formation, which 

implicitly includes the abandonment of wage harmonization and augmented discrepancy 

amongst the different levels of education. The argument lies in the ambition of the present 

government to progress towards a knowledge society, where half the population has higher 

levels of education. Market based salaries will augment the ability of the Danish industry to 

compete globally and provide an increasing part of the Danish citizens incentives to complete 

higher educational levels. Competitive salary levels are therefore set according to the utility 
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provided and the welfare indulged shifted towards the individual effort, although a flat tax is 

sustained and community welfare maintained. 

8.2.6 Entrepreneurial market perspective 
Although, Denmark ranks fairly high on the subject matter of entrepreneurial environment 

augmentation, there is still room for marginal improvements beyond the tax consideration. 

Nevertheless, the public policy proposal will settle for a supplementary comment and 

adjustment of the Globalization Strategy’s efforts to spawn entrepreneurial capabilities within 

the educational system. Optionality of entrepreneurship and innovation programs in the 

greater parts of higher education appears to be a vague political commitment, whereas 

innovation capabilities seem equally important for intrapreneurship of products, market and 

processes within existing companies. This in term implies a wider applicability of the inherent 

notion of innovation then utilization in the explicit context of entrepreneurship and prompts 

proposals of mandatory courses of innovation related subject matter. 

8.3 In the long-term we are all dead… 
The political propensity of indulgence on the expense of responsibility is just as intrinsic to 

the electorate in a democracy as the propensity of risk aversion is to agency in managerial 

question of strategic investment. The common denominator adheres to the individuality of 

utility maximization. Nevertheless, a recent surge of political interest in the growth 

entrepreneurship has appeared amidst absent productivity growth, but neglects the part played 

by productivity growth throughout history, challenges encompassed in the augmentation of 

post-industrial welfare and the intensified global competition on knowledge intensive work as 

well as labor intensive work. The shift towards the post-industrial society gives rise to visions 

of national advancement, but the economic truth is quite the opposite. Deterioration of the 

national resource position with the consequent diminution of the competitive edge is 

prompted by shift from technological complexity of innovative capabilities involved in 

tangible products and the manufacturing process towards the generic competition of human 

capabilities involved in the organization and delivery of services. The witnessed progression 

toward the post-industrial society must necessarily provoke serious concerns for the future 

Danish welfare, whereas entrepreneurship of services plausibly will not sustain present levels. 
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11.1 Theoretical annex 
The present annex provides a brief point of reference for the idea behind the philosophical 

heritage of Utilitarism. The third theory of the literature review addresses the four strategic 

complementarities from a rather idealistic point of view and provides recommendations for 

the organization structure together with managerial practice.  Theoretical clarification of the 

hierarchical top-down, anarchistic bottom-up and pragmatic middle-up-down approach of 

management are displayed alongside the theoretical heritage of the inherent value pursuit.  

11.1.1 Utilitarism 
A mandatory prerequisite to decipher the utility principles behind economic theory is the 

insights on the subjectivity of value (Menger, 1871, s. 132) with allusions of the human 

behavioral propensity of opportunism (Williamson, 1975, s. 26-28). Agents of firm are 

disciplined by organizational reputation effects to display abstention (Kreps & Wilson, 1982) 

with the stabilization of the social constitution (Selznick, 1957, s. 9) to pursue strategic value 

maximization (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992, s. 62) in the service of societal welfare. Value 

maximization at the expense of the society renders plausible with the prevalence of certain 

market defects, therefore perquisite assumptions are the ascription of governmental resolution 

of appropriation, bankruptcy, corruption, monopolism and the intrinsic negative externalities. 

11.1.2 Knowledge management 
Table 5: Juxtaposition of three management models 

 

Source: (Nonaka, 1994, s. 31), (Own modifications) 

Capacity of models

• Agent of innovation

• Principles of organization 

• Resource allocation

• Value pursuit

• Management leadership

• Information processes

• Knowledge accumulation

• Imperative imperfections

Top-Down

• Top management

• Hierarchy

• Hierarchical

• Paretian rent

• Commanders

• Digital

• Explicit

• Exploitation confinement

(Information capacity )

Middle-Up-Down

• Task forces

• Hierarchy
Self-organization

• Task specific

• Paretian rent
Ricardian rent
Schumperterian rent
Chamberlinian rent

• Catalysts

• Analogue
Digital

• Tacit
Explicit

• Balance between
exploitation and exploration

Bottom-Up

• Intrapreneurs

• Self-organization

• Political bargaining

• Schumpeterian rent

• Sponsors

• Analogue

• Tacit

• Explorative cannibalism

(Coordination problem)
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11.2 Empirical annex 
Chart 6: National accounts split by industry, DK 2009  

 

Source: (Statistics Denmark, 2010)  

Chart 7: Labour productivity by industry, OECD 1981-2007  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 47) 

Chart 8: Growth of multi-factor productivity as percentage, OECD 1985-2006  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 92) 
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Table 6: Growth of labour productivity by sector, DK 1985-2006  

 

Source: (Statistics Denmark, 2010) 

Table 7: Growth of multi-factor productivity by sector, DK 1985-2006  

 

Source: (Statistics Denmark, 2009) 

Chart 9: GERD development as percentage of GDP, OECD and China 1981-2007  

 
Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 54) 
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Chart 10: GERD as percentage of GDP, OECD 2007  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 54) 

Chart 11: GERD sectorial distribution, DK 1981-2008  

 
Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010) 

Chart 12: GERD sectorial distribution in mill USD (2000 prices), DK 1981-2008  

 

Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010)  
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Chart 13: HERD allocation on type of R&D, DK 1982-2007 (interrupted annual series) 

 
Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010) 

Chart 14: HERD allocation on type of R&D, DK 2006  

 

Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010) 

Chart 15: Basic research expenditures split by NSE and SSH, DK 1981-2007  

 
Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010) 
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Chart 16: Basic research expenditure split on NSE and SSH, DK 2006  

 

Source: (OECD STI/EAS, 2010) 

Chart 17: FTE allocation of basic research by fields of science, DK 2006  

 
Source: (CFA, 2008, s. 66) 

Chart 18: FTE allocation of basic research by field of science, DK 1997-2006  

 

Source: (CFA, 2008, s. 66) 
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Chart 19: FTE allocation of applied research by field of science, DK 1997-2006  

 

Source: (CFA, 2008, s. 66) 

Chart 20: FTE allocation of experimental development by field of science, DK 1997-2006  

 

Source: (CFA, 2008, s. 66) 

Chart 21: FTE allocation across type of R&D by field of science, DK 2006  

 
Source: (CFA, 2008, s. 66) 
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Chart 22: Government funded R&D in the private sector, OECD 2007  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 77) 

Chart 23: Business funded R&D in the public sector, OECD 2007  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 77) 

Chart 24: Education performance: Reading, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 
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Chart 25: Education performance: Mathematics, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 

Chart 26: Education performance: Science, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 

Chart 27: Annual expenditure of primary education per student as PPP USD, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 51-52) 
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Chart 28: Annual expenditure of upper-secondary per student as PPP USD, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 51-52) 

Chart 29: Annual expenditure of tertiary education per student as PPP USD, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 51-52) 

Chart 30: Teacher salary public lower-secondary after 15 years of experience as PPP USD, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 
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Chart 31: Educational attainment: Upper-secondary (+) as percentage of 25-64 years group, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 

Chart 32: Educational attainment: Tertiary (+) as percentage of 25-64 years group, OECD 2006 

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 
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Table 8: Tertiary attainment for age group 25-64 as percentage of 25-64 years group, OECD 2006 

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 203) 

Chart 33: National patent system, DK 1999-2008  

 

Source: (Danish Patent and Trade Office, 2009) 
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Chart 34: Development of national gross debt to gross domestic product, DK 1992-2011  

 

Source: (DG-ECFIN, 2010) 

Chart 35: Development of cyclically adjusted budget balance, DK 1992-2011  

 

Source: (DG-ECFIN, 2010) 

Chart 36: Development of the inflation rate, DK 1992-2010  

 

Source: (DG-ECFIN, 2010) 
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Chart 37: Development of the long term nominal interest rate, DK 1992-2009  

 

Source: (DG-ECFIN, 2010) 

Chart 38: Taxes on income and profits as percentage of GDP, OECD 2007  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010) 

Chart 39: General income tax for a single low income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 57) 
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Chart 40: General income tax for a single average income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 57) 

Chart 41: General income tax for a single average income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 57) 

Chart 42: Marginal rate of income tax for a single low income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 67) 
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Chart 43: Marginal rate of income tax for a single average income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 67) 

Chart 44: Marginal rate of income tax for a single high income individual, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 67)  

Chart 45: Relative earnings by level of education, OECD 2006 or latest year available  

 

Source: (OECD, 2010) 
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Chart 46: Ease of doing business, OECD 2006  

 

Source: (The World Bank, 2010) 

Chart 47: Ease of doing business OECD comparison, DK 2009  

 

Source: (The World Bank, 2010) 

Table 9: Danish ranking on ease of doing business, OECD 2009  

 

Source: (The World Bank, 2010) 
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Table 10: Research and development (I), OECD 2006 or latest year available 

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 38-39) 
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   1,88    31,42    49,40    724    56,0    1,56    2,3    82,5    0,57 -2    4,0 -2 Canada2
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   3,47    24,05    68,20   1 206    72,3    4,00    3,5    90,9    0,97    2,8 Finland
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   3,60    24,43 -2    63,86 -2   1 320    73,8    4,45    4,3    85,0    0,81    12,4 Sweden

   2,90 -3    22,71-3    69,73 -3   1 003 -3    73,7 -3    3,06 -3    1,5-3    90,9 -3    0,72 -2    0,6 -2 Switzerland

   0,71    47,07    48,45    92    41,3    0,42    9,7    89,1 .. .. Turkey

   1,79    29,33    47,19    640    64,1    1,81    6,6    70,1    0,67 -2    24,2 -2 United Kingdom

   2,68    27,73    66,44   1 221    71,9    3,05    9,2    90,8    1,00    56,6 United States2,3

   2,53    26,64    65,80    981    70,8    2,79    6,7    90,7    0,87 -2    38,6 -2 G7

   1,90    33,36 -1    55,60 -1    635    64,3    1,97    7,0 -1    82,9 -1    0,74 -2    13,1-2 EU154

   1,77    34,11-1    54,98 -1    530    63,4    1,79    7,2 -1    82,7 -1    0,69 -2    12,5-2 EU274

   2,29    28,56 -1    63,79 -1    748    69,6    2,44    6,7    90,1    0,78 -2    32,9 -2 OECD total 4

   1,02-1    57,88 +3    39,38 -2    92 -1    47,9 -1 ..    0,8 -3    99,2 -3    0,53 -4    1,2-4 Brazil

   1,49    24,62    70,37    77    72,3 ..    4,8    91,9 .. .. China5

   0,71-3    80,81-5    16,11-5    13 -3    19,8-2 .. .. .. .. .. India6

   1,12    62,62    29,45    165    64,2    1,01    55,3    36,6    0,40 -1    52,1-4 Russian Federation

   0,92 -2    38,19-2    43,87 -2    76 -2    58,3 -2    0,79 -2    16,2-2    68,3 -2 .. .. South Africa

Sources:
1. Main Science and Technology Indicators, OECD, Paris, 2009;
2. National sources:
3. Brazil: Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT);
4. India: National Science & Technology Management Information System, Department of Science & Tech
5.

6.

.. Not available or not applicable.
-n

Some national or OECD estimates

GERD, BERD: Excluding most or all capital expenditures
GBAORD: Federal government only

OECD total 4
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Gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) Business enterprise expenditure on R&D (BERD) Government budget 
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United Kingdom

United States2,3

G7

StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/

GBAORD: underestimated.
% of GERD/BERD financed by govermnent or industry: the sum of the 
breakdown does not add to the total
Underestimated.

Data in this cell are from n years earlier (later, if +n) than the reference year. 
E.g. if the column refers to 2008, a data point with '-1' attached refers to 
2007. 
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Table 11: Research and development (II), OECD 2006 or latest year available  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 40-41) 
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   19,2-1    27,1-1    12,1-1    29,7 -1   61 395    4,1    33,9    0,19 Poland

.. .. ..    44,0 -2   27 986    5,5    29,9    0,35 Portugal

.. .. ..    47,4   12 354    5,7    25,0    0,11 Slovak Republic

   22,6 -1    22,2 -1    16,2-1    33,2 -1   122 624    6,0    26,4    0,33 Spain

   43,7    31,4    7,9    15,3   47 762    10,6    21,3    0,77 Sweden

.. .. .. ..   25 400 -3    6,1-3    22,9 -3    0,66 -3 Switzerland

.. ..    14,9-1    25,8 -1   49 668    2,3    48,2    0,34 Turkey

   49,0 -1    18,8-1    7,6 -1    23,2 -1   175 476    5,6    24,5    0,44 United Kingdom6

   46,9 -1    16,3-1    6,5 -1    29,6 -1  1 425 550-1    9,7 -1    13,3    0,36 United States6,7

   42,5 -1    26,5 -1    8,4 -1    21,5-1  3 026 989 -1    8,7 -1    15,5    0,39 G76

   37,3 -1    34,6 -1    9,5 -1    16,5-1  1 166 129-1    6,5 -1    21,6    0,41 EU156

   37,1-1    34,4 -1    9,5 -1    16,8-1  1 360 332    6,0    21,8    0,39 EU276

   40,9 -1    27,9 -1    8,9 -1    20,3 -1  3 997 466 -1    7,4 -1    16,8    0,38 OECD total 6

.. .. .. ..   118 296-1    1,3-1 .. .. Brazil

.. .. .. ..  1 423 381    1,9    8,5    0,13 China8

.. .. .. ..   92 500 -5    0,2 -5    4,9 -3    0,03 -3 India9

   12,0    5,1    2,6    72,0   469 076    6,7    6,3    0,07 Russian Federation

.. .. ..    36,4 -2   17 303 -2    1,4-2    19,3-2    0,18-2 South Africa

Sources:
1. Main Science and Technology Indicators, OECD, Paris, 2009;
2. Research and Development Expenditure in Industry, 1990-2007, OECD, Paris, 2009;

National sources:
Brazil: Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT);

3. India: National Science & Technology Management Information System, Department of Science & T

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

.. Not available or not applicable.

-n

% of business expenditure on R&D (BERD) performed in
Researchers Higher education expenditure on 

R&D (HERD)(national totals)

High-tech 
industries 2

Medium
high-tech 

industries 3

Medium low-tech 
and low-tech 
industries 4

Service 
industries

Full-time 
equivalent

Per 1 000 total 
employment % of GERD % of GDP

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Czech Republic

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Korea5

Luxembourg

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Slovak Republic

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom6

United States6,7

G76

EU156

EU276

OECD total 6

Brazil

China8

India9

Russian Federation

South Africa
StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/

HERD: Excluding most or all capital expenditures

Researchers: Overestimation possible.

HERD: underestimated.

Data in this cell are from n years earlier (later, if +n) than the reference 
year. E.g. if the column refers to 2008, a data point with '-1' attached 
refers to 2007. 

Some national or OECD estimates
Aerospace; office and computing equipment; pharmaceuticals; radio, 
TV and communication equipment; medical, precision and optical 
instruments.
Motor vehicles; chemicals; electrical machinery; other transport; 
machinery and equipment.
Rubber and plastics; non-metallic mineral products; shipbuilding; 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals; metal products; petroleum; other 
manufacturing industries
Researchers, HERD: excluding R&D in the social sciences and 
humanities
Researchers: Secretariat estimates
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Table 12: Education expenditure, OECD 2006 or latest year available 

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 50-51) 

   5,71    4,14    115    1,56   6 311   8 700   15 016    111    117   44 942    55 Australia

   5,51    5,16    106    0,35   8 516   10 577   15 148    109    139   40 304    66 Austria 3

   6,09    5,85    112    0,24   7 072   8 601   13 244    102    104 .. .. Belgium 3

   6,48 -1    4,79 -1    108 -1    1,70-1 ..   7 774   22 810 -1    125-1 .. .. .. Canada4,5

   4,80    4,24    145    0,56   3 217   5 307   7 989    152    130   29 127    46 Czech Republic

   7,25    6,67    115    0,59   8 798   9 662   15 391    112    116   40 322    62 Denmark6

   5,84    5,70    122    0,14   5 899   7 533   12 845    119    112   39 144    66 Finland3

   5,92    5,48    103    0,44   5 482   9 303   11 568    103    105   34 179    54 France

   4,78    4,08    103    0,71   5 362   7 548   13 016    104    99   57 978    76 Germany

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..   32 107    64 Greece

   5,64    5,11    152    0,54   4 599   3 978   6 367    167    88   14 515    26 Hungary5

   7,98    7,17    144    0,81   9 299   8 493   8 579    135    90   25 227    38 Iceland3

   4,67    4,39    151    0,28   6 337   8 991   11 832    159    91   52 972    72 Ireland

   4,93    4,60    111    0,32   7 716   8 495   8 725    110    104   32 859    55 Italy5

   4,99    3,33    101    1,66   6 989   8 305   13 418    112    112   48 742    81 Japan6

   7,35    4,47    151    2,88   4 935   7 261   8 564    159    134   54 671    100 Korea

.. .. .. ..   13 676   18 144 .. .. ..   89 864    140 Luxembourg5,7

   5,72    4,65    123    1,07   2 003   2 165   6 462    117    111   23 455    22 Mexico

   5,60    4,82    120    0,78   6 425   9 516   15 196    116    98   48 818 .. Netherlands

   6,26    5,00    111    1,26   4 952   6 043   9 288 .. ..   37 213    38 New Zealand

..    5,36    120 ..   9 486   11 435   16 235    103    97   36 298    56 Norway3,8

   5,68    5,16    128    0,54   3 770   3 411   5 224    141    127 .. .. Poland 5

   5,57    5,12    101    0,44   5 138   6 846   9 724    112    135   34 876    46 Portugal 5

   4,25    3,63    127    0,62   3 221   2 963   6 056    157    108 .. .. Slovak Republic 3

   4,66    4,17    121    0,50   5 970   7 955   11 087    119    127   44 774    63 Spain

   6,33    6,15    118    0,17   7 699   8 496   16 991    114    100   32 799 .. Sweden

..    5,42    112 ..   8 793   13 268   22 230    106    102   62 183 .. Switzerland5,8

..    2,72 .. ..   1 130   1 834   4 648 .. .. .. .. Turkey5

   5,91    5,19    117    0,72   7 732   8 763   15 447    150    139 .. .. United Kingdom3

   7,38    5,01    120    2,36   9 709   10 821   25 109    114    103   44 015 .. United States

   5,81    4,91    121    0,85   6 437   8 006   12 336    124    111   41 993    61 OECD average

..    4,91    157 ..   1 566   1 538   10 294    165    84 .. .. Brazil5,8

..    3,87    190 .. ..   2 399   4 279 .. .. .. .. Russian Federation 3,4,5

Sources:
1. Education at a Glance 2009 : OECD indicators, OECD, Paris, 2009 or revised data. www.oecd.org/edu/eag2009.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.. Not available or not applicable.

-n

Expenditure on educational institutions Annual expenditure per student Index of change in annual 
expenditure per student

Teachers' salaries in public 
lower-secondary education 
after 15 years of experience

Public and 
private Public Private USD using PPPs 2

Primary, 
secondary 
and post-
secondary 
non-tertiary 
education 

Tertiary 
education USD using PPPs 2

% of GDP % of GDP 2000 = 100 % of GDP Primary 
education

Secondary 
education

Tertiary 
education 2000 = 100 2000 = 100 Annual 

statutory salary

Salary per 
statutory 

teaching hour

Australia

Austria 3

Belgium 3

Canada4,5

Czech Republic

Denmark6

Finland3

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary5

Iceland3

Ireland

Italy5

Japan6

Korea

Luxembourg5,7

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway3,8

Poland 5

Portugal 5

Slovak Republic 3

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland5,8

Turkey5

United Kingdom3

United States

OECD average

Brazil5,8

Russian Federation 3,4,5

StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/

Primary education includes pre-primary education.

Index of change in expenditure for public expenditure only.

Data in this cell are from n years earlier than the reference year. E.g. if the column refers 
to 2008, a data point with '-1' attached refers to 2007. 

Financial and human resources invested in education; 2006 data, unless otherwise 
specified.
Converted using purchasing power parities for GDP. For an explanation of PPPs, 
please see the glossary.
For annual expenditure per student: secondary includes post-secondary non-tertiary 
education.
For annual expenditure per student: Secondary includes primary and pre-primary 
education.
Annual expenditure per student: Public institutions only (For Italy, except in tertiary 
education).
For annual expenditure per student: Secondary and tertiary education include part of post-
secondary non-tertiary education.
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Table 13: Education performance, OECD 2006 or latest year available 

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 52-53) 

   513    520    527    68,2 ..    33,7    49,8 -1    156 -2    143 -2    2,1    1,8 Australia

   490    505    511    80,1 ..    17,6    22,1    169    170    3,6    2,3 Austria

   501    520    510    68,0 ..    32,1 ..    151-2    155 -2 .. .. Belgium

   527    527    534    86,6    78,9 -1    48,3    30,6 -1    177 -1    173 -1    3,5    3,5 Canada

   483    510    513    90,5    88,0    13,7    34,9    170    195    1,5    1,5 Czech Republic6

   494    513    496    75,5    85,4    32,2    47,3    127 -1    140 -1    3,0    2,9 Denmark

   547    548    563    80,5    96,8    36,4    48,5    160 -1    179 -1    3,6    3,2 Finland

   488    496    495    68,7 ..    26,8 ..    161    178    5,7    4,9 France

   495    504    516    84,4    99,5    24,3    23,4    174    167    4,5    3,6 Germany

   460    459    473    59,6    96,2    22,7    17,7 .. .. .. .. Greece

   482    491    504    79,2    84,3    17,7    29,4    185    248    2,8    2,1 Hungary

   484    506    491    64,5    85,9    29,8    63,1 .. .. .. .. Iceland

   517    501    508    67,6    89,6    32,2    45,0    201 -2    165 -2 .. .. Ireland

   469    462    475    52,3    84,9    13,6    35,0    143 -1    178 -1    5,2    3,0 Italy

   498    523    531 ..    93,0    41,0    38,8 .. ..    2,8    2,5 Japan

   556    547    522    77,9    91,3    34,6 ..    201 -4    138 -4    2,3    2,5 Korea

   479    490    486    65,7    74,6    26,5 ..    150 -1    184 -1 .. .. Luxembourg

   410    406    410    33,3    42,6    15,9 .. .. ..    4,5    3,4 Mexico

   507    531    525    73,2 ..    30,8    42,8    159 -1    151-1    1,8    1,7 Netherlands

   521    522    530    71,6    74,5    41,0    47,6    145    142    2,3    2,1 New Zealand

   484    490    487    78,9    91,9    34,2    43,4    134 -1    125 -1 .. .. Norway

   508    495    498    86,3    83,7    18,7    49,0    165 -1    194 -1    4,3    3,3 Poland 6

   472    466    474    27,5    65,1    13,7    42,6    178 -1    190 -1    7,6    5,1 Portugal 6

   466    492    488    87,0    84,7    14,1    38,9 .. .. .. .. Slovak Republic

   461    480    488    50,7    74,3    29,0    32,4    156 -3    144 -3    5,2    3,8 Spain

   507    502    503    84,6    74,1    31,3    39,9    132    144    3,0    3,6 Sweden

   499    530    512    86,0    89,1    31,3    31,4    164    154    2,9    2,1 Switzerland

   447    424    424    28,7    58,4    10,8    15,2-1    162 -2    162 -2    9,9    5,4 Turkey6

   495    495    515    68,3    88,7    31,8    38,7    199    153    2,1    2,3 United Kingdom

..    474    489    87,9    77,5    40,3    36,5    173    188    1,8    1,9 United States

   492    498    500    70,1    82,1    27,5    38,7    164    166    3,7    3,0 OECD average

   393    370    390    36,8 ..    9,6    15,1-4    270    284    3,8    2,6 Brazil6

   440    476    479    88,0 -5 ..    54,0 -5 .. .. .. .. .. Russian Federation

Sources:
1. Education at a Glance 2009 : OECD indicators, OECD, Paris, 2009. www.oecd.org/edu/eag2009;

PISA 2006:  Science Competencies for Tomorrow's World, OECD, Paris.  www.pisa.oecd.org.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

.. Not available or not applicable.

-n

Student performance on the reading, 
scientific and mathematical literacy 

scales, mean score, 20062

% educational attainment of adult population and current 
graduation rates

Index of earning differentials, 
tertiary-type A and advanced 

research programmes to 
upper secondary and post-

secondary non-tertiary 
education (25-to-64-year-

olds) 4

% unemployment ratio at 
tertiary-type A attainment 

level (25-to-64-year-
olds) 4,5

Upper 
secondary or 
higher, 25-to-
64-year-olds3

Current 
upper 

secondary 
graduation 

rate

All tertiary 
attainment, 
25-to-64-
year-olds

First-time 
tertiary-type 

A graduation 
rateReading Maths Science Women Men Women Men

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Czech Republic6

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Korea

Luxembourg

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Poland 6

Portugal 6

Slovak Republic

Spain

StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/

Individual and labour market outcomes of education, 2007 unless otherwise stated.

At age 15 and therefore approaching the end of compulsory schooling.
Excluding ISCED 3C short programmes.

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey6

United Kingdom

United States

OECD average

Tertiary type A includes ISCED level 5A leading to a BA, Masters or equivalent 
degree, and advanced research programmes (ISCED 6).
Number of 25-to-64-year-olds who are unemployed as a percentage of the labour 
force.
Tertiary-type A attainment includes all types of tertiary level degrees. 

Data in this cell are from n years earlier than the reference year. E.g. if the column 
refers to 2008, a data point with '-1' attached refers to 2007. 

Brazil6

Russian Federation
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Table 14: Taxation, OECD 2006 or latest year available  

 

Source: (OECD Observer, 2010, s. 58-59) 

   30,6    37,4    21,7    0,0    0,0    27,1    13,7    48,5    30,0    76,0    87,7 Australia

   41,7    22,3    5,2    14,0    16,2    27,7    14,7    42,7    25,0    66,8    80,9 Austria

   44,5    29,3    8,3    9,2    18,6    25,6    9,0    45,1    34,0    58,1    77,9 Belgium

   33,3    36,3    11,0    5,9    8,4    24,3    14,1    46,4    36,1    76,1    87,2 Canada

   36,9    11,5    13,0    9,8    27,5    30,2    8,1    28,0    24,0    77,6    99,8 Czech Republic

   49,1    49,8    8,7    2,0    0,1    33,2    6,2    55,0    28,0    59,1    70,9 Denmark

   43,5    30,3    7,7    5,4    20,4    31,1    5,0    49,2    26,0    69,4    76,9 Finland

   44,2    17,5    6,7    9,2    25,1    24,8    16,8    36,5    34,4    71,0    82,9 France

   35,6    24,5    5,9    16,9    18,4    28,4    6,0    43,3    38,9    56,3    75,4 Germany

   31,3    14,9    8,5    13,9    16,3    36,0    10,5    33,6    29,0    74,4    72,8 Greece

   37,1    18,3    6,3    6,8    24,9    38,4    5,4    59,0    17,3    64,7    79,2 Hungary

   41,5    33,7    5,8 .. ..    42,3    18,2    35,3    18,0    74,6    93,1 Iceland

   31,9    27,8    12,0    4,5    8,2    36,5    11,0    42,0    12,5    85,3    108,6 Ireland

   42,1    25,6    8,1    5,3    20,6    25,6    14,7    44,6    33,0    71,5    84,3 Italy

   27,9    18,5    17,0    15,9    16,6    18,6    13,4    47,1    39,5    80,6    86,4 Japan

   26,8    15,2    14,3    11,9    9,1    32,6    16,8    35,5    27,5    89,4    90,9 Korea

   35,9    21,0    13,8    12,4    12,0    27,9    12,9    34,7    30,4    73,4    100,5 Luxembourg

   20,6    25,1 ..    14,9 ..    56,3    3,7    21,5    29,0    95,0    95,0 Mexico 5,6

   39,3    18,8    8,5    17,3    11,8    30,5    13,1    52,0    29,6    63,7    71,7 Netherlands

   36,7    40,7    15,8    0,0    0,0    32,7    10,9    39,0    33,0    78,9    96,9 New Zealand

   43,9    20,7    29,4    6,6    12,1    27,3    3,8    40,0    28,0    70,9    79,3 Norway

   33,5    13,7    7,1    36,3 ..    38,1    4,7    31,5    19,0    67,8    69,6 Poland 6

   35,7    15,4    8,4    9,6    20,8    40,6    5,3    37,4    27,5    77,5    88,9 Portugal

   29,8    8,5    9,9    9,4    21,4    38,7    12,1    10,8    19,0    77,6    96,3 Slovak Republic

   36,6    18,9    11,5    5,0    24,5    27,2    12,9    45,0    35,0    79,5    86,7 Spain

   49,1    31,9    7,5    5,4    19,8    26,1    9,2    56,6    28,0    69,1    77,2 Sweden

   29,6    35,6    10,1    10,8    10,6    23,0    9,9    37,8    21,3    78,3    90,9 Switzerland

   24,5    15,6    6,0    8,4    9,6    48,7    11,7    35,6    20,0    69,6    69,6 Turkey

   37,1    29,0    10,8    7,6    10,2    29,0    13,4    40,0    30,0    73,1    79,6 United Kingdom

   28,0    36,5    11,8    10,4    12,1    16,8    12,3    41,3    39,3    75,6    88,6 United States

   39,8    25,1    8,8    9,2    16,2    30,0    10,7    43,8    29,4    69,9    82,4 EU average

   35,9    24,8    10,7    8,6    14,6    31,5    9,7    40,5    28,1    73,4    84,9 OECD average

Sources:
1. Revenue Statistics, 1965-2007, OECD, Paris, 2008;

Taxing Wages , 2007-2008, OECD, Paris, 2008.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Total tax 
receipts

Tax structures
Highest rates of income 

taxes1

Disposable income of 
average worker2

% of total tax receipts % of gross pay3

% of GDP Personal 
income tax

Corporate 
income tax

Social security 
contributions

Taxes on 
goods and 
services

Other taxes
Personal 

income tax
Corporate 
income tax Single 

person
Married with 
two children4

Employees Employers % %

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Czech Republic

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Korea

Luxembourg

Mexico 5,6

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Poland 6

Portugal

Slovak Republic

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom

United States

One-earner family. Takes account of family allowances and/or tax reliefs.

Includes personal and corporate incomes not available separately. The OECD 
average does not include these figures.

Includes employees and employers social security contributions not available 
separately. The OECD average does not include these figures.

EU average

OECD average

StatLink: http://dx.doi.org/

International comparisons should also take into account differences among 
countries in the length of tax brackets, the amount of tax relief and rates of social 
security contributions. The highest rate of income tax includes temporary special 
surcharges. All rates include rates of state and local income taxes as reported in 
the OECD tax database.

Gross earnings minus personal income tax and employees' social security 
contributions plus family benefits.

This percentage is influenced both by the overall tax level and the relative weight of 
personal income taxes and employees' social security contributions in national tax 
mixes.
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Table 15: Income tax plus employee contributions less cash benefits, OECD 2009  

 
Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 57) 

Family-type: single single single single married married married married

no ch no ch no ch 2 ch 2 ch 2 ch 2 ch no ch
Wage level (% of AW): 67

(1)
100
(2)

167
(3)

67
(4)

100-0
(5)

100-331
(6)

100-671
(7)

100-331
(8)

Australia 20,7 26,7 32,6 -7,5 14,1 17,9 22,2 23,1

Austria 43,3 47,9 50,1 26,4 36,6 36,8 40,0 44,3

Belgium 48,9 55,2 60,5 33,7 38,8 40,3 47,4 47,3

Canada 26,3 30,8 32,9 -7,7 18,3 23,5 26,9 27,6

Czech Republic 38,6 41,9 44,6 15,0 20,5 30,0 33,9 39,8

Denmark 37,7 39,4 48,6 13,2 28,8 33,2 35,0 37,9

Finland 37,0 42,4 48,2 25,4 37,0 35,1 37,0 39,1

France 45,2 49,2 53,1 36,8 41,7 38,6 44,0 44,0

Germany 46,0 50,9 53,0 31,3 33,7 39,1 43,1 46,0

Greece2 36,8 41,5 46,2 36,0 41,7 39,9 40,7 40,4

Hungary 46,3 53,4 58,4 30,1 43,7 42,5 44,7 49,8

Iceland 22,7 28,3 32,7 4,9 8,6 17,6 22,9 22,7

Ireland 22,5 28,6 39,1 -9,5 11,7 13,7 19,8 20,5

Italy 43,0 46,5 51,5 25,0 35,7 38,0 41,3 42,7

Japan 27,8 29,2 32,3 21,5 23,7 24,9 25,9 28,4

Korea 17,0 19,7 21,9 16,4 17,2 17,3 17,4 18,8

Luxembourg 27,4 34,0 41,4 0,3 11,2 15,6 20,9 26,0

Mexico 11,8 15,3 20,8 11,8 15,3 13,4 13,9 13,4

Netherlands 33,3 38,0 41,8 11,3 29,7 29,1 31,6 33,9

New Zealand 15,6 18,4 24,9 -16,5 0,6 8,8 15,3 17,2

Norway 34,0 37,4 43,0 20,6 30,6 31,5 33,3 34,9

Poland 33,0 34,0 34,9 28,4 28,4 28,9 30,3 33,0

Portugal 32,3 37,2 43,0 20,6 26,3 28,4 32,5 32,3

Slovak Republic 34,3 37,6 40,1 21,2 22,7 26,5 31,1 33,1

Spain 34,2 38,2 41,6 28,4 32,3 34,5 34,8 35,6

Sweden 41,2 43,2 50,9 32,8 37,5 37,2 39,0 41,4

Switzerland 26,3 29,3 33,6 11,4 17,2 20,0 23,0 26,9

Turkey3 35,2 37,5 40,4 34,0 36,2 37,2 37,7 37,8

United Kingdom 29,2 32,5 37,0 8,9 26,4 24,6 28,2 29,2

United States 26,9 29,4 34,6 4,2 13,7 21,7 24,2 27,6

Unweighted average:

OECD 32,5 36,4 41,1 16,9 26,0 28,2 31,3 33,2

EU-15 37,2 41,6 47,1 21,4 31,3 32,3 35,7 37,4

EU-19 37,4 41,7 46,5 21,9 30,8 32,2 35,5 37,7

Note : ch = children.
1. Tw o-earner family.
2. The AW for Greece overestimates the actual gross earnings because it includes benefits linked to marriage and child  
    w hich are not available to all families.
3. Wage f igures are based on the old definition of average w orker (ISIC D, rev3.).
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Table 16: Marginal rate of income tax plus employee contributions less cash benefits, OECD 2009  

 
Source: (OECD, 2010, s. 67) 

Family-type: single single single single married married married married

no ch no ch no ch 2 ch 2 ch 2 ch 2 ch no ch
Wage level (% of AW): 67

(1)
100
(2)

167
(3)

67
(4)

100-0
(5)

100-332
(6)

100-672
(7)

100-332
(8)

Australia 39,4 35,6 45,0 39,4 54,4 35,6 63,8 35,6

Austria 56,3 59,9 41,4 56,3 59,9 59,9 59,9 59,9

Belgium 71,3 66,5 68,4 71,3 66,5 66,5 66,5 66,5

Canada 34,2 40,7 35,9 60,4 68,0 44,4 44,4 40,7

Czech Republic 48,6 48,6 48,6 55,7 54,0 54,0 54,0 48,6

Denmark 42,1 43,5 62,8 42,1 43,5 43,5 43,5 43,5

Finland 52,8 56,9 56,9 52,8 56,9 56,9 56,9 56,9

France 63,2 52,0 59,7 57,7 46,2 46,2 52,0 52,0

Germany 58,1 63,3 44,3 56,2 54,4 57,8 60,4 58,1

Greece3 50,8 50,8 57,4 50,8 50,8 50,8 50,8 50,8

Hungary 57,3 71,5 64,8 57,3 71,5 71,5 71,5 71,5

Iceland 39,4 39,4 39,4 44,0 44,0 44,0 44,0 39,4

Ireland 35,9 54,8 54,8 67,1 35,9 35,9 35,9 35,9

Italy 53,6 53,6 61,5 54,1 54,6 54,6 54,1 53,6

Japan 29,9 34,2 33,6 29,9 31,2 31,2 31,2 34,2

Korea 19,3 29,1 23,4 18,0 25,1 25,1 25,1 29,1

Luxembourg 41,1 52,5 52,5 38,6 36,1 39,4 46,0 39,4

Mexico 17,5 18,7 27,1 17,5 18,7 18,7 18,7 18,7

Netherlands 49,0 46,5 50,0 51,1 52,1 46,5 46,5 46,5

New Zealand 21,0 34,0 38,0 21,0 41,0 41,0 41,0 34,0

Norway 43,1 51,1 53,7 43,1 51,1 51,1 51,1 51,1

Poland 36,1 36,1 36,1 28,4 28,4 36,1 36,1 36,1

Portugal 47,1 47,1 55,6 47,1 38,6 47,1 47,1 47,1

Slovak Republic 44,4 44,4 42,8 44,4 31,4 44,4 44,4 44,4

Spain 45,2 48,1 37,0 33,9 45,2 48,1 48,1 48,1

Sweden 46,3 47,9 66,9 46,3 47,9 47,9 47,9 47,9

Switzerland 32,5 35,8 42,6 27,7 31,7 34,1 36,6 34,1

Turkey4 42,1 42,1 47,3 42,1 42,1 42,1 42,1 42,1

United Kingdom 38,8 38,8 47,7 73,4 38,8 38,8 44,7 38,8

United States 34,4 34,4 43,7 49,3 49,3 34,4 34,4 34,4

Unweighted average:

OECD 43,0 45,9 48,0 45,9 45,6 44,9 46,6 44,6

EU-15 50,1 52,1 54,5 53,3 48,5 49,3 50,7 49,7

EU-19 49,4 51,7 53,1 51,8 48,0 49,8 50,9 49,8

Note : ch = children.
1. Assumes a rise in gross earnings of the principal earner in the household.  The outcome may differ if  
    the w age of the spouse goesup, especially if  partners are taxed individually.
2. Tw o-earner family.
3. The AW for Greece overestimates the actual gross earnings because it includes benefits linked to marriage and childr  
    w hich are not available to all families.
4. Wage f igures are based on the old definition of average w orker (ISIC D, rev3.).
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11.3 Biological warfare annex 
The present annex span aspects of biological warfare with definitions, bioterrorism threat 

assessment, pathogenesis of smallpox, pathogenesis of anthrax, vaccine delivery mechanics 

and historical perspectives of smallpox. 

11.3.1 Conventional definitions and biological warfare history 
In the simplest sense, the definition of biowarfare captures in the direction of biological 

weaponry against military personnel (Hilleman, 2002, s. 3055). Internationally, biological 

weaponry capabilities are banned by the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), which 

constitutes the first multilateral treaty that prohibits development, production and stockpiling 

of biological weaponry. The treaty was considered a long awaited supplement to the Geneva 

Protocol from 1925 and prohibits the entirety of biological weaponry. The history of 

biological warfare bifurcates into two militaristic paradigms; the first paradigm encompasses 

the infection of a target group by unsophisticated pathogenic vehicles; either actively by 

means of weaponry (e.g. arrows, spears and pungi sticks) contamination or passively by 

introduction of a contaminated media (e.g. infected bodies, animal vectors and textiles) into 

human proximity (e.g. water reservoirs, food stock and human habitation). The second 

militaristic paradigm encompasses the establishment of national development programs, 

where scientific disciplines of genetics, weapons and production engineering spawned 

hitherto unforeseen sophisticated biological weaponry capabilities (Chart 48). Extension of 

the definition of biowarfare allows the definition of bioterrorism to encapsulate in the 

direction of biological weaponry against civilians (Hilleman, 2002, s. 3055). Beyond 

contemplations of motivation and objectives, the major question that hangs over the subject of 

unconventional terrorism is whether terrorists have the financial, technical and operational 

capabilities to acquire and deploy biological agents (Smithson & Levy, 2000, s. 29).  

Table 17: History of biological weaponry capabilities, biowarfare and bioterrorism 

 
Source: (SSI, 2001) 

Year Geography Perpetrator Agent Goal Application Effect

590 BC Kirrha Greeks Helleborus toxin Water supply Contamination Incapacitation of besieged city

1346 AD Kaffa Tartarerne Plague Besieged city Catapulted carcasses Severe i l lness and multiple deaths

1767 Fort Pitt, US Jeffrey Amherst Smallpox Indian population Contamined blankets Several thousand deaths

WW1 USA Germany Anthrax Horses Contamined apples Severe i l lness and death of horses

WW1 Russia Baron Otto von Rosen Anthrax Horses Contamined sugarcubes Unknown effects of implicated

WW2 China Japanese Imperial Unit 731 Multiple (animal vectors) Air, water supply Air strikes Hundred of thousands dead

1943-69 USA US military Multiple (aerozolized) Offensive program Unknown Conscientious objectors only

1926-?? Sovjet USSR military Multiple (aerozolized) Offensive program Accidents Aralsk (1971), Sverdlovsk (1979)

1981-93 South Africa Project Coast Multiple (aerozolized) Rhodesian townships Aerozolized weaponry Unknown number of casualties

1985-91 Iraq Iraq Imperial Guards Multiple (sludged) Tactical field deployment Unknown Unknown effects

1984 Dallas, US Religious sect Salmonella Local electorate Food contamination 751 food posioned

1993 Tokyo Aum Shinrikyo Anthrax, botulinum Tokyo Aerosol dissimination No reported i l lness or casualties

1996 Dallas, US Shigella Food contamination 12 food posioned

2001 USA Bruce Edwards Ivins Anthrax (aerosol) New agencies and senators US Postal Service (letters) 22 contaminated, 5 deaths
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11.3.2 Grounding the threats in realities 

The notion of disease employment as weaponry is alarming simple and command trepidation 

with scenarios of cataclysmic genocide. Despite proliferation of experience and academic 

institutional progression; terrorists will find several obstacles on the path of developing an 

effective biological weapon. The first challenge involves the procurement of a lethal strain of 

virus or spores of the bacteria. Subsequent challenges represent the complex establishment of 

a stable manufacturing process, purifying the agent, securing agent survival under 

dissemination and the selection of the appropriate means of dissemination. 

11.3.2.1 The spectrum of biological weaponry 
A biological weaponry attack disperses organisms to produce lethal diseases in humans, 

animals and crops. Biological weapons split into five general categories; first, bacteria are 

single-cell organisms that cause a range of diseases, from the rarely deadly brucellosis to the 

more dangerous plague and anthrax. Hundreds of times smaller than bacteria, a second 

category is composed of viruses, which are tiny parasitic organisms that must be grown in 

living tissue. Viruses cause smallpox, Venezuelan equine encephalitis, and hemorrhagic 

fevers like Ebola. A third group of organisms that require live tissue for cultivation are 

rickettsiae, which can spark illnesses such as Q-fever. Fourth, fungi are parasitic plants that 

include smuts, yeasts, and molds. Fungal diseases, including stem and leaf rusts and rice-

blast, can decimate crops. Fifth, toxins, such as ricin, botulinum toxin, and saxitoxin, can also 

be synthesized chemically. The toxins, while not actually living themselves, are produced by 

plants, animals and bacteria. Mortality rates vary among pathogens, as do the pathogenesis. 

Numerous diseases are not contagious (e.g., anthrax, ricin), but some pose even more 

frightening prospects for weapons use because they are communicable. 

11.3.2.2 Pathogenic seed cultures 
Procurement of an infectious and virulent seed cultures comprise the greater challenge. 

Prevalent sources of procurement are constituted by synthesis, natural sources, culture 

collections, clinical facilities and state sponsorship or disgruntled employees of countries with 

biological warfare capabilities. 

The smallpox strain is comprised of 860.000 amino acids and is less than 15 DNA base pairs 

different from camel pox. The first route to the procurement of the smallpox virus is 

therefore accessible through the artificial means of synthesis; either though the basic 

construction or base pair substitution of the camel pox strain. The process might seem 
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complex, but truth be told; anybody with an advanced degree in genetic engineering can 

accomplish any of the aforementioned synthesis. The second route is outdoors, whereas 

nature abounds in microscopic killers and all pathogenic seeds cultures are represented except 

for smallpox. Scholarly literature has long contained meticulous procedures for how to 

sample, screen, identify, isolate culture and test various pathogenic species. One single 

specimen may contain anywhere between a dozen and hundreds of subspecies depending on 

the species. The specific challenge lies in the time consuming and complex isolation of a 

strain, which is particularly virulent to humans. Clostridium botulinum alone has 

approximately 675 identified variants. The third route to a lethal pathogenic seed culture is 

one of the approximately 1500 globally registered culture collection kept by governments, 

university, industry, and private research companies. A fair number of these collections 

contain lethal strains, which may be obtained through standard ordering procedures. An 

awkward case on pathogen procurement prompted the US Congress to tighten regulation on 

the safeguard of collection cultures back in 1996; only two other countries have passed 

similar regulation (Germany and United Kingdom). The fourth route is the indirect approach 

though organizations, which order from the collection cultures for legitimate scientific and 

medical research. These organizations include university, public health, hospital, veterinary, 

pharmaceutical, and biotechnology research laboratories and clinics. Terrorists might steal 

cultures or pose as scientific colleagues in search of samples for the sake of altruism. The fifth 

route includes state sponsorship of samples, whether constituted by an intentional contribution 

or merely an employee of a government biological warfare facility either preoccupied with 

research, development or production. US intelligence has categorized a dozen of these 

facilities along with their biological weapons development capabilities with the former Soviet 

being the far most advanced. Although a few regimes might store biological weapons, these 

cultures will only fall into the hands of terrorists upon the discretion of government officials, 

military personnel and facility staff. Basic consideration for biological weaponry sponsorship 

involves the scenario of the terrorist cell turning on the rogue state regime itself after the 

control of biological weaponry has been transferred. Perennial contemplations for sponsorship 

have implications for the identity of the sponsor, because a military grade pathogen leaves a 

fingerprint, which might render possible the identification of the sponsor. The number of 

states with biological weaponry programs is limited and this perspective will plausibly keep 

regimes from sponsorship in fear of military retaliation. 
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11.3.2.3 Large Scale Production 
The least difficult part of biological weaponry procurement is obtainment of growth media, 

laboratory and production equipment. These items are noted to be easy accessible and 

relatively cheap. Terrorist can purchase the same equipment commercial enterprises utilize to 

make beer, yoghurt, vaccines and antibiotics. A state-of-the-art biological facility includes 

fermenters, centrifuges, freeze-driers, milling equipment, specialized safety hoods and 

particulate air filters. The accessibility is put into perspective with the count on 

manufacturers, whom produce fermenters (150), centrifugal separators (85+) and freeze driers 

(40+). Cost associated range from a fully equipped commercial facility ($50 million) towards 

the no-frills fermentation plant ($10 million). Cost estimates for a bioterrorism facility to 

produce quantities sufficient to invoke mass destruction range from $2m down to $0.2m. 

The additional procedures to create a dry agent are technically advanced, extremely 

challenging and hazardous. A dry agents increase the probability that the infection will be 

induced in humans. The process centers on freeze drying and milling the agent into particles 

in the 1 – 5 micron range. Milling of the featherweight freeze-dried agents is not advisable 

unless high level containment precautions have been taken. The manufacturing process that 

lends stability and predictability to the agent has been described as the real weapon by a high 

ranking veteran from the Soviet biological warfare program. Coated with a thin layer of 

protective material the microbe stability and survivability is enhanced significantly 

throughout the process of dispersal. Due to the complexity of the process most experts 

conclude that terrorists are unlikely to procure dried agents. 

11.3.2.4 Scientific capabilities 
The training prerequisite to pilot a biological weapons program is taught at universities and in 

the private sector within the aforementioned industries. Experts assert the biological 

weaponry manufacturer need a team of individuals with advanced degrees in order to pull off 

a biological attack, while others believe microbiologists, biologists and people with medical 

degrees have the basic skill adequate. Recipes for mass production, purification and 

concentration of pathogens are available in scholarly literature. Biological warfare agents are 

notoriously complex to produce and marginal errors with regards to temperature, acidity, 

growth media or mutations due to contamination will result in failure. An agent harvest with a 

purity of 60-70% is sufficient for weaponry development, but high purity comes with a trade-

off on stability. The “wet slurry” agent is sufficient for weaponry, but inefficient for aerosol 

dissemination, because of vulnerabilities mentioned in the next section. 
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11.3.2.5 Agent delivery 
Methods of biological agent delivery may be accomplished with advanced techniques or 

crude methods. The blast of the terrorists preferred means will kill most biological agents and 

not disperse the reminder. The prevalent methods vary from aerosol over contamination of 

water supply, food to infected insects. Delivery through a city water supply is the nourishment 

of true terror visions, but practically impossible; although many agents are relatively stable in 

water, they will quickly be diluted beyond the concentration needed to cause any clinically 

adverse health effects. Moreover the water is often treated with purifying chemical before 

leaving the tap. The prominently efficient method is aerosol delivery, but the terrorist needs to 

work through several aerosol physical calculations and prepare the agent for dissemination in 

order to succeed. Mass casualties are not plausible to occur if the particle size of the agent is 

not microscopic. Parameters that need be assessed encompass the concentration of the agent 

in the delivery system, degradation effect of delivery system upon the agent, requisite dosage 

to incapacitate or kill a human being. In connection with open air delivery meteorological 

conditions and the efficiency of the agent under these conditions must be taken into account. 

Under the assumption of a terrorist managed to procure, produce and purify a lethal agent; he 

still needs additional advanced skills than fill, point and disseminate from a spraying device. 

The solution to the terrorist dispersal might appear to be a quick stop by a generic supply 

store to purchase one of several industrial, agricultural or medical aerosol generators or 

sprayers. However most commercial available spray devices does not generate sufficiently 

small drops and suffers from a low rate of through put. The construction of a spray device 

involves a delicate balance of achieving sufficiently small drops and through put while 

keeping the microorganisms alive. Extensive testing must be performed in order to attain 

assurance to the effectiveness of the device. In addition spraying involves mechanical stress, 

which might inactivate an extensive large number of agents and destroy in excess of 95 % in a 

liquid aerosol. Additionally, the downwind time of a liquid aerosol is short and the agent 

cannot be sustained for very long period after hitting the ground. Released into open air other 

factors combine to reduce the number of viable organisms that reaches the intended target. 

Biological agents are sensitive to sunlight, humidity, temperature, oxygen and even 

atmospheric pollutants, all of which might kill the pathogens. Unless the pathogens have been 

microencapsulated as dry agents; most aerosol agents will lose their virulence at rates of 2-

30% a minute, while others will sustain for several hours. Aerosol contamination of contained 

areas like building, subway or an airplane through the air handling system is often 
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oversimplified. Environmental factors like heat, humidity and technical stress will still take 

their toll on the pathogens and in addition the terrorist needs to have sufficient technical 

information about the selected area of contamination; cubic foot space and air exchange rates. 

Table 18: Biological weaponry capability assessment 

 

Source: (Smithson & Levy, 2000), (Own preparation) 

Figure 1: Gradation of the bioterrorism threat 

 

Source: (Smithson & Levy, 2000), (Own preparation) 

Capability Source Attainment Probability
Pathogen State sponsorship Difficult Low

Collection Easy High
Clinical facility Intermediate Average
Synthesis Intermediate Average
Nature Easy Average

Equipment Commercial industry Easy High
Competency Microbiology Easy High

Production engineering Easy High
Weaponrs engineering Easy High
Chemical engineering Easy High
Aerosol physics Easy High
Pathology Easy High
Coordination Intermediate Average

Process Pathogen selection Intermediate Average
Wet agent development Difficult Low
Dry agent development Difficult Low
Aerosolization Difficult Low
Microencapsulation Difficult Low
Development of weapon Difficult Low
Selection of delivery Difficult Low
Agent delivery Difficult Low
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11.3.3 Biological warfare agents 
The focus of the valuation revolves around the contemplated combined biodefense vaccine 

against smallpox, anthrax and developed on the vaccine platform of vaccinia virus. The 

present section provides brief description of the pathogenesis of smallpox and anthrax 

alongside the vaccine platform technology of Modified Vaccinia Ankara. 

11.3.3.1 Pathogenesis of smallpox 
Smallpox is caused by Variola Major or Minor Virus (Orthopox family). The highly 

contagious virus is primarily transmitted by respiratory droplets, body fluids or textiles used 

by an infected person. Following an incubation period of 12-14 days symptoms appear with 

high fever, exhaustion with head- and backache alongside general malaises. A rash of small 

pink spot appears in the mouth, face and on forearms, which spread to the trunk of body and 

legs. Upon 1-2 days after the spots expand into vesicles filled with fluids turning into pus. The 

round, hard and deep lesions begin to crust over on day 8-9. The skin split horizontally during 

this process and begins to discharge gasses with resemblance to that of rotting flesh leaving 

survivors disfigured with pitted scars. Although, the mechanism involved with the death 

occurrence has not quite been understood, indications of decease are frequently breathing 

arrest, heart attack and break-down of the immune system (Henderson, 2007). 

Table 19: Virus taxonomy 

 
Source: (SEB Enskilda, 2008, s. 30) 

11.3.3.2 Pathogenesis of anthrax 
Anthrax is a disease caused by the bacterium, bacillus anthracis, which abounds in nature 

occurring in two forms. The spore is dormant form that persists for decades in nature and 

transforms to the vegetative form upon mammal host entry. Three forms of human anthrax 

entry count pulmonary, cutaneous and gastrointestinal infections. The incubation periods of 

the pulmonary anthrax varies from two to seven days, where the clinical course of the 

Nucleic acid Nucleocapsid Geometry Envelope Diameter Polarity Family Genus Example
19-25 ss Parvoviridae Erythrovirus Parvovorus
55 ds Papillomaviridae Papillomavirus HPV
45 ds Polymaviridae Polyomavirus BK virus
70-90 ds Adenoviridae Matadenovirus Adenoviruses
27/42 ss Hepadnaviridae Orthohepadenovirus Hepatitis B
100/200 ds Simplexvirus Herpex simplex

Varicellavirus Varicella zoster
Cytomegalovirus Cytomegalovirus
Roseolovirus Human Herpes6
Lymphocryptovirus Epstein-Barr
Orthopox Variola / vaccinia
Parapox Orf
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infection is associated with severe malaise, tissue destruction and ninety percent mortality if 

treatment cannot commence before the symptoms emerge. Anthrax does not transmit from 

person to person, but inhalational anthrax, nevertheless, constitute a great concern from a 

bioterrorism perspective, whereas antibiotic resistant spores exist in nature and have an 

infectious dose as low as 1-3 spores through respiratory routes (UPMC, 2007).  

Posterior to the germination the bacteria replicate and start to produce three components; 

protective antigen protein (PA), endema factor enzyme (EF) and lethal factor enzyme (LF). 

The PA protein combines and forms the two toxin complexes, edema toxin (PA+EF) and 

lethal toxin (PA+LF), with the two enzymes. The toxin complexes initiate the onset of the 

illness by attaching to healthy cells in the infected body, where the PA protein facilitates 

access for the two toxin complexes. The edema toxin is associated with tissue swelling and 

the lethal toxin is associated with tissue destruction. 

Historically, antibiotics have proved beneficial in treatment of infections, but with multidrug 

resistant strains of the bacteria have shifted focus away from the bacteria towards the 

mechanism of infection. The illness following an anthrax infection is caused by three toxins 

produced by the bacterium. The protective antigen toxin appears to facilitate access to healthy 

host cell and have spawned the new approach for recombinant protective antigen vaccines and 

anti-toxin treatment. 

11.3.3.3 Mechanics of Vaccinia 
Clinical research and progression have yielded three techniques to deliver vaccines. The 

vector techniques are encompassed by viral, bacterial and plasmid vectors. Viral vectors 

based on pox viruses are the preferred modus of vaccination, because of the property to 

replicate in the cytoplasm instead of the cell nucleus. The property minimizes the risk of viral 

genetic contamination of the host cell. A vector in medicinal terms is a living organism, 

which does not cause disease, but constitute a vehicle for pathogens to propagate an infection. 

The vaccine vector itself is an attenuated virus or bacterium that convey inserted antigen, 

which resembles a known pathogen. The antigen is delivered into human cells, where the 

genetic information of the antigen is transcribed with a production of foreign proteins as a 

result. The protein adherent to the antigen stimulates an immune response, which recognizes 

the protein as foreign, eliminates and stores it in the immunological memory. Natural vectors 

are coated with proteins unique to the pathogen and with a “safe infection” the immune 

system will eliminate the genuine pathogen before infection (Bavarian Nordic, 2006). 
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11.3.3.4 Pathogenic presence in history 
The Orthopox family is numerously represented in the animal kingdom and presumably 

emerged in human populations 10.000 BC transmitted from infected rodents. The interspecies 

transmission plausibly occurred in the early agricultural settlement, where rodents were an 

inescapable part of the food supply repository.  

Historical accounts of smallpox outbreaks stretches from early African, Indian and Chinese 

cultures until the disease was eradicated in the late 1970s after a rigorous worldwide 

vaccination program conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO). The global 

network of WHO laboratories was subsequently dismantled and in vitro stock of variola 

strains destroyed except two licensed laboratories; Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

in Atlanta (USA) and Research institute of Viral Preparations in Moscow (USSR).  

Medical historic perspectives draw attention to the English scientist, Edward Jenner (1749-

1823), whom is widely accredited as the pioneer within smallpox vaccination in 1796. He 

discovered that cow pox administered into the human body provide an immune response and 

immunity to smallpox. The genetics of cow pox are endemic to cows and only cause mild 

infections in human tissue, but the Orthopox family produces identical proteins, which the 

immune system can identify and eliminate after the introduction.  

The vaccines utilized under the WHO campaign in the seventies were second generation 

vaccines, which occasionally caused adverse side effects. The accommodation of side effects 

was addressed by German professor Anton Mayr, whom had developed a special edition of 

the Chorioallantois Vaccinia Ankara, which after 516 serial passages through chicken embryo 

fibroblasts had lost 15% of the inherent genome and the ability to replicate in primate cells. 

The enhanced immunological property rendered the Modified Vaccinia Ankara applicable as 

a pre-vaccine in the immune-compromised population for improved tolerance of the intended 

vaccine. In 1976 he commenced vaccination with the MVA-571, which was administered to 

over 120.000 subjects, without adverse side-effects. 
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11.4 Macroeconomic annex 
The present annex presents historical facts of national biological weaponry programs, North 

Korea’s persistent warfare capability development, US Government Project BioShield, 

National strategic stockpiles of the second generation smallpox vaccine and contemplations of 

scenario development of the global vaccine market. 

11.4.1 The era of national biological weaponry programs 

The era of the national development programs commenced with Germany (1916). 

Chart 48: Twentieth century biological weaponry history 

 

Source: (Hilleman, 2002), (Own preparation) 

Two national development programs remain conspicuous, whereas no effort surpasses the 

advanced state of the North American and Russian development programs.  

Table 20: Juxtaposition of the pathogenic capabilities of the US and USSR biological weaponry programs 

 
Source: (Hilleman, 2002), (Own modified preparation) 
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11.4.2 International efforts of anti-proliferation 
Meanwhile, the advent of the Biological Weapons Convention (1972) banned the creation and 

stockpiling of biological weapons. Nevertheless, the Russian program persisted in the shape 

of a covert coordinated effort until the bankruptcy and collapse of the USSR (1991). The 

Western hemisphere first caught notion of the extensive, advanced state and continuation of 

the Russian development effort by the defection of the USSR biological weaponry engineer, 

Dr. Vladimir Pasechnik (1989) and the first deputy director of the program, Dr. Kanatjan 

Alibekov (1992). The two defectors attracted attention to the covert effort (60,000 scientists), 

weaponized agents (10-12), extensive network of research institutions and production 

facilities (52 sites). Throughout the eighties the USSR had embarked an extensive smallpox 

research and development program, much of which was conducted at the biological weaponry 

facility of VECTOR (Novo Sibirisk). The program included the development of an industrial 

methodology for production of tons of aerosolized smallpox virus annually (60-90 metric 

tons) and anthrax (200 metric tons) to be carried by ballistic intercontinental missiles. The 

collapse of the USSR (1991) rendered difficult for Russian laboratories to maintain funding, 

which has prompted half of the Russian scientists to abandon ship. Little is known of the state 

of the Russian biological weaponry affairs, employment relations of the scientists, facility 

security and virus strain inventory. The global concern is whether strains of the smallpox 

virus have reached rogue laboratories, whereas there are no accounts of stocktaking or 

employment relationship of scientists after the breakdown of the USSR (Henderson, 2007). 
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Table 21: Biological warfare capability of sovereign nations 

 
Source: (Smithson & Levy, 2000) 

Country Terror sponsorship Biological Warfare Capabilities

China No • Suspected offensive weapons program: Acquisition, development, 
production and stockpiling of biological agents.

• Possesses infrastructure necessary to sustain warfare program.

Egypt No • Military applied research program.
• National research center: Agent production / refinement techniques
• No evidence of significant / widespread research activity.

India No • Five military centers thought to be involved in biological program
• Research and development efforts geared towards defense
• Possesses biological infrastructure.

Iran Yes • Military applied research program. (Possibly small stock of agents)
• Documented attempt to procure dual-use equipment and materials.
• Initially research focused on mycotoxin, but  expanded.
• Program anchored in the industry; an infrastructure sufficient to 

mask and support a significant program

Iraq Yes • Five key sites affiliated with research, development and production
• Program experience: Anthrax, botulinum toxin, aflatoxin, ricin, 

Clostridium perfringes, trichothecene mycotoxin, wheat cover smut
• Warheads with anthrax, botulinum toxin, aflatoxin (+spray tanks)

Israel No • Conducting biological defense research 
• Program likely to mimic former US and Soviet programs

Libya Yes • Research, development, testing to attain biowarfare capacity
• Possible production of laboratory quantities
• Program slowed by inadequate biotechnology infrastructure

North Korea Yes • Military applied research at universities and specialized institutes.
• Research: Anthrax, cholera, bubonic plague
• Limited quantum production, but wide means of delivery

Pakistan No • Infrastructure supports on ly limited programs
• Research and development with applicability for warfare program

Russia No • More than 70 research, testing and production facilities
• Approx. 65000 weapon scientists; 7000 deemed critical.
• Weaponized: Smallpox, margburg, anthrax, plague, etc.
• Genetical engineering to create medical resistant pathogens
• Genetical engineering to cross diseases into new deadly pathogens
• Advanced dissemination and delivery capacity.

Syria Yes • Sufficient infrastructure to sustain small program
• Robust program necessitates foreign capabilities

Taiwan No • Possible military applied research in biology
• Significant biotechnology capabilities and equipment from abroad
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11.4.3 North Korea and the Axis of Evil 
Table 22: North Korea’s missile program and export partners 

 
Source: (Global Security, 2010) 

Figure 2: North Korean Missiles, 2009 

 

Source: (BBC, 2009), (Global Security, 2010) 

Figure 3: Geographical range of North Korea’s missile program, 2009 

 

Source: (BBC, 2009), (Global Security, 2010) 

No. Missile Max range Payload Tested Successful Institution Designation State Rogue BW program Purchase

1 KN - 2 (Tochka) 70 ? ? Yes NATO Scarab North Korea Yes Yes 1-11

2 KN -1 160 454 ? Yes NATO Styx Iran Yes Yes 3, 4, 5, 8

3 Hwasong - 5 330 ? 1984 Yes NATO Scud mod. Libya Yes Yes Production tech.

4 Hwasong - 6 700 800 1990 Yes NATO Scud mod. Syria Yes Yes 4, 5

5 Nodong - 1 1.600 750 1993 Yes NATO Scud mod. Cuba Yes No 4

6 Nodong - 2 2.000 1.000 2006 Yes NATO Scud mod. Egypt No Yes 3, 4 production tech.

7 Taepodong - 1 2.500 1.000 2003 Yes NATO Scud mod. Ethiopia No No 3

8 Musudan 4.000 650 No Theoretically NATO BM25 Nigeria No No Production tech.

9 Taepodong - 1 5.900 100 No Theoretically NATO Scud mod. Pakistan No Yes 5, 6 production tech.

10 Taep'o-dong - 2 6.700 500 2006 Failed NATO ? Rep. Of Congo No No 3
11 Taep'o-dong - 2 10.000 ? No Theoretically NATO ? Sudan No No 4, 5

North Korea + export partnersWeaponry equivalentMissile program
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11.4.4 The US Government Project Biodefense 
The ASPR leads the mission of prevention, preparation and response to adverse health effect 

of public health emergencies and disasters, whereas BARDA acts under the leadership of 

ASPR to bridge the funding of medical countermeasures in the advanced stages of research 

and development. Private sector initiatives appear short of incentive to pursue costly late-

stage medical candidates where no stable commercial prospects have been established. The 

enactment of BARDA remedies the incentive impediment with the authority to provide non-

refundable milestone payments for engaged participants. The mission of BARDA spans the 

provision of countermeasures for CBRN threat agents, pandemic influenza, and emerging 

infectious diseases by product requirement setting, product development, stockpile 

acquisition, building manufacturing infrastructure and product innovation. 

Chart 49: Progression of US legislative acts and presidential directives 

 
Source: (HHS, 2008), (Own preparation) 

The DHHS restructured their organization based on PAHPA and established the DHHS 

Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise (DHHS PHEMCE), which is 

a coordinated intra-agency effort led by the Office of the ASPR and managed by the Office of 

BARDA. HHS PHEMCE facilitates the mission of first identification and prioritization of 

requirements for public health emergency countermeasures, second focus and aligns research, 

development and procurement activities on prioritized requirements and third establish 

deployment and utilization strategies for medical countermeasures held in the SNS. The 

intention with the DHHS PHEMCE is an interagency collaborate effort with three DHHS 

internal agencies: Center for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC), Food & Drug 

administration (FDA) and National Institutes of Health (NIH). Additional competencies are 

solicited through the collaboration with eight DHHS external federal departments; particularly 

the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 

 

Public Health Security & 
Bioterrorism Preparedness 

& Response Act

Homeland Security Act

National Strategy to 
Combat Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (HSPD-4)

Smallpox Emergency 
Personnel Protection Act

Homeland Security 
Appropriations Act

Pandemic & All-Hazards 
Preparedness Act

Biodefense for the 21st 
Century (HSPD-10)

Project Bioshield Act Public Readiness and 
Emergency Preparedness 

Act

USA Patriot Improvement 
& Reauthorization Act of 

2005

Medical Counterneasures 
Against Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (HSPD-18)

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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Diagram 12: The ASPR Organization 

 
Source: (ASPR, 2007, s. 17) 

Identification of medical countermeasures procurement priorities is directed by a PHEMCE 

orchestrated process, where expert are solicited for input to the PHEMCE Strategy. A 

gravitational component is the issuance of a Material Threat Determination (MTD), which is 

performed and issued by the DHS. Subsequent to the issuance the DHHS evaluate public 

health and medical consequences of the threat and required medical countermeasures to 

mitigate the threat. This evaluation is then translated into an implementation plan of short, 

medium and long term goals for research, development and procurement of countermeasure 

for the Strategic National stock Pile (SNS). 

 
Table 23: Brief account of the PHEMCE Goal, objectives and strategies 

 
Source: (HHS, ASPR, PHEMCE, 2007, s. 13109-14) 

 

Assistant Secretary of 
Preparedness & 

Response

Policy & Strategic
Planning

Biomedical Advanced
Research & 

development
Authority

Strategic, Science & 
Techhnology Division

Acquisition
Management System 

Division

Regulatory Quality
Affairs Division

Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological & 

Nuclear Division

Smallpox Medical 
Countermeasures

Anthrax Vaccines

Antitoxins Medical 
Countermeasures

Chem/Rad/Nuc

Infectious & 
Emergent Disease

Division

Recruitment Process
Organization Division

Planning, Processes
&Ressources Division

Medicine, Science & 
Public Health

Preparedness & 
Emergency
Operations

Goal Objective Strategies / tradeoffs
Identification Establish CBRN relative hierarchy Adverse consequences Effective, feasible and pragmatic intervention
(prioritisation) Prioritize gaps Medical Non-medical

(R&D / acquisition) Prevention, mitigation Treatment
Acute Chronic
Specific Broad-spectrum
General population Special population
Domestic International

Prioritize future objectives Near-term (FY07-08) Imperative threats (possibility of mitigation)
(R&D / acquisition) Mid-term (FY09-13) Facilitate rapid public health response system

Long-term (FY14-23) Innovative broad spectum countermeasures
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Table 24: Homeland Securities Material Threat Determination 

 
Source: (ASPR, 2007, s. 21) 

Table 25: PHEMCE CBRN countermeasure contracts and prices 

 
Source: (SEB Enskilda, 2008, s. 11) 

 

Category Num.
SRF Budget

(2007)
MTD

Issued
Threat specific

programs Priority

Chemical 1 Volatile Nerve Agents Intoxication Single antidote FY2013-

A 2 Variola major Virus Smallpox 1,90Bn sep-04
 

Smallpox vaccine FY2009-13

A 3
Botulinum toxins
(Clostridium botulinum)

Toxin
(Bacteria) Botulism 1,80Bn jun-04

A
4
5

Bacil lus anthracis
Bacil lus anthracis (MDR) Bacteria

Anthrax
Anthrax (MDR) 1,40Bn

Jan-04
Sep-06

Anthrax vaccines
Anthrax antitoxins

FY2007-08
FY2009-13

A 6
Filoviruses
(Ebola and Marburg) Virus Hemorhagic fever 0,80Bn sep-06

Filovirus
countermeasure FY2009-13

A 7 Yersinia pestis Bacteria Bubonic plague 0,20Bn sep-06

A 8 Franscisella tularensis Bacteria Tularemia sep-06

A 9 Junin Virus
Argentine
hemorhagic fever sep-06

B
10
11

Burkholderia mallei
Burkholderia pseudomallei Bacteria

Glanders
Melioidosis sep-06

B 12 Rickettsia prowazekii Bacteria Typhus sep-06

Radiological
Nuclear

13
14

Radiological
Nuclear Agents ARS, DEARE

Urgent threat agents
Radionuclide-specific

FY2007-08
FY2009-13

Projected future top-priority programs

Disease

Bi
ol

og
ic

al

Class Threat
Causative
Pathogen

Threat/product Doses Cost (USDm) Cost per dose Company Status Awarded
Anthrax 85030000 1429
rPA vaccine 75000000 877,5 12 VaxGen Cancelled 2006.12.19
AVA vaccine 10000000 242,7 24 Emergen BioSolution Delivered 2005.05.06
Anthrax 20000 165,2 8 Human Genome Sciences Delivered 2006.06.19
Anthrax immuneglobalin 10000 143,8 14380 Cangene Corp Continuous 2006.07.28
Smallpox 175100000 2366
IMVAMUNE™ 20000000 500 25 Bavarian Nordic A/S Initiated 2007.06.04
ACAM2000 155000000 428 2,76 Acambis plc Delivered 2001.11.28
Vaccinia immuneglobalin 100000 1438 14380 Cangene Corp Continuous 2007.08.16
Botulinum Toxin 200000 363
Botulinum Antitoxin 200000 363 17,5 Cangene Corp Delivered 2006.06.06
Radiological/Nuclear 5275000 61
Potassium Iodine 4800000 17,5 4 Flemming & Co. Delivered 2006.02.08
Ca-DTPA 395000 21,9 55 Akorn Inc. Delivered 2006.02.13
Za-DTPA 80000 21,9 274 Akorn Inc. Delivered 2006.02.13
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11.4.5 Strategic national stockpiles 
Table 26: Strategic national stockpiles of smallpox vaccines 

 

Source: (SEB Enskilda, 2008, s. 15) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country  m doses % pop Country  m doses % pop

US 300 100 Greece 2 20

Germany 100 100 Spain 6 15

UK 80 100 Ireland <1 15

France 60 100 Norway <1 15

Netherlands 20 100 Italy 5 10

Czech Republic 10 100 Belgium 1 10

Israel 7 100 Hungary 1 10

Denmark 6 100 Sweden 1 10

Singapore 4 100 Iran 2 5

South Africa 30 70 Australia <1 5

Malaysia 15 65 Poland <1 5

Austria 3 40 India 6 1

Switzerland 3 40 Croatia <1 1

Japan 31 25 Slovakia <1 1

South Korea 10 20 Turkey <1 1

Canada 6 20 WHO 2,5 na
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11.4.6 Market scenario development 
Market scenario estimation encounters six different approaches for the estimation of the 

global market for a two component biodefense vaccine. The first approach adheres to the 

complete global population, but runs the obvious risk of being an unrealistic market scenario 

and instead serves as benchmark. The second approach departures in the maximum range of 

the North Korean missile programme with launch in North Korea and the Iranian Islamic 

Republic, but provide scant reduction beyond the complete world population scenario. The 

third approach points at nations with the experience of modern era terrorism, but the world 

has yet to experience large-scale bioterrorism and assumes the risk of inaccuracy due 

abundant data from past paradigms of terrorism. The fourth approach shrinks the world 

market to encompass the population of nations with strategic national stockpiles of vaccinia 

vaccines with the further contraction by the efficient population coverage. Nevertheless, perils 

to the fourth scenario are obsolete stockpiles of freeze-dried 1st and 2nd generation smallpox 

vaccines, which were institutionalized in close historic proximity of the smallpox eradication 

campaign. The fifth approach embraces a socio-demographic world market, whereas the 

poverty of third world countries cannot sustain significant governmental services, medical 

infrastructure let alone afford abundant vaccination efforts. One obvious risk to this scenario 

is that nations in the lower-middle income class have minor inventories of vaccinia vaccines. 

The sixth and final market scenario draws information across the global, rogue, terror, dose 

and efficient scenario with the principal focus of political paradigm, whereas the national 

vaccination efforts are kept within the boundaries of political affairs. The utility of third 

generation smallpox vaccine suggest additional reduction of the market estimate in the vein of 

the first-responder vaccination strategy (DHHS, 2002), which partitions the population into 

first responders (5%), immunocompromised (25%) and intact immune system (70%). The 

scenarios built atop of this partitioning assumes that the first-line responders must acquire 

immunity towards biological threat agents in event of biological terrorism and the 

immunocompromised as a population with the paramount utility of the third generation 

vaccine. A plethora of circumstance begs a differential market scenario across socio-

demographics, where the imperative is global distribution of gross national income. 

Precipitate projection of the North American population structures implicitly assumes a 

certain level of gross national income, prerequisite medical infrastructure and adequate 

political incentive. Generally, the political incentive to completely replenish stockpiles with 

the safe third generation smallpox vaccines counters three major impairments. First and 
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foremost, offensive biological weaponry programs are primarily reserved for the regime of 

rogue states abstained from terror sponsorship by the fear of being overthrown and military 

retaliations from successful conduct of terrorism. A gravitational second reason is the 

existence of medical countermeasures for treatment of vaccination adversities with additional 

under development, whereas the gifted terrorist will select biological agents beyond 

countermeasure initiatives. The third argument is a political spinoff from the previous two, 

because politicians act under budgetary constraints and allocate the national budget in 

accordance to priorities of the electorate, whom plausibly identifies the imbalanced utility 

from a vaccine against one virus eradicated from nature and more cost efficient substitutes 

against the anthrax bacteria. Additionally, the political ideology behind the zero-risk tolerance 

is not a concept broadly shared by the rest of the world. The blow to the widespread global 

market scenarios comes with Bavarian Nordic’s second generation vaccine inventory write-

off (Bavarian Nordic, 2006, s. 46) held together with the global bottleneck of vaccine 

production (SSI, 2005), whereas the majority of national stockpiles lest say nations without 

them will benefit from these amidst a biological attack with smallpox. A final supplement to 

this argument is presented with the low probability threat assessment of large-scale biological 

weaponry attacks by the national intelligence (PET, 2004, s. 19). 

Table 27: Development of third generation smallpox vaccine market scenario 

 
Source: (World Bank, 2010), (US Census Bureau, 2010), (UPMC, 2007) and (Own production) 

 

Market Global scenario Rogue scenario Terror scenario Dose scenario Efficient scenario Dose market

(Indication) (Existence) (Missile range) (History) (Stockpile) (GNI) (Stockpile)

Worldbank income class Doses (m)

High 63 61 9 25 63 661

Upper-middle 46 35 3 4 46 47

Lower-middle 55 45 8 2 0 8

low 43 42 1 0 0 0

Unclassified 13 13 0 0 0 0

Countries in total 220 196 21 31 109 716

Population (100%) 6.751.364.079 6.109.169.423 4.044.910.977 2.336.825.481 1.995.344.811 716.000.000

Healthy (75%) 5.063.523.059 4.581.877.067 3.033.683.233 1.752.619.111 1.496.508.608 537.000.000

Challenged (25%) 1.687.841.020 1.527.292.356 1.011.227.744 584.206.370 498.836.203 179.000.000

Global funnel 100% 90% 60% 35% 30% 11%
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Table 28: Market scenario development – complete global market 

 

Source: (World Bank, 2010) 

High-income country Population Upper-middle income country Population Lower-middle income country Population Low-income country Population
Andorra 83.888 Algeria   34.178.188 Albania 3.639.453 Afghanistan 33.609.937
Antigua and Barbuda 85.632 American Samoa 65.628 Angola 12.799.293 Bangladesh 156.050.883
Aruba 103.065 Argentina 40.913.584 Armenia 2.967.004 Benin 8.791.832
Australia 21.262.641 Belarus 9.648.533 Azerbaijan 8.238.672 Burkina Faso 15.746.232
Austria 8.210.281 Bosnia and Herzegovina   4.613.414 Belize   307.899 Burundi 8.988.091
Bahamas The 309.156 Botswana 1.990.876 Bhutan 691.141 Cambodia 14.494.293
Bahrain 727.785 Brazil 198.739.269 Bolivia 9.775.246 Central African Republic 4.511.488
Barbados 284.589 Bulgaria 7.204.687 Cameroon 18.879.301 Chad 10.329.208
Belgium 10.414.336 Chile 16.601.707 Cape Verde 429.474 Comoros 752.438
Bermuda 67.837 Colombia 45.644.023 China 1.338.612.968 Congo Dem. Rep 68.692.542
Brunei Darussalam 38.819 Costa Rica 4.253.877 Congo Rep. 4.012.809 Eritrea 5.647.168
Canada 33.487.208 Cuba 11.451.652 Côte d'Ivoire 20.617.068 Ethiopia 85.237.338
Cayman Islands 49.035 Dominica 7.266 Djibouti 516.055 Gambia The 1.782.893
Croatia  4.489.409 Dominican Republic   9.650.054 Ecuador 14.573.101 Ghana 23.832.495
Cyprus 79.674 Fiji 94.472 Egypt Arab Rep. 83.082.869 Guinea 10.057.975
Czech Republic 10.211.904 Gabon 1.514.993 El Salvador 7.185.218 Guinea-Bissau 1.533.964
Denmark 5.500.510 Grenada 90.739 Georgia 4.615.807 Haiti 9.035.536
Estonia 1.299.371 Jamaica 2.825.928 Guatemala 13.276.517 Kenya 39.002.772
Equatorial Guinea 633.441 Kazakhstan 15.399.437 Guyana 772.298 Korea Dem Rep. 22.665.345
Faeroe Islands 48.856 Latvia 2.231.503 Honduras 7.792.854 Kyrgyz Republic 5.431.747
Finland 5.250.275 Lebanon 4.017.095 India 1.166.079.217 Lao PDR 6.834.942
France 64.057.792 Libya 3.441.790 Indonesia 240.271.522 Liberia 6.310.434
French Polynesia 287.032 Lithuania 3.555.179 Iran Islamic Rep. 66.429.284 Madagascar 20.653.556
Germany 82.329.758 Macedonia FYR   2.066.718 Iraq 28.945.657 Malawi 14.268.711
Greece 10.737.428 Malaysia 25.715.819 Jordan 6.342.948 Mali 12.666.987
Greenland 576 Mauritius 1.284.264 Kiribati 11.285 Mauritania 3.129.486
Guam 17.843 Mayotte 223.765 Kosovo   1.804.838 Mozambique 21.669.278
Hungary 9.905.596 Mexico 111.211.789 Lesotho 2.130.819 Myanmar 48.137.741
Iceland 306.694 Montenegro 67.218 Maldives 396.334 Nepal 28.563.377
Ireland 4.203.200 Namibia   1.830.330 Marshall Islands 64.522 Niger 15.306.252
Isle of Man 76.512 Palau 20.796 Micronesia Fed. Sts. 107.434 Rwanda 10.473.282
Israel 7.233.701 Panama 3.360.474 Moldova 4.320.748 Senegal 13.711.597
Italy 58.126.212 Peru   29.546.963 Mongolia 3.041.142 Sierra Leone 6.440.053
Japan 127.078.679 Poland 38.482.919 Morocco 34.859.364 Somalia 9.832.017
Korea Rep. 48.508.972 Romania 22.215.421 Nicaragua 5.891.199 Tajikistan 7.349.145
Kuwait 2.691.158 Russian Federation 140.041.247 Nigeria   149.229.090 Tanzania 41.048.532
Liechtenstein 34.761 Serbia 7.379.339 Pakistan   176.242.949 Togo 6.019.877
Luxembourg 491.775 Seychelles 87.476 Papua New Guinea   6.057.263 Uganda 32.369.558
Malta 405.165 South Africa 49.052.489 Paraguay 6.995.655 Uzbekistan 27.606.007
Monaco 32.965 St. Kitts and Nevis 40.131 Philippines 97.976.603 Vietnam 86.967.524
Netherlands 16.715.999 St. Lucia 160.267 Samoa 219.998 Yemen Rep. 23.822.783
Netherlands Antilles 227.049 St. Vincent and the Grenadines 104.574 São Tomé and Principe 212.679 Zambia 11.862.740
New Caledonia 227.436 Suriname 481.267 Solomon Islands   595.613 Zimbabwe 11.392.629
New Zealand 4.213.418 Turkey 76.805.524 Sri Lanka 21.324.791 Low-income total 992.630.685
Northern Mariana Islands 88.662 Uruguay 3.494.382 Sudan 41.087.825
Norway 4.660.539 Venezuela RB 26.814.843 Swaziland 1.123.913 Countries left out (< 30.000)
Oman 3.418.085 Upper-middle income total 958.621.909 Syrian Arab Republic 20.178.485 Saint Martin 29.820
Portugal 10.707.924 Thailand 65.905.410 Gibraltar 28.796
Puerto Rico 3.971.020 Timor-Leste 1.131.612 British Virgin Islands 24.491
Qatar 833.285 Tonga 120.898 Turks & Caicos Islands 22.942
San Marino 30.324 Tunisia 10.486.339 Palau 20.796
Saudi Arabia 28.686.633 Turkmenistan 4.884.887 Wallis & Futuna 15.289
Singapore 4.657.542 Ukraine 45.700.395 Nauru 14.436
Slovak Republic 5.463.046 Vanuatu 218.519 Tuvalu 12.373
Slovenia 2.005.692 West Bank and Gaza 6.241 Cook Islands 11.870
Spain 40.525.002 Lower-middle income total 3.763.180.525 Saint Helena 7.637
Sweden 9.059.651 Saint Barthelemy 7.448
Switzerland 7.604.467 Saint Pierre & Miquelon 7.063
Trinidad and Tobago 1.229.953 Dollar GNI per capita (2008) Cut Average Montserrat 5.097
United Arab Emirates 4.798.491 Low-income $975 or less $524 Countries left out total 208.058
United Kingdom 61.113.205 Lower-middle income $976-$3.875 $2078
United States 307.212.123 Upper-middle income $3.876-$11.905 $7878
Virgin Islands (U.S.) 109.825 High-income $11.906 or more $39.345 Population Total
High-income total 1.036.722.902 Global 6.751.364.079
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Table 29: Market scenario development – North Korean missile program range 

 
Source: (World Bank, 2010) and (Global Security, 2010) 

High-income country Population Upper-middle income country Population Lower-middle income country Population Low-income country Population
Andorra 83.888 Algeria   34.178.188 Albania 3.639.453 Afghanistan 33.609.937
Antigua and Barbuda 85.632 American Samoa 65.628 Angola 12.799.293 Bangladesh 156.050.883
Aruba 103.065 Argentina 40.913.584 Armenia 2.967.004 Benin 8.791.832
Australia 21.262.641 Belarus 9.648.533 Azerbaijan 8.238.672 Burkina Faso 15.746.232
Austria 8.210.281 Bosnia and Herzegovina   4.613.414 Belize   307.899 Burundi 8.988.091
Bahamas The 309.156 Botswana 1.990.876 Bhutan 691.141 Cambodia 14.494.293
Bahrain 727.785 Brazil 198.739.269 Bolivia 9.775.246 Central African Republic 4.511.488
Barbados 284.589 Bulgaria 7.204.687 Cameroon 18.879.301 Chad 10.329.208
Belgium 10.414.336 Chile 16.601.707 Cape Verde 429.474 Comoros 752.438
Bermuda 67.837 Colombia 45.644.023 China 1.338.612.968 Congo Dem. Rep 68.692.542
Brunei Darussalam 38.819 Costa Rica 4.253.877 Congo Rep. 4.012.809 Eritrea 5.647.168
Canada 33.487.208 Cuba 11.451.652 Côte d'Ivoire 20.617.068 Ethiopia 85.237.338
Cayman Islands 49.035 Dominica 7.266 Djibouti 516.055 Gambia The 1.782.893
Croatia  4.489.409 Dominican Republic   9.650.054 Ecuador 14.573.101 Ghana 23.832.495
Cyprus 79.674 Fiji 94.472 Egypt Arab Rep. 83.082.869 Guinea 10.057.975
Czech Republic 10.211.904 Gabon 1.514.993 El Salvador 7.185.218 Guinea-Bissau 1.533.964
Denmark 5.500.510 Grenada 90.739 Georgia 4.615.807 Haiti 9.035.536
Estonia 1.299.371 Jamaica 2.825.928 Guatemala 13.276.517 Kenya 39.002.772
Equatorial Guinea 633.441 Kazakhstan 15.399.437 Guyana 772.298 Korea Dem Rep. 22.665.345
Faeroe Islands 48.856 Latvia 2.231.503 Honduras 7.792.854 Kyrgyz Republic 5.431.747
Finland 5.250.275 Lebanon 4.017.095 India 1.166.079.217 Lao PDR 6.834.942
France 64.057.792 Libya 3.441.790 Indonesia 240.271.522 Liberia 6.310.434
French Polynesia 287.032 Lithuania 3.555.179 Iran Islamic Rep. 66.429.284 Madagascar 20.653.556
Germany 82.329.758 Macedonia FYR   2.066.718 Iraq 28.945.657 Malawi 14.268.711
Greece 10.737.428 Malaysia 25.715.819 Jordan 6.342.948 Mali 12.666.987
Greenland 576 Mauritius 1.284.264 Kiribati 11.285 Mauritania 3.129.486
Guam 17.843 Mayotte 223.765 Kosovo   1.804.838 Mozambique 21.669.278
Hungary 9.905.596 Mexico 111.211.789 Lesotho 2.130.819 Myanmar 48.137.741
Iceland 306.694 Montenegro 67.218 Maldives 396.334 Nepal 28.563.377
Ireland 4.203.200 Namibia   1.830.330 Marshall Islands 64.522 Niger 15.306.252
Isle of Man 76.512 Palau 20.796 Micronesia Fed. Sts. 107.434 Rwanda 10.473.282
Israel 7.233.701 Panama 3.360.474 Moldova 4.320.748 Senegal 13.711.597
Italy 58.126.212 Peru   29.546.963 Mongolia 3.041.142 Sierra Leone 6.440.053
Japan 127.078.679 Poland 38.482.919 Morocco 34.859.364 Somalia 9.832.017
Korea Rep. 48.508.972 Romania 22.215.421 Nicaragua 5.891.199 Tajikistan 7.349.145
Kuwait 2.691.158 Russian Federation 140.041.247 Nigeria   149.229.090 Tanzania 41.048.532
Liechtenstein 34.761 Serbia 7.379.339 Pakistan   176.242.949 Togo 6.019.877
Luxembourg 491.775 Seychelles 87.476 Papua New Guinea   6.057.263 Uganda 32.369.558
Malta 405.165 South Africa 49.052.489 Paraguay 6.995.655 Uzbekistan 27.606.007
Monaco 32.965 St. Kitts and Nevis 40.131 Philippines 97.976.603 Vietnam 86.967.524
Netherlands 16.715.999 St. Lucia 160.267 Samoa 219.998 Yemen Rep. 23.822.783
Netherlands Antilles 227.049 St. Vincent and the Grenadines 104.574 São Tomé and Principe 212.679 Zambia 11.862.740
New Caledonia 227.436 Suriname 481.267 Solomon Islands   595.613 Zimbabwe 11.392.629
New Zealand 4.213.418 Turkey 76.805.524 Sri Lanka 21.324.791 Low-income total 969.965.340
Northern Mariana Islands 88.662 Uruguay 3.494.382 Sudan 41.087.825
Norway 4.660.539 Venezuela RB 26.814.843 Swaziland 1.123.913 Countries left out (< 30.000)
Oman 3.418.085 Upper-middle income total 477.559.731 Syrian Arab Republic 20.178.485 Saint Martin 29.820
Portugal 10.707.924 Thailand 65.905.410 Gibraltar 28.796
Puerto Rico 3.971.020 Timor-Leste 1.131.612 British Virgin Islands 24.491
Qatar 833.285 Tonga 120.898 Turks & Caicos Islands 22.942
San Marino 30.324 Tunisia 10.486.339 Palau 20.796
Saudi Arabia 28.686.633 Turkmenistan 4.884.887 Wallis & Futuna 15.289
Singapore 4.657.542 Ukraine 45.700.395 Nauru 14.436
Slovak Republic 5.463.046 Vanuatu 218.519 Tuvalu 12.373
Slovenia 2.005.692 West Bank and Gaza 6.241 Cook Islands 11.870
Spain 40.525.002 Lower-middle income total 3.630.181.254 Saint Helena 7.637
Sweden 9.059.651 Saint Barthelemy 7.448
Switzerland 7.604.467 Saint Pierre & Miquelon 7.063
Trinidad and Tobago 1.229.953 Dollar GNI per capita (2008) Cut Average Montserrat 5.097
United Arab Emirates 4.798.491 Low-income $975 or less $524 Countries left out total 183.567
United Kingdom 61.113.205 Lower-middle income $976-$3.875 $2078
United States 307.212.123 Upper-middle income $3.876-$11.905 $7878
Virgin Islands (U.S.) 109.825 High-income $11.906 or more $39.345 Population Total
High-income total 1.031.279.531 Global 6.109.169.423

* Maximum range of North Korean missile program in North Korea and Iran (Latin America and New Zealand walks free)
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Table 30: Market scenario development – history of terrorism 

 
Source: (World Bank, 2010) and (Wikipedia, 2010) 

High-income country Population Upper-middle income country Population Lower-middle income country Population Low-income country Population
Andorra 83.888 Algeria   34.178.188 Albania 3.639.453 Afghanistan 33.609.937
Antigua and Barbuda 85.632 American Samoa 65.628 Angola 12.799.293 Bangladesh 156.050.883
Aruba 103.065 Argentina 40.913.584 Armenia 2.967.004 Benin 8.791.832
Australia 21.262.641 Belarus 9.648.533 Azerbaijan 8.238.672 Burkina Faso 15.746.232
Austria 8.210.281 Bosnia and Herzegovina   4.613.414 Belize   307.899 Burundi 8.988.091
Bahamas The 309.156 Botswana 1.990.876 Bhutan 691.141 Cambodia 14.494.293
Bahrain 727.785 Brazil 198.739.269 Bolivia 9.775.246 Central African Republic 4.511.488
Barbados 284.589 Bulgaria 7.204.687 Cameroon 18.879.301 Chad 10.329.208
Belgium 10.414.336 Chile 16.601.707 Cape Verde 429.474 Comoros 752.438
Bermuda 67.837 Colombia 45.644.023 China 1.338.612.968 Congo Dem. Rep 68.692.542
Brunei Darussalam 38.819 Costa Rica 4.253.877 Congo Rep. 4.012.809 Eritrea 5.647.168
Canada 33.487.208 Cuba 11.451.652 Côte d'Ivoire 20.617.068 Ethiopia 85.237.338
Cayman Islands 49.035 Dominica 7.266 Djibouti 516.055 Gambia The 1.782.893
Croatia  4.489.409 Dominican Republic   9.650.054 Ecuador 14.573.101 Ghana 23.832.495
Cyprus 79.674 Fiji 94.472 Egypt Arab Rep. 83.082.869 Guinea 10.057.975
Czech Republic 10.211.904 Gabon 1.514.993 El Salvador 7.185.218 Guinea-Bissau 1.533.964
Denmark 5.500.510 Grenada 90.739 Georgia 4.615.807 Haiti 9.035.536
Estonia 1.299.371 Jamaica 2.825.928 Guatemala 13.276.517 Kenya 39.002.772
Equatorial Guinea 633.441 Kazakhstan 15.399.437 Guyana 772.298 Korea Dem Rep. 22.665.345
Faeroe Islands 48.856 Latvia 2.231.503 Honduras 7.792.854 Kyrgyz Republic 5.431.747
Finland 5.250.275 Lebanon 4.017.095 India 1.166.079.217 Lao PDR 6.834.942
France 64.057.792 Libya 3.441.790 Indonesia 240.271.522 Liberia 6.310.434
French Polynesia 287.032 Lithuania 3.555.179 Iran Islamic Rep. 66.429.284 Madagascar 20.653.556
Germany 82.329.758 Macedonia FYR   2.066.718 Iraq 28.945.657 Malawi 14.268.711
Greece 10.737.428 Malaysia 25.715.819 Jordan 6.342.948 Mali 12.666.987
Greenland 576 Mauritius 1.284.264 Kiribati 11.285 Mauritania 3.129.486
Guam 17.843 Mayotte 223.765 Kosovo   1.804.838 Mozambique 21.669.278
Hungary 9.905.596 Mexico 111.211.789 Lesotho 2.130.819 Myanmar 48.137.741
Iceland 306.694 Montenegro 67.218 Maldives 396.334 Nepal 28.563.377
Ireland 4.203.200 Namibia   1.830.330 Marshall Islands 64.522 Niger 15.306.252
Isle of Man 76.512 Palau 20.796 Micronesia Fed. Sts. 107.434 Rwanda 10.473.282
Israel 7.233.701 Panama 3.360.474 Moldova 4.320.748 Senegal 13.711.597
Italy 58.126.212 Peru   29.546.963 Mongolia 3.041.142 Sierra Leone 6.440.053
Japan 127.078.679 Poland 38.482.919 Morocco 34.859.364 Somalia 9.832.017
Korea Rep. 48.508.972 Romania 22.215.421 Nicaragua 5.891.199 Tajikistan 7.349.145
Kuwait 2.691.158 Russian Federation 140.041.247 Nigeria   149.229.090 Tanzania 41.048.532
Liechtenstein 34.761 Serbia 7.379.339 Pakistan   176.242.949 Togo 6.019.877
Luxembourg 491.775 Seychelles 87.476 Papua New Guinea   6.057.263 Uganda 32.369.558
Malta 405.165 South Africa 49.052.489 Paraguay 6.995.655 Uzbekistan 27.606.007
Monaco 32.965 St. Kitts and Nevis 40.131 Philippines 97.976.603 Vietnam 86.967.524
Netherlands 16.715.999 St. Lucia 160.267 Samoa 219.998 Yemen Rep. 23.822.783
Netherlands Antilles 227.049 St. Vincent and the Grenadines 104.574 São Tomé and Principe 212.679 Zambia 11.862.740
New Caledonia 227.436 Suriname 481.267 Solomon Islands   595.613 Zimbabwe 11.392.629
New Zealand 4.213.418 Turkey 76.805.524 Sri Lanka 21.324.791 Low-income total 0
Northern Mariana Islands 88.662 Uruguay 3.494.382 Sudan 41.087.825
Norway 4.660.539 Venezuela RB 26.814.843 Swaziland 1.123.913 Countries left out (< 30.000)
Oman 3.418.085 Upper-middle income total 330.097.998 Syrian Arab Republic 20.178.485 Saint Martin 29.820
Portugal 10.707.924 Thailand 65.905.410 Gibraltar 28.796
Puerto Rico 3.971.020 Timor-Leste 1.131.612 British Virgin Islands 24.491
Qatar 833.285 Tonga 120.898 Turks & Caicos Islands 22.942
San Marino 30.324 Tunisia 10.486.339 Palau 20.796
Saudi Arabia 28.686.633 Turkmenistan 4.884.887 Wallis & Futuna 15.289
Singapore 4.657.542 Ukraine 45.700.395 Nauru 14.436
Slovak Republic 5.463.046 Vanuatu 218.519 Tuvalu 12.373
Slovenia 2.005.692 West Bank and Gaza 6.241 Cook Islands 11.870
Spain 40.525.002 Lower-middle income total 1.232.508.501 Saint Helena 7.637
Sweden 9.059.651 Saint Barthelemy 7.448
Switzerland 7.604.467 Saint Pierre & Miquelon 7.063
Trinidad and Tobago 1.229.953 Dollar GNI per capita (2008) Cut Average Montserrat 5.097
United Arab Emirates 4.798.491 Low-income $975 or less $524 Countries left out total 0
United Kingdom 61.113.205 Lower-middle income $976-$3.875 $2078
United States 307.212.123 Upper-middle income $3.876-$11.905 $7878
Virgin Islands (U.S.) 109.825 High-income $11.906 or more $39.345 Population Total
High-income total 962.879.026 Global 2.525.485.525

1. The history terrorism only includes modern era terrorism (1950-)
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Table 31: Market scenario development – strategic national stockpiles of vaccinia vaccines 

 
Source: (World Bank, 2010) and (UPMC, 2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

High-income country Population Upper-middle income country Population Lower-middle income country Population Low-income country Population
Andorra 83.888 Algeria   34.178.188 Albania 3.639.453 Afghanistan 33.609.937
Antigua and Barbuda 85.632 American Samoa 65.628 Angola 12.799.293 Bangladesh 156.050.883
Aruba 103.065 Argentina 40.913.584 Armenia 2.967.004 Benin 8.791.832
Australia 21.262.641 Belarus 9.648.533 Azerbaijan 8.238.672 Burkina Faso 15.746.232
Austria 8.210.281 Bosnia and Herzegovina   4.613.414 Belize   307.899 Burundi 8.988.091
Bahamas The 309.156 Botswana 1.990.876 Bhutan 691.141 Cambodia 14.494.293
Bahrain 727.785 Brazil 198.739.269 Bolivia 9.775.246 Central African Republic 4.511.488
Barbados 284.589 Bulgaria 7.204.687 Cameroon 18.879.301 Chad 10.329.208
Belgium 10.414.336 Chile 16.601.707 Cape Verde 429.474 Comoros 752.438
Bermuda 67.837 Colombia 45.644.023 China 1.338.612.968 Congo Dem. Rep 68.692.542
Brunei Darussalam 38.819 Costa Rica 4.253.877 Congo Rep. 4.012.809 Eritrea 5.647.168
Canada 33.487.208 Cuba 11.451.652 Côte d'Ivoire 20.617.068 Ethiopia 85.237.338
Cayman Islands 49.035 Dominica 7.266 Djibouti 516.055 Gambia The 1.782.893
Croatia  4.489.409 Dominican Republic   9.650.054 Ecuador 14.573.101 Ghana 23.832.495
Cyprus 79.674 Fiji 94.472 Egypt Arab Rep. 83.082.869 Guinea 10.057.975
Czech Republic 10.211.904 Gabon 1.514.993 El Salvador 7.185.218 Guinea-Bissau 1.533.964
Denmark 5.500.510 Grenada 90.739 Georgia 4.615.807 Haiti 9.035.536
Estonia 1.299.371 Jamaica 2.825.928 Guatemala 13.276.517 Kenya 39.002.772
Equatorial Guinea 633.441 Kazakhstan 15.399.437 Guyana 772.298 Korea Dem Rep. 22.665.345
Faeroe Islands 48.856 Latvia 2.231.503 Honduras 7.792.854 Kyrgyz Republic 5.431.747
Finland 5.250.275 Lebanon 4.017.095 India 1.166.079.217 Lao PDR 6.834.942
France 64.057.792 Libya 3.441.790 Indonesia 240.271.522 Liberia 6.310.434
French Polynesia 287.032 Lithuania 3.555.179 Iran Islamic Rep. 66.429.284 Madagascar 20.653.556
Germany 82.329.758 Macedonia FYR   2.066.718 Iraq 28.945.657 Malawi 14.268.711
Greece 10.737.428 Malaysia 25.715.819 Jordan 6.342.948 Mali 12.666.987
Greenland 576 Mauritius 1.284.264 Kiribati 11.285 Mauritania 3.129.486
Guam 17.843 Mayotte 223.765 Kosovo   1.804.838 Mozambique 21.669.278
Hungary 9.905.596 Mexico 111.211.789 Lesotho 2.130.819 Myanmar 48.137.741
Iceland 306.694 Montenegro 67.218 Maldives 396.334 Nepal 28.563.377
Ireland 4.203.200 Namibia   1.830.330 Marshall Islands 64.522 Niger 15.306.252
Isle of Man 76.512 Palau 20.796 Micronesia Fed. Sts. 107.434 Rwanda 10.473.282
Israel 7.233.701 Panama 3.360.474 Moldova 4.320.748 Senegal 13.711.597
Italy 58.126.212 Peru   29.546.963 Mongolia 3.041.142 Sierra Leone 6.440.053
Japan [1] 127.078.679 Poland 38.482.919 Morocco 34.859.364 Somalia 9.832.017
Korea Rep. 48.508.972 Romania 22.215.421 Nicaragua 5.891.199 Tajikistan 7.349.145
Kuwait 2.691.158 Russian Federation 140.041.247 Nigeria   149.229.090 Tanzania 41.048.532
Liechtenstein 34.761 Serbia 7.379.339 Pakistan   176.242.949 Togo 6.019.877
Luxembourg 491.775 Seychelles 87.476 Papua New Guinea   6.057.263 Uganda 32.369.558
Malta 405.165 South Africa 49.052.489 Paraguay 6.995.655 Uzbekistan 27.606.007
Monaco 32.965 St. Kitts and Nevis 40.131 Philippines 97.976.603 Vietnam 86.967.524
Netherlands 16.715.999 St. Lucia 160.267 Samoa 219.998 Yemen Rep. 23.822.783
Netherlands Antilles 227.049 St. Vincent and the Grenadines 104.574 São Tomé and Principe 212.679 Zambia 11.862.740
New Caledonia 227.436 Suriname 481.267 Solomon Islands   595.613 Zimbabwe 11.392.629
New Zealand 4.213.418 Turkey 76.805.524 Sri Lanka 21.324.791 Low-income total 33.609.937
Northern Mariana Islands 88.662 Uruguay 3.494.382 Sudan 41.087.825
Norway 4.660.539 Venezuela RB 26.814.843 Swaziland 1.123.913 Countries left out (< 30.000)
Oman 3.418.085 Upper-middle income total 220.863.866 Syrian Arab Republic 20.178.485 Saint Martin 29.820
Portugal 10.707.924 Thailand 65.905.410 Gibraltar 28.796
Puerto Rico 3.971.020 Timor-Leste 1.131.612 British Virgin Islands 24.491
Qatar 833.285 Tonga 120.898 Turks & Caicos Islands 22.942
San Marino 30.324 Tunisia 10.486.339 Palau 20.796
Saudi Arabia 28.686.633 Turkmenistan 4.884.887 Wallis & Futuna 15.289
Singapore 4.657.542 Ukraine 45.700.395 Nauru 14.436
Slovak Republic 5.463.046 Vanuatu 218.519 Tuvalu 12.373
Slovenia 2.005.692 West Bank and Gaza 6.241 Cook Islands 11.870
Spain 40.525.002 Lower-middle income total 3.099.664.466 Saint Helena 7.637
Sweden 9.059.651 Saint Barthelemy 7.448
Switzerland 7.604.467 Saint Pierre & Miquelon 7.063
Trinidad and Tobago 1.229.953 Dollar GNI per capita (2008) Cut Average Montserrat 5.097
United Arab Emirates 4.798.491 Low-income $975 or less $524 Countries left out total 0
United Kingdom 61.113.205 Lower-middle income $976-$3.875 $2078
United States 307.212.123 Upper-middle income $3.876-$11.905 $7878
Virgin Islands (U.S.) 109.825 High-income $11.906 or more $39.345 Population Total
High-income total 693.753.460 Global 4.047.891.729

1. The Japanse strategic national stockpile is likely to consist of LC16m8 (3G vaccine by Kaketsuken).
2. Kaketsuken is the state vaccine developer i Japan.
3. The number of vaccines does not embrace the complete population in countries with stockpiles.
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11.5 Industry annex 
The present annex considers two cases of adverse severe events from second generation 

smallpox inoculation followed by statistics on the immune compromised population in the 

United States. Subsequent, the competition Project BioShield competition of biomedical 

countermeasures against smallpox is analyzed and anthrax is displayed. 

11.5.1 Adverse severe event from second generation vaccinia vaccination 
Two particularly severe cases related to the adverse effects of vaccination with second 

generation smallpox vaccines have caught the public attention. First incident took place in 

March 2007, where a two year old Indiana boy with a skin condition, atopic dermatitis 

(eczema), developed a vaccinia infection (eczema vaccinatum), because his father was on a 

home leave briefly after having received a second generation smallpox vaccination in the 

military vaccination program. Children with atopic dermatitis are extremely susceptible to 

infections, which combined with an equivalent skin condition in the father’s infancy made 

him transmit vaccinia virus through his breath. The child received the ordinary treatment with 

Vaccinia Immune Globulin, Cidofovir, but almost died, before he exceptionally was 

administered the antiviral drug, ST-246 under development at Siga Technologies Inc.  

The Second incident commenced on 13th of January 2007 with an apparently healthy military 

service member receiving the second generation smallpox vaccine. On the 25th he was 

admitted to local hospital with fever, headache and leucopenia and subsequently transferred to 

the US Navy tertiary care facility on the 28th of January, where he was diagnosed with acute 

mylegenous leukemia. The patient had progressively developed a vaccination site lesion that 

failed to heal with abundant Orthopox viral activity. Two stages of treatment were undertaken 

with the first taking place between the 4th and 7th of March and the second round between 18th 

and the 24th of March. First round treatment included an exceptional treatment with ST-246 

followed by a severe septic condition, multi-organ failure and stabilization. A relapse 

necessitated a second round treatment that included the antiviral CMX001 under development 

at Chimerix Incorporated. The additional treatment improved immune responses with no 

further indications of Orthopox virus as of the 12th of May (MMWR, 2009, s. 1-4). 
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11.5.2 The immune compromised population in the United States 
The plethora of adverse severe event from live vaccinia inoculation is considered with 

statistics of the population at risk and calculation of the requisite third generation smallpox 

vaccination effort.  

 
Table 32: Adverse severe reactions associated with live vaccinia inoculation 

 
Source: (S&P, 2007, s. 11) 

Table 33: US population at risk from live vaccinia vaccination 

 

Source: (Clericici, 2009) 

Chart 50: US population at risk from live vaccinia vaccination and requisite 3G vaccination effort 

  
Source: (Own production) 

Complication Synonymous Per million VIG treatment

Inadvertent inoculation Accidental implantation 529,2 (+)

Generalized vaccinia Vesicular rash 241,5 +

Eczema vaccinatum Dissemination of vaccinia virus 38,5 +

Progressive vaccinia Widespread lesions of dead skin 1,5 (+)

Postvaccinial encephalitis Inflammation of the brain 12,3 -

Pericarditis Inflammation of the heart sac

Myocarditis Inflammation of the heart

Total 7489,7

6666,7 -

Million % Year Source

Heart disease 25,1 8,1 2007 SRTR

Autoimmune 23,5 7,6 2007 AARDA

Cancer 11,4 3,7 2006 NCI

HIV/AIDS 1,1 0,4 2006 CDC

Transplant recipients 0,2 0,1 2007 CDC NCHS

Pregnant 4,3 1,4 2007 CDC NCHS

Ederly (> 85 years) 5,4 1,7 2008 US CB

Newborn (> 1 year) 4,3 1,4 2007 CDC NCHS

Immunosuppressed population 75,3 24,3 US Stat.

Total US Population 310,0 100,0 2010E US CB

Average US household 2,6

Requisite vaccination effort 195,8 63,2

Heart disease

Autoimmune

Cancer

HIV/AIDS

Transplant recipients

Pregnant

Ederly (> 85 years)

Newborn (> 1 year)

Immune population

Immunosuppressed population 75,3

Average US household 2,6

Requisite vaccination effort 195,8

US population 310,2

Immunosuppressed 24%

Requiste 3G vaccination 63%
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11.5.3 Smallpox biomedical countermeasure competition 
The first (VIG) and second-line (Cidofovir®) of medical treatment against adverse severe 

reactions from live vaccinia vaccinations are withdrawn from the cost benefit analysis on the 

notice of cost inferior procurement and poisonous side-effects (Cidofovir®). The second 

generation vaccine (ACAM2000™) appears cost superior, whereas the procurement costs of 

the third generation vaccine (IMVAMUNE®) exceeds this little less than teen times. Insights 

on the efficacy profile furthermore reveal that IMVAMUNE® necessitates a double dose 

administration to induce an immunogenicity equivalent to the ACAM2000™. The apparent 

cost inferiority of IMVAMUNE® hence amounts to little less than twenty times that of 

ACAM2000™. Nevertheless, the ACAM2000™ unveils excessive costs of vaccine 

administration associated with the pre-screening for individual vulnerability, monitoring for 

side-effects and immunogenicity evaluation, which accumulates to an estimate range of $79-

$1,784 with the median estimates above $200 (GAO, 2003, s. 17). Additionally, these 

estimates excludes the costs associated with the workers compensation from  mild to 

moderate adverse event and the liability protection in event of adverse severe events. The cost 

benefit analysis of medical countermeasure against biological weaponry suggests an 

advantage of broad spectrum antiviral treatment over the prophylaxis by vaccines, whereas 

the treatment of an infected individual surpasses the prophylaxis of the complete population. 

Furthermore, the medical utility of CMX001 appears complementary to IMVAMNUNE®, 

whereas antiviral treatment cannot induce cellular or humoral immunogenicity prophylaxis.  

Table 34: Juxtaposition of smallpox countermeasure US Biodefense competition 

 
Source: (UPMC, 2007) 

ACAM2000™ IMVAMUNE® VIG Cidofovir® ST-246® CMX001
Medical countermeasure 2G vaccine 3G vaccine Immunoglobulin Antiviral Antiviral Antiviral

Manufacturer Sanofi-Aventis Bavarian nordic Cangene Gilead Sciences Siga Tech. Chimerix

Cost per dose (US$) 2,76 25 14380 925 ? ?

Shelf life (years) 7 5 3 3 > 3 > 3

Clinical progression phase IV phase III phase IV phase IV I/II phase Ib/IIa

Animal efficacy rule Succesful Succesful no data Succesful Succesful Monkey

Medical delivery Scarification Injection Injection Injection Orally Orally

Fast track designation (FDA) yes yes no no yes yes

Orphan drug designation (FDA) no no yes no yes no

Prophylaxis yes yes yes no no no

Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) yes yes yes yes yes yes

Extended PEP no no no yes yes yes

Treatment no no no yes yes yes

Immune population yes yes no yes yes yes

Immunocompromised no yes yes yes no yes

Adverse severe events yes no no (poisonous) no no
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11.5.4 Anthrax biomedical countermeasure competition 
Table 35: Juxtaposition of anthrax vaccine US Biodefense competition 

 
Source: (UPMC, 2007), (Own production) 

Table 36: Juxtaposition of anthrax anti-toxin US Biodefense competition 

 
Source: (UPMC, 2007), (Own production) 

Table 37: Juxtaposition of anthrax antibiotics within the US Strategic National Stockpile 

 
Source: Source: (UPMC, 2007), (Own production) 

Biothrax® rPA 102 SparVax™ dmPA 7909 MVA-BN® Anthrax
Manufacturer Emergent Emergent PharmAthene Emergent Bavarian nordic
Medical countermeasure 2G vaccine 3G vaccine 2G,3G vaccine 3G vaccine 3G vaccine
Technology PA, LF, EF rPA rPA dmPA rPA
Formulation frozen-liquid liquid liquid liquid frozen-liquid
Dose regime 5 2 3 2 2
Cost per dose (USD) 24.27 12 12 12 18
Shelf life (years) 4 7 3 min. 3 5
Clinical progression phase IV phase II phase II preclinical preclinical
Animal efficacy rule succesful initiated succesful no data no data
Fast-track designation (FDA) yes no no no no
Orphan drug designation (FDA) no no no no no
Prophylaxis yes yes yes yes yes
Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) yes yes yes yes yes
Treatment no no no no no
Immunocompromised yes yes yes yes yes
Adverse severe events yes no no no no

AVP-21D9 VALORTIM® Anthim™ ABthrax AIG AIG
Manufacturer Emergent PharmAthene Elysis HGS Cangene Emergent
Medical countermeasure Antitoxin Antitoxin Antitoxin Antitoxin Antitoxin Antitoxin
Technology mAb mAb mAb mAb pAb pAb
Formulation na liquid freeze-dried liquid frozen-liquid frozen-liquid
Dose regime 1 1 1 1 na 1
Cost per dose (USD) na na na 8260 14380 na
Shelf life (years) min. 3 min. 3 min. 3 min. 3 3 3
Clinical progression phase I phase II Ia/Iib BLA phase IV phase Ia/IIb
Animal efficacy rule initiated succesful succesful succesful yes initiated
Fast-track designation (FDA) no yes yes no yes yes
Orphan drug designation (FDA) no yes yes no yes yes
Prophylaxis yes yes yes yes no no
Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) yes yes yes yes yes yes
Treatment yes yes yes yes yes yes
Immunocompromised yes yes no yes yes yes
Adverse severe events no no no no no no

Ciprofloxacin Doxycycline Amoxicilin
Manufacturer Bayer HC Pfizer GlaxoSmithKline
Medical countermeasure 2G Antibiotic Antibiotic 4G Antibiotic
Technology fluoroquinolone tetracycline β-lactam
Formulation solid solid solid
Dose regime multiple multiple multiple
Cost per dose (USD) 5.5 0.21 3
Shelf life (years) min. 11 years min. 11 years min. 11 years
Clinical progression phase IV phase IV phase IV
Animal efficacy rule yes yes yes
Fast-track designation (FDA) yes no no
Orphan drug designation (FDA) yes no yes
Prophylaxis no yes no
Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) no yes no
Treatment yes yes yes
Immunocompromised yes yes yes
Adverse severe events no no no
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11.6 Firm annex 
The present annex brings information on Bavarian Nordic A/S with regard to imperative 

patens, historical pipeline, funding and the cash-burn-ratio analysis. 

Table 38: Essential patents of the IPR portfolio of Bavarian Nordic 

 

Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2006) 

Table 39: Bavarian Nordic’s historical pipeline 

 
Source: (SEB Enskilda, 2008, s. 37) 

Patent Year Note
USP 6,761,893 2004 … supports claims against recombinant MVA Vaccinia Virus
USP 6,913,752 2005 … grants claims directed to an MVA-based vaccinia virus having

specific improved properties, such as that it does not replicate in 
human cells, compared to other MVA strains which may replicate in 
certain human cells

EP 1,335,987 B1 2005 … sole right to produce, market and sell MVA-BN®, and derivatives
thereof with the same biological charateristics and safetynprofile as 
well as recombinant viruses thereof, in Europe

USP 7,097,842 2006 … covers use of MVA derived vaccinia viruses for inducing a general 
immune stimulation, including the use of MVA-BN used for protection 
against smallpox in neonates

Y1998 Y1999 Y2000 Y2001 Y2002 Y2003 Y2004 Y2005 Y2006 Y2007 Y2008 Y2009 E2010
Infectious Diseases
MVA-BN DF PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC
MVA-WNV PC PC
MVA-HCV PC PC
Japanese encephalitis PC PC PC PC PC PC
HIV (Nef) PC I/II I/II I/II I/II II II II
HIV (Polytope) PC PC PC PC PC PC PC I
HIV (Multiantigen) PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC I/II I/II I/II
Measles/RSV PC PC I I I I

Biodefense
MVA-BN® (Smallpox) PC I/II I/II I/II II II II II II II II III
MVA-BN® (Anthrax)) PC I
Elstree-BN (Smallpox) PC PC PC I/II I/II

Cancer
Breast (MVA-BN® HERZ) PC I I I/II I/II I/II
Prostate (MVA-BN® PRO) PC PC PC I/II I/II I/II
Prostate (PROSTVAC™) II II III

Pancreatic cancer
Cell therapy I/II dropped
Gene therapy PC dropped
CapCell II dropped

Breast cancer
Cell therapy PC dropped
Gene therapy PC dropped

Malignant Melanoma
ex vivo Tyr PC I/II dropped
in vivo Tyr PC I/II dropped
Polytope PC PC dropped
Hepatic cancer R PC
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Table 40: Bavarian Nordic funding history 

 
Source:?? 

Table 41: Conspectus of the US Government RFP smallpox vaccine contracts 

 
Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2010, s. 20) 

Table 42: Bavarian Nordic cash-burn ratio analysis 

 
Source: (Bavarian Nordic, 2000-09) 

Year Month Event Stocks issued Per share (DDK) Funding (mDDK) Total stock Total gross funding
1995 June Private placement 125000 125000 0
1995 June Private placement 125000 250000 0
1995 June Private placement 775000 1025000 0
1995 June Private placement 650000 1675000 0
1998 June Private placement 200000 1875000 0
1998 November IPO 830000 235,5 195 2705000 195
2000 April Option exercise 29240 77 2 2734240 197
2001 June Rights issue 621105 130 81 3355345 278
2002 April Powder Ject Pharma 200000 90 18 3555345 296
2002 June Rights issue 959200 70 67 4514545 363
2004 April Option exercise 124940 90 11 4639485 374
2005 June Rights issue 1157570 360 417 5797055 791
2006 March Directed issue 579125 410 237 6376180 1028
2007 March Rights issue 1275236 365 465 7651416 1493
2007 May Option exercise 164152 291 48 7815568 1541

Contract Awarded Formulation Brief content
RFP 1 2003 Liquid-frozen Early clinical and technical development of IMVAMUNE®
RFP 2 2004 Liquid-frozen Delivery of 500,000 doses

Industrilization of production process
Clinical studies to support an EUA use of the vaccine in a healthy person.

RFP 3 (base) 2007 Liquid-frozen Delivery of 20m doses of vaccine
GMP validation of the liquid-frozen formulation production process
Clinical studies to support registration for use in healthy persons
Clinical studies to support an EUA use of the vaccine in persons infected by HIV.

RFP 3 (option) Liquid-frozen Procurement of an additional 60m doses.
Clinical studies to support registration of vaccine for use in immune challenged population

RFP 2009 Freeze-dried GMP validation of the freeze-dried formulation production process
Preclinical and clinical development to support emergency use

Accounting standard IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS

Parent 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Receivables 6908 5865 66534 67312 72784 38593 51,261 292181 238771 190611
Securities 31977 20818 15044 88756 112573 113522 231322 224804 226160 104045
Cash 39503 24232 92967 194571 72977 285698 98441 683119 559160 71925
Cash equivalents 78388 50915 174545 350639 258334 437813 329814,26 1200104 1024091 366581

EBIT (1) -73807 -85461 -27623 203428 -88194 -117608 -182774 -37582 -171855 -295010
Total operating costs (2) 73807 85461 92246 114023 182151 232978 230455 307057 184000 229695

Cash burn ratio (1) 1,06 0,60 6,32 2,93 3,72 1,80 31,93 5,96 1,24
Cash burn ratio (2) 1,06 0,60 1,89 3,08 1,42 1,88 1,43 3,91 5,57 1,60
Month conversion (1) 13 7 76 35 45 22 383 72 15
Month conversion (2) 13 7 23 37 17 23 17 47 67 19

Group 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Receivables 2593 2197 66006 69165 75994 42468 40,616 268021 241882 124514
Securities 31977 20818 15044 88756 112573 113522 231322 224804 226160 104045
Cash 41092 27097 94142 199758 80694 290585 101366 688783 569778 80954
Cash equivalents 75662 50112 175192 357679 269261 446575 332728,62 1181608 1037820 309513

EBIT (1) -79129 -93480 -26650 214039 -82322 -119770 -203766 -65026 -209545 -341183
Total operating costs (2) 79129 93480 91273 103412 176853 235140 242773 332672 221690 275868

Cash burn ratio (1) 0,96 0,54 6,57 3,27 3,73 1,63 18,17 4,95 0,91
Cash burn ratio (2) 0,96 0,54 1,92 3,46 1,52 1,90 1,37 3,55 4,68 1,12
Month conversion (1) 11 6 79 39 45 20 218 59 11
Month conversion (2) 11 6 23 42 18 23 16 43 56 13
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11.7 Methodical annex 
The present annex embraces the strategic analysis and models contemplated explicitly as well 

as implicitly in the analysis of the context pertinent to the economic organization of Bavarian 

Nordic A/S and the biodefense vaccine strategy. 

Diagram 13: The structure of strategic analysis 

 

Source: (Elling, Hansen, & Sørensen, 1999), (Own modification) 
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11.8 Financial annex 
The present annex contains the mathematics utilized to arrive at the valuations provided by 

the financial model synthesis. The contemplated equations receive treatment from the 

perspective of unfolding application. The display of the systemic risk inherent to the different 

theoretical stages of the macro economy, industry, firm and project renders possible with the 

binomial tree of the underlying real asset value evolution and the binomial tree of the real 

option encompassed in the vaccine development (Equation 6).   

Equation 6: Beta of a derivative 

𝛽𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑛𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 × 𝛽𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 

𝑛𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = ∆ ×
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

 

∆=
𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑝 − 𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑𝑛
𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑝 − 𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑𝑛

 

Source: (Shockley, 2007, s. 341) 

The value of the real option is found in manners similar to Bermudan options, whereas the 

development composes of European options (development phases) and American options 

(transition amongst phases). The European option component comprises of the maximum of 

zero and next periods risk-neutral weighted values of the underlying asset in the hypothetical 

up and down state of the macro economy; discounted by the continuously compounded risk 

free rate of interest. The American option component comprises of the technological 

probability of transition times the aforementioned maximum with subtraction of transition 

costs from the discounted risk-neutral weighted values of the future states (Equation 7). 

Equation 7: Incremental real option value resolution 

𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ.
𝑛 × 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ��

�(𝑞 × 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔)𝑢𝑝 + (𝑞 × 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔)𝑑𝑛�
𝑒𝑟∆𝑡

� − 𝐾, 0� 

 where  q = risk-neutral probability of up and down step in the binomial tree 
  r = risk free interest rate 
  ∆𝑡  = binomial tree time step 
  K = cost of continuation 

  𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ.
𝑛  = transitional probability of the nth stage in the real option development 

Source: (Shockley, 2007, s. 347) 

The principle behind risk-neutral probabilities is one of computational convenience, whereas 

the risk-neutral probabilities of the future up and down states of the binomial tree merely 
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converges the cash flows to certainty equivalents, which renders possible continuous discount 

with one single risk free rate of interest (Equation 8). 

Equation 8: Risk-neutral probabilities of up (left) and down (right) steps 

𝑞𝑢𝑝 =
𝑒𝑟×∆𝑡 − 𝐷
𝑈 − 𝐷

, 𝑞𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 1 − 𝑞𝑢𝑝 

 where  r = risk free interest rate 
  ∆𝑡 = binomial tree time step 
  U = binomial tree time step volatility parameter for up 
  D = binomial tree time step volatility parameter for down 

Source: (Shockley, 2007, s. 338) 

The principles behind continuous interest compounding are unveiled in the limit of the 

equation with the number of compounding periods approaching infinity (Equation 9). 

Equation 9: Continuously compounded interest rate 

lim
𝑛→∞

�1 +
𝑟
𝑛
�
𝑛
− 1 = 𝑒𝑟 − 1 

 where n = number of compounding periods 
  r = annual interest rate 

Source: (Mun, 2006, s. 81) 

The value of the real option derives from the binomial tree of the underlying real asset value 

evolution, which depends on the volatility of the underlying real asset for determination of the 

up and down steps scaled to the binomial tree time increments (Equation 10). 

Equation 10: Binomial tree evolution parameters of up (left) and down (right) steps 

𝑈 = 𝑒𝜎√∆𝑡 ,𝐷 =
1
𝑈

 

 where σ = volatility of underlying real asset 
  ∆𝑡  = binomial tree time step 

Source: (Shockley, 2007, s. 337) 

The volatility is estimated by the natural logarithmic cash flows, where future cash flows are 

discounted back to the present time (t = 0) and next year (t = 1). The natural logarithm to the 

quotient between present cash flows of next year is divided by this year’s cash flow with the 

denominator fixed. The Latin Hypercube simulation of budget parameters in the static net 

present value spreadsheet provides the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the return 

distribution generated. The square root of the variance provides the standard deviation, which 

is the statistical term of volatility (Equation 11).  
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Equation 11: Natural logarithmic cash flow returns 

𝑥 = 𝑙𝑛 �
∑ 𝑝𝑣(𝑐𝑓𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑝𝑣(𝑐𝑓𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=0

� = 𝑙𝑛 �

𝑐𝑓1
(1 + 𝑟)0 + 𝑐𝑓2

(1 + 𝑟)1 + 𝑐𝑓3
(1 + 𝑟)2 + ⋯+ 𝑐𝑓𝑛

(1 + 𝑟)𝑛−1
𝑐𝑓0

(1 + 𝑟)0 + 𝑐𝑓1
(1 + 𝑟)1 + 𝑐𝑓2

(1 + 𝑟)1 + ⋯+ 𝑐𝑓𝑛
(1 + 𝑟)𝑛

� 

 where x = cash flow return of the contemplated period 
  r = constant discount rate 
  𝑝𝑣(𝑐𝑓)  = present value of cash flow 

Source: (Mun, 2006, s. 199) 

The static net present value comprises of positive cash flows (income) net of negative cash 

flow (expenditure) discounted back to the net present value by means of a discretely 

compounded cost of capital appropriate to the marginal claimant perspective inherent to the 

selected nominal or real cash flow (Equation 12). 

Equation 12: The static net present value model 

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑝𝑣 = 𝐸(𝑐𝑓0) + �
𝐸(𝑐𝑓𝑡)

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

𝑡=𝑛

𝑡=1

 

 where npv = Net present value 
  𝐸(𝑐𝑓0) = Expected cash flow in period 0 
  𝐸(𝑐𝑓𝑡)   = Expected cash flow in period t 
   r  = Risk-adjusted discount rate 
  n  = Life of asset 

Source: (Damodaran, 2006, s. 36) 

The cash flow perspective inherent to the static net present valuation contemplated in the 

present master thesis adheres to the nominal after tax income with the marginal perspective of 

debt and equity claimants. The cost of capital is therefore the after-tax weighted average cost 

of capital. The observant thesis audience will notice the present circularity of firm capital 

value estimation for cost of capital estimation within the firm valuation. Requisite approaches 

to this resolution are book values, market values or the iteration method (Equation 13). 

Equation 13: The after-tax weighted average cost of capital  

𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑐𝑐 = 𝑟𝐷(1 − 𝑡𝑐)
𝐷
𝑉

+ 𝑟𝐸
𝐸
𝑉

 

 where rwacc = After-tax weighted average cost of capital 
  rD  = Marginal cost of debt 
  rE = Marginal cost of equity 
  tc = Marginal corporate tax rate 
  E = Market value of equity 
  D = Market value of debt 
  V = Firm value (D + E) 

Source: (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006, s. 503) 
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The debt cost of capital utilize the duration matched risk free rate of interest and ultimately 

the forward rate intrinsic to the term structure, whereas the expected cash flows are better 

matched by an expected cost. The equity cost of capital is estimated by the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model with expected values for the theoretically correct estimation (Equation 14). 

Equation 14: The Capital Asset Pricing Model 

𝐸�𝑟𝑒 − 𝑟𝑓� = 𝛽�𝐸�𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓�� 

 where 𝐸(𝑟𝑒)  = Expected stock return 
  𝐸�𝑟𝑓�  = Expected risk free rate of return (forward rate) 
  𝐸(𝑟𝑚) = Expected stock market premium (implicit stock market return) 

Source: (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006, s. 189) and (Own interpretation) 

The cost of capital estimation requisites the estimation of the company beta, which measures 

the systemic risk intrinsic to the business model and the financial leverage of a firm. The 

estimation renders feasible through a simple ordinary lest square linear regression of the 

returns of the firm equity and market index returns (Equation 15). 

Equation 15: Beta equity 

𝛽𝑖 =
𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝑅𝑖 ,𝑅𝑚)
𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑅𝑚) =

𝜎𝑖𝜎𝑚
𝜎𝑚2

  

      where 𝛽𝑖          = Beta equity / asset  
  𝜎𝑖 = standard deviation of the value intrinsic to stock i 
  𝜎𝑚  = standard deviation of the value intrinsic to the stock market m 
  𝜎𝑚2   = variance of the value intrinsic to the market portfolio 
  𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝑅𝑖 ,𝑅𝑚) = covariance of the stock i and stock market m returns 
  𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑅𝑚)  = variance of the stock market m 

Source: (Copeland & Antikarov, 2003, s. 71) 

The beta measure signifies to which degree the value of the stock market portfolio and stock 

moves together. Statistical principles prescribe an augmented numbers of observations to 

ameliorate statistical impressions, which suggest the estimation of an industry beta asset and 

relevering with the capital structure of the target company. 

Equation 16: Relevering the unlevered beta from the global industry 

𝛽𝑒 = 𝛽𝑎 �1 +
𝐷
𝐸
� 

 where  βe = Beta equity (levered beta) 
  βa = Beta asset (unlevered beta) 
  D = Debt 
  E = Equity 

Source: (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2005, s. 313)  
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Conceptual juxtaposition of the static and contingent valuation approaches unveils the 

difference with regard to the information taken into consideration (Equation 16). 

Equation 17: Maximization criterion of standard and contingent capital based valuation methods 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = Max
𝑡=0

�
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙

, 0� 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = Expected
𝑡=0

�𝑀𝑎𝑥 �
𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
, 0�� 

Source: (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2005, s. 563) 
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11.9 Valuation annex 
Valuation 1: Static valuation of the vaccine candidate with natural logarithmic present value returns 

 
Source: (Own production) 

IMVAMUNE® (no anthrax protection)

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Sales period

Quantity:
USA, CA, IL and SG, doses m 42,6 42,6 42,6 42,6 42,6 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0
Top 3 Europe, doses m 25,0 25,0 25,0 25,0 25,0 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 6,3 3,1 3,1 3,1 3,1 3,1 3,1 3,1
RoW, doses m 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
Total dose sales 67,6 67,6 67,6 67,6 67,6 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 22,2 15,1 15,1 15,1 15,1 15,1 15,1 15,1

Revenue:
Price, USD 12 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0
Highest price (95% confidence interval) 15 10,0 7,5
Lowest price (95% confidence interval) 9 6,0 4,5
Revenue, USD 811,2 811,2 811,2 811,2 811,2 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 177,8 90,6 90,6 90,6 90,6 90,6 90,6 90,6

Costs:
Contribution margin 50%
Variable costs 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3
EBIT 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 88,9 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3 45,3

Cash flow:
Marginal corporate tax rate, DK 25%
Currency rate, 2010.08.16, USD/DKK 5,82
Cash flow pre-tax, DDK 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 517,4 263,8 263,8 263,8 263,8 263,8 263,8 263,8
Cash flow post-tax, DKK 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 388,0 197,8 197,8 197,8 197,8 197,8 197,8 197,8

Present value:
Opportunity cost (wacc) 4,2%
Date of appraisal 20/8
Year of appraisal 2010
Discount factor 0,9 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,7 0,7 0,7 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4
Present value, 2010.08.20 1542,6 1480,7 1421,2 1364,1 1309,4 275,5 264,4 253,8 243,6 233,8 224,4 215,4 206,8 198,5 190,5 93,2 89,5 85,9 82,4 79,1 75,9 72,9

Total present value, 2010.08.20 10004

IMVAMUNE® (anthrax protection)

Year Sim. 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Sales period Parameter

Quantity:
USA, CA, IL and SG, doses m 213,0 42,6 42,6 42,6 42,6 42,6 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 18,1 15,4 15,4 15,4 15,4 15,4 15,4 15,4
Top 3 Europe, doses m 125,0 25 25,0 25,0 25,0 25,0 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 7,2 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,1
RoW, doses m 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
Total dose sales, m 338,0 67,6 67,6 67,6 67,6 67,6 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 25,3 19,5 19,5 19,5 19,5 19,5 19,5 19,5

Revenue: #NAME? #NAME?
Price, USD 12 12,0 12,0 12,0 12,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 6 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0 6,0
Highest price (95% confidence interval) 15 10,0 7,5
Lowest price (95% confidence interval) 9 6,0 4,5
Revenue, USD 811,2 811,2 811,2 811,2 811,2 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 202,3 117,1 117,1 117,1 117,1 117,1 117,1 117,1

Costs:
Contribution margin 50%
Variable costs 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6
EBIT 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 405,6 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 101,2 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6 58,6

Cash flow:
Marginal corporate tax rate, DK 25%
Currency rate, 2010.08.16, USD/DKK 5,82
Cash flow pre-tax, DDK 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 2360,6 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 588,8 340,9 340,9 340,9 340,9 340,9 340,9 340,9
Cash flow post-tax, DKK 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6

Present value:
Opportunity cost (wacc) 4,2%
Date of appraisal 20/8
Year of appraisal 2010
Discount factor 0,9 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,7 0,7 0,7 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4
Present value, 2010.08.20 1542,6 1480,7 1421,2 1364,1 1309,4 313,5 300,9 288,8 277,2 266,1 255,4 245,1 235,3 225,9 216,8 120,5 115,6 111,0 106,5 102,2 98,1 94,2

Total present value, 2010.08.20 10491

Volatility estimation (IMVAMUNE® - Anthrax protection)

Time 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Present value returns (t=0) 1770,44 1770,444 1770,44 1770,4 1770,444 447,0633 447,0633 447,06 447,06 447,063 447,06 447,06 447,06 447,06 447,06 260,45 260,4 260,45 260,45 260,4 260,4 260,4
Discount factor (t=0; 2014) 1 0,97561 0,95181 0,9286 0,905951 0,8838543 0,862297 0,8413 0,8207 0,80073 0,7812 0,7621 0,7436 0,7254 0,7077 0,6905 0,674 0,6572 0,6412 0,626 0,61 0,595
Present value returns (t=1) 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 1770,4 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 441,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6 255,6
Discount factor (t=0; 2015) 1 0,97561 0,9518 0,928599 0,9059506 0,883854 0,8623 0,8413 0,82075 0,8007 0,7812 0,7621 0,7436 0,7254 0,7077 0,69 0,6736 0,6572 0,641 0,626 0,61

Natural logarithmic Present Value Returns -0,12567798

Sales scenarios WACC, calculations

Biopharmaceutical industry Firm D/V D/V Beta Beta Beta Beta
(Percent of population) Doses Prob. Doses Prob. Doses Prob. ( β reconstruction) Count Book Market Equity Asset $-adj. Debt
No sales (0%) 0 5,0% 0 15,0% 0 75,0% Dedicated 126 0,03 0,05 0,82 0,82 0,82 0
First responders (5%) 36 30,0% 21 35,0% 95 20,0% Integrated 33 0,33 0,19 0,96 0,83 1,14
Immunocompromised (30%) 213 45,0% 125 40,0% 568 5,0% Average 159 0,05 0,85 0,82 0,82 1,34
Complete population (100%) 711 20,0% 415 10,0% 1470 0,0% Bavarian Nordic, β (Historical) 1 0,13 0,1 1,17 1,08 1,45
Refill rates (smallpox) 75,0% 50,0% 25,0% Bavarian Nordic, β (Update) 0,97
Refill rates ( + anthrax) 85,0% 57,5% 30,0% Bavarian Nordic, β (ex-post reconstruction) 1 1,09 1,01 1,34
Refill rates shift 10,0% 7,5% 5,0% Bavarian Nordic, β (ex-ante risk adjustment) 0,97
Terminal refill rate reduction (smallpox) 75,0% 80,0% 90,0%

Terminal refill rate reduction ( + anthrax) 70,0% 75,0% 80,0% Equity cost of capital

USD/DKK currency rate (2005) 6,00 Equity risk premium 0,02

USD/DKK currency rate (2007) 5,44 β, Bavarian Nordic 0,97

USD/DKK currency rate (2010) 5,66 Risk-free rate of return 0,025

Rate of inflation 0,02 Cost of equity 0,0444

Risk free rate of return 0,025
D/V, market value 0,1

MVA-BN® Anthrax valuation Marginal corporate tax rate, DK 0,25

Weighted average cost of capital 0,0418

PV (IMVAMUNE®) 10491
PV (IMVAMUNE® + anthrax protection) 10004
PV (Anthrax protection synergy) 488

Benniga-Sarig tax-adjusted CAPM
Bayesian weighted PV (Anthrax protection) 23,90
Bayesian weighted PV (development cost) 70,66 Tax-adjusted SML slope 0,0013

NPV, static valuation (MVA-BN® Anthrax) -46,76 Cost of equity 1,775

Expected costs, vaccine development

Phase
Duration Cost Price Success Time DurationCost
(Months) (USDm) (USDm) (Tech.) (Years) (Months) (Partner) (Tech.) (Total) ($ 2005) (dkk05) (Years) (π adj.) (BN%) (rqmt.) (Acc.) E(x) (Inv. Δt) (Disc.)

Preclinical 52 59,88 1,151538 2008 30 34,5
IND filing 15 90% 2011 12 90% 90% 4,9% 0,0
Phase I 19,5 32,28 1,655385 40% 2012 18 29,8 40% 40% 29,8 178,7 6,0 201,2 100% 201,2 5% 11,0 1 10,7
Phase II 29,3 31,55 1,076792 84% 2013 30 32,3 50% 84% 42% 32,3 193,7 7,5 224,7 20% 44,9 14% 6,1 2,5 5,8
Phase III 32,2 45,26 1,40559 56% 2016 30 42,2 56% 56% 42,2 252,8 10,0 308,2 20% 61,6 33% 20,1 5 17,7
BLA filing 16 5 0,3125 64% 2018 12 3,8 64% 64% 3,8 20,4 10,5 25,1 100% 25,1 58% 14,5 7,5 12,1
Launch 90% 2019 90% 90% 5,0 28,3 8,5 33,5 100% 33,5 90% 30,1 8,5 24,4

R&D costsDiMasi 2005 Study Anthrax vaccine Success

Initial sales Refill sales Extended refill

Extended refillInitial sales Refill sales

US / CA / IL / SG Top 3 Europe RoW Date

07-01-2010
20-08-2010

07-01-2010
07-01-2010

20-08-2010
07-01-2010
07-01-2010
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Valuation 2: Real option analysis of the anthrax vaccine candidate 

 
Source: (Own production) 

 

 

 

2010 2011 2011 2012 2012 2013 2013 2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2016 2017 2017 2018 2018 2019 2019
2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

Preclinical
IND filing
Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
BLA filing
Market

Probability of technical success 90,0% 40,0% 83,7% 56,3% 64,2% 90,0%
Probability of partnership 50,0%
Probability of transition 90,0% 40,0% 41,9% 56,3% 64,2% 90,0%
Probability, accumulative 4,9% 5,4% 13,6% 32,5% 57,8% 90,0%

USD/DKK currency rate (2005) 6,00
USD/DKK currency rate (2007) 5,44
USD/DKK currency rate (2010) 5,66
E(π), expected rate of inflation, DKK Y10 0,02
Risk free rate of return, DKK Y10 0,03

Phase development costs, USDm (2005) 30 (2005) 32,3 (2005) 42,2 (2007) 3,8 (2010) 5,0
Phase development costs, DKKm (2005) 179 (2005) 193,7 (2005) 253 (2007) 20,4 (2010) 28,3
Inflation adjustment, years 6 7,5 10 10,5 8,5
Inflation-adjusted, R&D cost, DKKm (2011) 201 (2013) 224,7 (2015) 308,2 (2018) 25,1 (2019) 33,5

Bavarian Nordics, cost share, % 100% 100% 20% 20% 100% 100%
Bavarian Nordics, R&D cost, DKKm 201 44,9 61,6 25,1 33,5

Probability of expenditure, % 4,9% 5,4% 13,6% 32,5% 57,8% 0,90
Expected costs, DKKm 11 6,1 20,1 14,5 30,1
PV, Expected costs, DKKm 10,7 5,8 17,7 12,1 24,4

Phase Preclinical
Progression 20-aug-10 feb-11 aug-11 feb-12 aug-12 feb-13 aug-13 feb-14 aug-14 feb-15 aug-15 feb-16 aug-16 feb-17 aug-17 feb-18 aug-18 feb-19

Binomial tree evolution 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114 1010768 2625588 6820269 17716440 46020512 119543623 310528446 806633702 2095324722 5442849312
188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114 1010768 2625588 6820269 17716440 46020512 119543623 310528446 806633702

72 188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114 1010768 2625588 6820269 17716440 46020512 119543623
28 72 188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114 1010768 2625588 6820269 17716440

11 28 72 188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114 1010768 2625588
4 11 28 72 188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667 149796 389114

2 4 11 28 72 188 488 1267 3290 8546 22200 57667
1 2 4 11 28 72 188 488 1267 3290 8546

0 1 2 4 11 28 72 188 488 1267
0 0 1 2 4 11 28 72 188

0 0 0 1 2 4 11 28
0 0 0 0 1 2 4

Binomial tree evolution parameters 0 0 0 0 0 1
σ 1,35 0 0 0 0 0
r 0,03 0 0 0 0
Δt 0,5 0 0 0
u 2,6 0 0
d 0,38 0

Phase Preclinical
Progression 20-aug-10 feb-11 aug-11 feb-12 aug-12 feb-13 aug-13 feb-14 aug-14 feb-15 aug-15 feb-16 aug-16 feb-17 aug-17 feb-18 aug-18 feb-19

Real option value 15,40 53 160 1131 2986 7813 48682 126531 328755 854058 2218593 10236532 26590624 69072277 179423307 466072924 1885792224 4898564355
3 12 145 416 1128 7176 18711 48680 126530 328754 1517037 3940723 10236531 26590623 69072277 279475576 725970306

0 12 40 142 1032 2734 7174 18710 48679 224802 583994 1517036 3940723 10236530 41418435 107589236
0 0 1 135 376 1025 2732 7172 33292 86524 224802 583993 1517036 6138217 15944771

0 0 13 41 125 367 1022 4910 12799 33292 86524 224801 909666 2363003
0 1 3 9 32 114 707 1873 4910 12798 33291 134792 350177

0 0 0 0 0 93 258 704 1872 4909 19955 51875
0 0 0 0 9 29 87 253 703 2936 7666

0 0 0 0 2 6 22 80 414 1114
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 143

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

ROA parameters 0 0 0 0
Risk-free time value factor 1,01 0 0 0
Q 0,28 0 0
1-Q 0,72 0
Transition probability 90,0% 40,0% 41,9% 56,3% 64,2% 90,0%
Inflation-adjusted development costs 20 45 62 20 28

Phase Preclinical
Progression 20-aug-10 feb-11 aug-11 feb-12 aug-12 feb-13 aug-13 feb-14 aug-14 feb-15 aug-15 feb-16 aug-16 feb-17 aug-17 feb-18 aug-18 feb-19

Evolution of the derivative elasticity, η 1,46 1,27 2,79 1,03 1,01 2,40 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,78 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00
1,61 5,24 1,17 1,07 2,46 1,01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,78 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00

na 1,58 1,58 2,86 1,03 1,02 1,01 1,00 1,78 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00
1,61 1,61 59,60 1,12 1,08 1,04 1,02 1,79 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00

na na 1,32 1,27 1,21 1,12 1,86 1,01 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00
na 1,61 1,61 1,61 1,61 2,44 1,03 1,01 1,01 1,00 1,56 1,00 1,00

na na na na na 1,12 1,08 1,04 1,02 1,57 1,00 1,00
na na na na 1,31 1,27 1,20 1,11 1,62 1,01 1,00

na na na 1,61 1,61 1,61 1,61 2,12 1,06 1,00
na na na na na na na 1,61 1,00

na na na na na na na 1,00
na na na na na na 1,00

na na na na na na
na na na na na

na na na na
na na na

na na
na

IND filing Phase I Phase II Phase III BLA filing

IND filing Phase I Phase II Phase III BLA filing

IND filing Phase I Phase II Phase III BLA filing
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The valuation utilized a bullet bond with duration in close proximity of teen years. 

Table 43: 7 % Danske Stat St.lan 2024, DK0009918138 

 
Source: (NASDAQ, 2010) 

Table 44: Complete static net present value sensitivity analysis  

 
Source: (Own production) 

Date 2010.08.20
High price 151,800
Low price 151,000
Closing price 151,750
Average price 151,507
Total volume 29,150,000
Turnover 44,164,200
Trades 7,000
All trades average price 151,507
Duration 10.03
Yield 2.5%
Yield calculation price 151,507

Variable NPVm % Chg.
Currency rate, (USD/DKK) Base 5,82 -46,7595177 0,00

1,2 +20% 6,984 -41,98020279 10,22
0,8 -20% 4,656 -51,53883262 -10,22

Margin, Contribution Base 0,5 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 0,6 -41,98020279 10,22
0,8 -20% 0,4 -51,53883262 -10,22

Quantity, US/CA/IL/SG Base 213 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 255,6 -43,31249409 7,37
0,8 -20% 170,4 -50,20654132 -7,37

Price ($), 2019-28 Base 8 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 9,6 -43,63895213 6,67
0,8 -20% 6,4 -49,88008328 -6,67

Price ($), 2029-35 Base 6 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 7,2 -45,10076837 3,55
0,8 -20% 4,8 -48,41826704 -3,55

Partnership, (%) Base 0,5 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 0,6 -45,26851485 3,19
0,8 -20% 0,4 -48,25052056 -3,19

Quantity, Top 3 EU Base 125 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 150 -45,42722641 2,85
0,8 -20% 100 -48,091809 -2,85

Price ($), 2014-18 Base 12 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 14,4 -46,7595177 0,00
0,8 -20% 9,6 -46,7595177 0,00

Cost of capital, (%) Base 0,025 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 0,03 -46,45576911 0,65
0,8 -20% 0,02 -46,99593255 -0,51

Quantity, RoW Base 0 -46,7595177 0,00
1,2 +20% 0 -46,7595177 0,00
0,8 -20% 0 -46,7595177 0,00
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Table 45: Logarithmic return results with additional simulation summaries 

 

Source: (Palisades @risk), (Own preparation) 

Table 46: Risk distribution definitions and simulation summary 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk), (Own production) 

 

 

 

Name  
Quantity,
USA/CA/IL/SG

Quantity,
Top 3 EU

Quantity,
RoW

Quantity,
Total dose sales

Price ($), 
2014-18

Price ($),
2019-28

Price ($),
2029-35

Contribution
Margin

Currency rate, 
USD/DKK

Ln(PV),
Cash flow returns

PV(Anthrax),
Market

NPV(Anthrax),
Static valuation

Partnership,
Probability

Description  Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output Output
Minimum 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 4,674567 1,9 1,869897 37% 4 -3,765749 0 -74,08 35%
Maximum 711,0 415,0 568,0 1694,0 19,89398 13,6 9,841862 62% 8,999999 2,026205 3864 129,19 65%
Mean 248,9 98,9 47,4 395,1 12 8,0 5,947001 50% 5,918953 -0,3411754 555 -43,47 50%
Std Deviation 244,9 117,7 125,3 299,2 1,530002 1,2 0,740263 3% 1,245772 0,9516224 470 23,07 3%
Variance 59982,79 13855,54 15689,46 89535,81 2,340907 1,423796 0,5479893 0,00065025 1,551948 0,9055852 220550,7 532,257 0,000924161
Skewness 1,09303 1,751814 3,560147 0,9654754 2,02899E-05 -0,04146259 -0,05737979 6,64842E-07 0,4945782 -0,600343 1,333343 1,350325 -2,31344E-07
Kurtosis 2,760416 5,346433 14,93972 3,31113 3,000082 2,962391 2,998408 2,999958 2,358061 3,02244 4,454865 4,552039 2,999981
Errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5510 0 0 0
Mode 213,0 125,0 0,0 338,0 11,98082 8,0 5,944738 50% 5,045613 -0,2516442 68 -66,81 50%
5% Perc 0,0 0,0 0,0 36,0 9,483364 6,0 4,717495 46% 4,20273 -2,167208 61 -67,76 45%
10% Perc 36,0 0,0 0,0 57,0 10,03922 6,4 4,99351 47% 4,38871 -1,819035 84 -66,41 46%
15% Perc 36,0 0,0 0,0 125,0 10,41425 6,7 5,178699 47% 4,564171 -1,325315 120 -64,72 47%
20% Perc 36,0 21,0 0,0 161,0 10,71232 7,0 5,325462 48% 4,733093 -1,04271 165 -62,53 47%
25% Perc 36,0 21,0 0,0 161,0 10,96803 7,2 5,451118 48% 4,898293 -0,8373433 213 -60,20 48%
30% Perc 36,0 21,0 0,0 213,0 11,19767 7,4 5,563587 49% 5,061966 -0,6879337 266 -57,61 48%
35% Perc 36,0 21,0 0,0 234,0 11,41046 7,5 5,667638 49% 5,225967 -0,5628999 309 -55,49 49%
40% Perc 213,0 21,0 0,0 234,0 11,61238 7,7 5,766046 49% 5,392011 -0,4527538 347 -53,66 49%
45% Perc 213,0 21,0 0,0 256,0 11,80773 7,8 5,860918 50% 5,561789 -0,3544653 382 -51,96 50%
50% Perc 213,0 21,0 0,0 329,0 12 8,0 5,954003 50% 5,737094 -0,2607677 417 -50,26 50%
55% Perc 213,0 125,0 0,0 338,0 12,19226 8,1 6,046994 50% 5,919963 -0,1672668 454 -48,43 50%
60% Perc 213,0 125,0 0,0 338,0 12,38762 8,3 6,141181 51% 6,112822 -0,06520104 496 -46,35 51%
65% Perc 213,0 125,0 0,0 415,0 12,58954 8,5 6,238572 51% 6,31872 0,05634372 549 -43,74 51%
70% Perc 213,0 125,0 0,0 451,0 12,80233 8,6 6,34072 51% 6,541687 0,2053709 623 -40,15 52%
75% Perc 213,0 125,0 0,0 628,0 13,03197 8,8 6,450689 52% 6,78733 0,3821044 740 -34,40 52%
80% Perc 213,0 125,0 95,0 732,0 13,28767 9,0 6,572226 52% 7,063898 0,5423967 919 -25,76 53%
85% Perc 711,0 125,0 95,0 732,0 13,58574 9,2 6,714168 53% 7,38446 0,6856464 1092 -17,24 53%
90% Perc 711,0 125,0 95,0 836,0 13,96077 9,5 6,89142 53% 7,771757 0,830067 1282 -7,88 54%
95% Perc 711,0 415,0 95,0 906,0 14,51663 9,9 7,153129 54% 8,271433 1,007267 1543 5,00 55%

Quantity,
USA/CA/IL/SG

Quantity,
Top 3 EU

Quantity,
RoW

Price ($), 
2014-18

Price ($),
2019-28

Price ($),
2029-35

Contribution
Margin

Currency rate, 
USD/DKK

Partnership,
Probability

RiskDiscrete
({0\36\213\711};
{0,05\0,3\0,45\0,2};
RiskStatic(213))

RiskDiscrete
({0\21\125\415};
{0,15\0,35\0,4\0,1}
;RiskStatic(125))

RiskDiscrete
({0\95\568\1470};
{0,75\0,2\0,05\0};
RiskStatic(0))

RiskNormal
(12;1,53;
RiskStatic(12))

RiskNormal
(8;1,21;
RiskStatic(8))

RiskNormal
(6;0,765;
RiskStatic(6))

RiskNormal
(0,5;0,0255;
RiskStatic(0,5))

RiskLognorm
(5,82;1,86;
RiskTruncate(4;9);
RiskShift(0);
RiskStatic(5,82))

RiskNormal
(0,5;0,0304;
RiskStatic(0,5))

0,0 0,0 0,0 4,674567 1,9 2,3 37% 4 35%
711,0 415,0 568,0 19,89398 14,0 10,0 62% 8,999999 65%
248,9 98,9 47,4 12 8,0 6,0 50% 5,918953 50%
244,9 117,7 125,3 1,530002 1,2 0,8 3% 1,245772 3%
59982,79 13855,54 15689,46 2,340907 1,464102 0,5852259 0,00065025 1,551948 0,000924161
1,09303 1,751814 3,560147 2,02899E-05 -1,18177E-05 3,46938E-05 6,64842E-07 0,4945782 -2,31344E-07
2,760416 5,346433 14,93972 3,000082 3,000025 3,000034 2,999958 2,358061 2,999981
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
213,0 125,0 0,0 11,98082 8,0 6,0 50% 5,045613 50%
0,0 0,0 0,0 9,483364 6,0 4,7 46% 4,20273 45%
36,0 0,0 0,0 10,03922 6,4 5,0 47% 4,38871 46%
36,0 0,0 0,0 10,41425 6,7 5,2 47% 4,564171 47%
36,0 21,0 0,0 10,71232 7,0 5,4 48% 4,733093 47%
36,0 21,0 0,0 10,96803 7,2 5,5 48% 4,898293 48%
36,0 21,0 0,0 11,19767 7,4 5,6 49% 5,061966 48%
36,0 21,0 0,0 11,41046 7,5 5,7 49% 5,225967 49%
213,0 21,0 0,0 11,61238 7,7 5,8 49% 5,392011 49%
213,0 21,0 0,0 11,80773 7,8 5,9 50% 5,561789 50%
213,0 21,0 0,0 12 8,0 6,0 50% 5,737094 50%
213,0 125,0 0,0 12,19226 8,2 6,1 50% 5,919963 50%
213,0 125,0 0,0 12,38762 8,3 6,2 51% 6,112822 51%
213,0 125,0 0,0 12,58954 8,5 6,3 51% 6,31872 51%
213,0 125,0 0,0 12,80233 8,6 6,4 51% 6,541687 52%
213,0 125,0 0,0 13,03197 8,8 6,5 52% 6,78733 52%
213,0 125,0 95,0 13,28767 9,0 6,6 52% 7,063898 53%
711,0 125,0 95,0 13,58574 9,3 6,8 53% 7,38446 53%
711,0 125,0 95,0 13,96077 9,6 7,0 53% 7,771757 54%
711,0 415,0 95,0 14,51663 10,0 7,3 54% 8,271433 55%
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Chart 51: Simulation distribution of the dose sales from the US/CA/IL/SG demand parameter 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 

Chart 52: Simulation distribution of dose sales from the Top 3 EU demand parameter  

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Chart 53: Simulation distribution of dose sales from the rest of the world demand parameter 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 

Chart 54: Simulation distribution of the total dose sales 

 

Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Chart 55: Simulation distribution of the initial dose price (2014-18) 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 

Chart 56: Simulation distribution of the refill dose price (2019-28)  

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Chart 57: Simulation distribution of the 2nd refill dose price (2029-35) 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 

Chart 58: Simulation distribution of the contribution margin 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Chart 59: Simulation distribution of the present value of the anthrax vaccine market phase 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 

Chart 60: Simulation distribution of the net present value of the anthrax vaccine 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Chart 61: Simulation distribution of the partnership probability 

 
Source: (Palisades @risk) 
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Table 47: Global biopharmaceutical industry (part 1/2) 

 
Source: (Bloomberg, 2010) 

 

 

 

Company Name Market Cap Debt Firm Value Cash Enterprise Value Cash/V Book D/V Market D/V Market D/E Beta e Beta a Beta c Margin. tax
ADVENTRX Pharmaceuticals Inc. $26,20 0 $26,20 $9,90 $16,30 37,79% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,6 0,82 1,318 35,00%
Affymax Inc. $474,20 0 $474,20 $94,70 $379,50 19,97% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1 0,82 1,0246 35,00%
Alnylam Pharmac. $743,20 0 $743,20 $430,40 $312,80 57,91% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,25 0,82 1,9483 35,00%
BIOQUAL Inc $10,60 0 $10,60 $2,90 $7,70 27,36% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,45 0,82 1,1288 35,00%
BioSpecifics Tech. Corp $171,10 0 $171,10 $4,40 $166,70 2,57% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,55 0,82 0,8416 35,00%
Cangene Corp $355,40 0 $355,40 $56,10 $299,30 15,79% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,35 0,82 0,9737 35,00%
Capstone Therapeutics $28,10 0 $28,10 $45,80 -$17,70 162,99% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,6 0,82 35,00%
Chemokine Therapeutics Corp $0,40 0 $0,40 $6,10 -$5,70 1525,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,5 0,82 35,00%
Cytomedix Inc $16,40 0 $16,40 $4,00 $12,40 24,39% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,15 0,82 1,0845 35,00%
Enzo Biochem $215,40 0 $215,40 $50,20 $165,20 23,31% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,5 0,82 1,0692 35,00%
Gen-Probe $2.127,00 0 $2.127,00 $505,20 $1.621,80 23,75% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,85 0,82 1,0754 35,00%
Idera Pharmaceuticals Inc $123,00 0 $123,00 $55,60 $67,40 45,20% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1 0,82 1,4964 35,00%
Immunomedics $239,90 0 $239,90 $27,40 $212,50 11,42% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,25 0,82 0,9257 35,00%
Intell iPharmaceutics Int'l  In $34,10 0 $34,10 $8,60 $25,50 25,22% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,55 0,82 1,0965 35,00%
Marshall  Edwards Inc $50,00 0 $50,00 $19,10 $30,90 38,20% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,05 0,82 1,3269 35,00%
Medivation Inc $1.282,00 0 $1.282,00 $221,40 $1.060,60 17,27% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1 0,82 0,9912 35,00%
Myriad Genetics $2.512,10 0 $2.512,10 $316,90 $2.195,20 12,61% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8 0,82 0,9384 35,00%
Neurobiological Tech. Inc $3,00 0 $3,00 $24,00 -$21,00 800,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,85 0,82 35,00%
Progen Pharmaceuticals Ltd $11,40 0 $11,40 $22,60 -$11,20 198,25% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,7 0,82 35,00%
Protalex Inc $4,00 0 $4,00 $2,60 $1,40 65,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,5 0,82 2,3429 35,00%
Protalix BioTherapeutics Inc $536,00 0 $536,00 $42,60 $493,40 7,95% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8 0,82 0,8908 35,00%
Regeneron Pharmac. $1.848,80 0 $1.848,80 $474,80 $1.374,00 25,68% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,15 0,82 1,1034 35,00%
Repligen Corp. $116,60 0 $116,60 $48,90 $67,70 41,94% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,9 0,82 1,4123 35,00%
Seattle Genetics Inc $1.035,20 0 $1.035,20 $95,20 $940,00 9,20% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,05 0,82 0,903 35,00%
Senesco Technologies Inc $8,70 0 $8,70 $1,40 $7,30 16,09% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,1 0,82 0,9773 35,00%
SENETEK PLC ADR $9,40 0 $9,40 $16,00 -$6,60 170,21% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,85 0,82 35,00%
Senomyx Inc. $110,90 0 $110,90 $40,10 $70,80 36,16% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,05 0,82 1,2844 35,00%
Sunesis Pharmaceuticals Inc. $46,10 0 $46,10 $10,60 $35,50 22,99% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,8 0,82 1,0648 35,00%
Antisoma plc (LSE:ASM) $328,20 $0,00 $328,20 $64,50 $263,70 19,65% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,67 0,82 1,0206 28,00%
Asterand Plc $34,50 $0,00 $34,50 $9,46 $25,04 27,42% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,69 0,82 1,1298 28,00%
Oxford BioMedica PLC $98,40 $0,00 $98,40 $28,90 $69,50 29,37% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,91 0,82 1,161 28,00%
Proximagen Neuroscience plc $93,90 $0,00 $93,90 $13,70 $80,20 14,59% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,01 0,82 0,9601 28,00%
Renovo Group plc $88,30 $0,00 $88,30 $12,40 $75,90 14,04% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,50 0,82 0,954 28,00%
Basilea Pharmaceutica AG $593,00 $0,00 $593,00 $156,30 $436,70 26,36% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,96 0,82 1,1135 19,20%
Santhera Pharmaceutical Holding Ltd. $89,00 $0,00 $89,00 $49,20 $39,80 55,28% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,39 0,82 1,8337 19,20%
BioInvent International AB $196,90 $0,00 $196,90 $5,28 $191,62 2,68% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,75 0,82 0,8426 28,00%
Diamyd Medical AB $388,80 $0,00 $388,80 $5,24 $383,56 1,35% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,23 0,82 0,8312 28,00%
Medivir AB $233,70 $0,00 $233,70 $2,82 $230,88 1,21% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,52 0,82 0,83 28,00%
Q-Med AB $667,20 $0,00 $667,20 $78,70 $588,50 11,80% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,73 0,82 0,9297 28,00%
Algeta ASA $462,40 $0,00 $462,40 $96,30 $366,10 20,83% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,96 0,82 1,0357 28,00%
Biotec Pharmacon ASA $20,70 $0,00 $20,70 $8,54 $12,16 41,26% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,70 0,82 1,3959 28,00%
Clavis Pharma AS $231,00 $0,00 $231,00 $27,10 $203,90 11,73% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,08 0,82 0,929 28,00%
Pacific Edge Biotechnology Ltd. $30,60 $0,00 $30,60 $1,62 $28,98 5,29% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,60 0,82 0,8658 30,00%
AnGes MG Inc. $179,60 $0,00 $179,60 $38,30 $141,30 21,33% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,40 0,82 1,0423 40,69%
ECI, Inc. $63,10 $0,00 $63,10 $1,54 $61,56 2,44% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,08 0,82 0,8405 40,69%
OncoTherapy Science Inc. $294,40 $0,00 $294,40 $75,90 $218,50 25,78% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,87 0,82 1,1048 40,69%
Sosei Co. Ltd. $133,10 $0,00 $133,10 $24,20 $108,90 18,18% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,94 0,82 1,0022 40,69%
Bharat Imm. & Biologics Corp. Ltd. $18,50 $0,00 $18,50 $0,00 $18,50 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,99 0,82 0,82 33,99%
Biocon Limited $1.148,70 $0,00 $1.148,70 $0,00 $1.148,70 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,88 0,82 0,82 33,99%
Panacea Biotec Ltd. $290,90 $0,00 $290,90 $0,00 $290,90 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,10 0,82 0,82 33,99%
Transgene Biotek Ltd. $20,00 $0,00 $20,00 $0,00 $20,00 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,26 0,82 0,82 33,99%
Zenotech Laboratories Limited $84,50 $0,00 $84,50 $0,00 $84,50 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,39 0,82 0,82 33,99%
4SC AG $162,90 $0,00 $162,90 $9,58 $153,32 5,88% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,59 0,82 0,8712 29,51%
Curasan AG $32,80 $0,00 $32,80 $2,31 $30,49 7,04% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,69 0,82 0,8821 29,51%
Wilex AG $89,90 $0,00 $89,90 $12,80 $77,10 14,24% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,53 0,82 0,9561 29,51%
Codon AG $9,22 $0,00 $9,22 $3,04 $6,18 32,97% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,67 0,82 1,2234 29,51%
BioPorto A/S $57,10 $0,00 $57,10 $1,25 $55,85 2,19% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,68 0,82 0,8384 25,00%
TopoTarget A/S $65,70 $0,00 $65,70 $29,30 $36,40 44,60% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,42 0,82 1,4801 25,00%
3SBio Inc. $294,60 $0,00 $294,60 $48,90 $245,70 16,60% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,44 0,82 0,9832 25,00%
Allon Therapeutics, Inc. $23,80 $0,00 $23,80 $12,10 $11,70 50,84% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,98 0,82 1,668 33,50%
biOasis Technologies Inc. $18,60 $0,00 $18,60 $2,02 $16,58 10,86% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,69 0,82 0,9199 33,50%
Cangene Corp. $333,60 $0,00 $333,60 $32,60 $301,00 9,77% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,34 0,82 0,9088 33,50%
DiagnoCure Inc. $42,60 $0,00 $42,60 $5,73 $36,87 13,45% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,33 0,82 0,9474 33,50%
Diamedica Inc. $10,40 $0,00 $10,40 $1,08 $9,32 10,38% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,65 0,82 0,915 33,50%
Helix Biopharma Corp. $183,30 $0,00 $183,30 $21,80 $161,50 11,89% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,36 0,82 0,9307 33,50%
Isotechnika Pharma Inc. $20,70 $0,00 $20,70 $5,82 $14,88 28,12% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,19 0,82 1,1407 33,50%
Lorus Therapeutics Inc. $18,50 $0,00 $18,50 $0,79 $17,71 4,25% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,12 0,82 0,8564 33,50%
MethylGene Inc. $10,70 $0,00 $10,70 $14,00 -$3,30 130,84% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,75 0,82 33,50%
Oncolytics Biotech Inc. $159,90 $0,00 $159,90 $8,99 $150,91 5,62% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,29 0,82 0,8688 33,50%
QLT Inc. $271,00 $0,00 $271,00 $194,00 $77,00 71,59% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,62 0,82 2,886 33,50%
Theratechnologies Inc. $255,40 $0,00 $255,40 $11,60 $243,80 4,54% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,29 0,82 0,859 33,50%
Transition Therapeutics Inc. $82,50 $0,00 $82,50 $15,10 $67,40 18,30% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,58 0,82 1,0037 33,50%
YM BioSciences Inc. $77,30 $0,00 $77,30 $31,90 $45,40 41,27% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,96 0,82 1,3962 33,50%
OncoMethylome Sciences $79,20 $0,00 $79,20 $33,30 $45,90 42,05% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,80 0,82 1,4149 33,99%
ThromboGenics NV $627,60 $0,00 $627,60 $65,70 $561,90 10,47% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,68 0,82 0,9159 33,99%
Acuvax Limited $9,86 $0,00 $9,86 $0,14 $9,72 1,46% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,45 0,82 0,8322 30,00%
Alchemia Ltd. $104,00 $0,00 $104,00 $1,03 $102,97 0,99% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,05 0,82 0,8282 30,00%
Benitec Ltd. $12,30 $0,00 $12,30 $1,51 $10,79 12,28% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,74 0,82 0,9348 30,00%
Biotron Ltd. $9,76 $0,00 $9,76 $0,77 $8,99 7,86% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,50 0,82 0,8899 30,00%
Calzada Limited $8,09 $0,00 $8,09 $9,87 -$1,78 122,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,95 0,82 30,00%
Chemgenex Pharmaceuticals Ltd. $250,10 $0,00 $250,10 $14,20 $235,90 5,68% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,80 0,82 0,8694 30,00%
Clinuvel Pharmaceuticals Limited $73,40 $0,00 $73,40 $17,50 $55,90 23,84% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,74 0,82 1,0767 30,00%
Cytopia Limited $7,98 $0,00 $7,98 $3,20 $4,78 40,10% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,75 0,82 1,369 30,00%
Mesoblast Ltd. $171,20 $0,00 $171,20 $13,30 $157,90 7,77% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,03 0,82 0,8891 30,00%
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Table 48: Global biopharmaceutical industry (part 2/2) 

 
Source: (Bloomberg, 2010) 

 

 

 

Company Name Market Cap Debt Firm Value Cash Enterprise Value Cash/V Book D/V Market D/V Market D/E Beta e Beta a Beta c Margin. tax
Prana Biotechnology Ltd. $31,50 $0,00 $31,50 $3,47 $28,03 11,02% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,70 0,82 0,9215 30,00%
Nicox SA $602,50 $0,02 $602,52 $97,70 $504,82 16,22% 0,02% 0,00% 0,00% 1,27 0,82 0,9787 33,33%
Ablynx NV $423,00 $0,04 $423,04 $92,20 $330,84 21,79% 0,04% 0,01% 0,01% 0,55 0,82 1,0485 33,99%
SIRTeX Medical Ltd. $378,00 $0,05 $378,05 $21,40 $356,65 5,66% 0,16% 0,01% 0,01% 0,87 0,82 0,8692 30,00%
MediGene AG $182,00 $0,03 $182,03 $14,20 $167,83 7,80% 0,04% 0,02% 0,02% 1,19 0,82 0,8894 29,51%
Stem Cell  Therapeutics Corp. $25,50 $0,01 $25,51 $3,28 $22,23 12,86% 0,12% 0,02% 0,02% 1,54 0,82 0,941 33,50%
Savient Pharmaceuticals Inc $851,50 0,2 $851,70 $78,60 $773,10 9,23% 0,31% 0,02% 0,02% 1,55 0,82 0,9034 35,00%
Synairgen $31,40 $0,01 $31,41 $9,81 $21,60 31,23% 0,06% 0,03% 0,03% 0,48 0,82 1,1925 28,00%
Living Cell  Technologies Ltd. $53,80 $0,03 $53,83 $2,31 $51,52 4,29% 0,67% 0,06% 0,06% 1,38 0,82 0,8568 30,00%
Patrys Limited $20,50 $0,02 $20,52 $7,74 $12,78 37,72% 0,14% 0,10% 0,10% 0,69 0,82 1,3166 30,00%
BioAlliance Pharma $89,30 $0,10 $89,40 $0,07 $89,33 0,08% 0,38% 0,11% 0,11% 1,10 0,82 0,8206 33,33%
Cel-Sci Corp. $149,10 0,2 $149,30 $0,90 $148,40 0,60% 1,82% 0,13% 0,13% 0,95 0,82 0,825 35,00%
Karo Bio AB $114,00 $0,21 $114,21 $1,56 $112,65 1,37% 1,41% 0,18% 0,18% 0,82 0,82 0,8314 28,00%
Martek Biosciences $614,30 1,2 $615,50 $102,50 $513,00 16,65% 0,20% 0,19% 0,20% 0,95 0,82 0,9838 35,00%
Oxygen Biotherapeutics Inc $97,90 0,2 $98,10 $2,60 $95,50 2,65% 6,06% 0,20% 0,20% 0,15 0,82 0,8423 35,00%
Prima Biomed Ltd. $86,20 $0,19 $86,39 $0,76 $85,64 0,88% 11,73% 0,22% 0,23% 1,36 0,82 0,8273 30,00%
Hybrigenics SA $41,30 $0,11 $41,41 $0,84 $40,56 2,04% 3,10% 0,26% 0,26% 0,42 0,82 0,8371 33,33%
Critical Outcome Technologies Inc. $33,50 $0,09 $33,59 $0,69 $32,91 2,05% 1,80% 0,28% 0,28% 0,48 0,82 0,8372 33,50%
Hualan Biological Engineering Inc. $2.923,00 $8,78 $2.931,78 $38,80 $2.892,98 1,32% 4,59% 0,30% 0,30% 0,02 0,82 0,831 25,00%
Palatin Technologies Inc $30,80 0,1 $30,90 $7,80 $23,10 25,24% 3,45% 0,32% 0,32% 0,6 0,82 1,0969 35,00%
Micromet Inc $457,00 2,4 $459,40 $46,20 $413,20 10,06% 6,35% 0,52% 0,53% 0,85 0,82 0,9117 35,00%
Acorda Therapeutics Inc $968,40 6,9 $975,30 $246,00 $729,30 25,22% 3,22% 0,71% 0,71% 1,1 0,82 1,0966 35,00%
Genmab A/S $707,50 $5,29 $712,79 $144,70 $568,09 20,30% 1,43% 0,74% 0,75% 0,85 0,82 1,0289 25,00%
Vitrolife $94,80 $0,78 $95,58 $1,22 $94,36 1,28% 1,78% 0,81% 0,82% 0,59 0,82 0,8306 28,00%
AMT Holding N.V. $63,70 $0,54 $64,24 $35,10 $29,14 54,64% 1,47% 0,83% 0,84% 0,45 0,82 1,8079 25,50%
Galapagos NV $277,50 $2,45 $279,95 $26,30 $253,65 9,39% 2,16% 0,88% 0,88% 0,95 0,82 0,905 33,99%
Amarin Corporation plc $141,30 $1,47 $142,77 $1,64 $141,13 1,15% 9,50% 1,03% 1,04% 0,92 0,82 0,8295 12,50%
Jiangsu Sihuan Bioengineering Co., Ltd $624,20 $7,43 $631,63 $8,28 $623,35 1,31% 6,75% 1,18% 1,19% 0,23 0,82 0,8309 25,00%
Amicus Therapeutics Inc $86,50 1,2 $87,70 $121,10 -$33,40 138,08% 1,66% 1,37% 1,39% 0,9 0,82 35,00%
Viralytics Limited $11,50 $0,21 $11,71 $1,06 $10,65 9,05% 5,07% 1,80% 1,83% 0,66 0,82 0,9016 30,00%
Ark Therapeutics Group plc $48,50 $1,03 $49,53 $6,60 $42,93 13,33% 1,44% 2,08% 2,12% 0,60 0,82 0,9461 28,00%
Generex Biotechnology Corp $125,50 3 $128,50 $14,20 $114,30 11,05% 17,44% 2,33% 2,39% 1,2 0,82 0,9219 35,00%
Intercell  Biomedical R&D AG $1.746,60 $46,70 $1.793,30 $13,50 $1.779,80 0,75% 8,97% 2,60% 2,67% 0,87 0,82 0,8262 25,00%
Bionomics Ltd. $106,90 $2,98 $109,88 $3,84 $106,04 3,49% 16,48% 2,71% 2,79% 0,97 0,82 0,8497 30,00%
Cadence Pharm. $489,80 13,8 $503,60 $47,60 $456,00 9,45% 34,33% 2,74% 2,82% 0,9 0,82 0,9056 35,00%
Phylogica Limited $28,60 $0,83 $29,43 $2,48 $26,95 8,43% 34,99% 2,82% 2,90% 0,37 0,82 0,8955 30,00%
Transgene SA $665,30 $21,80 $687,10 $114,40 $572,70 16,65% 16,01% 3,17% 3,28% 0,97 0,82 0,9838 33,33%
CSL Ltd. $16.316,40 $579,10 $16.895,50 $2.039,50 $14.856,00 12,07% 11,61% 3,43% 3,55% 0,44 0,82 0,9326 30,00%
Inhibitex Inc $38,30 1,4 $39,70 $33,10 $6,60 83,38% 4,40% 3,53% 3,66% 0,6 0,82 35,00%
Active Biotech AB $898,80 $35,80 $934,60 $21,80 $912,80 2,33% 50,28% 3,83% 3,98% 0,85 0,82 0,8396 28,00%
Crucell  NV $1.619,20 $76,20 $1.695,40 $455,70 $1.239,70 26,88% 6,77% 4,49% 4,71% 0,84 0,82 1,1214 25,50%
Resverlogix Corp. $91,10 $4,82 $95,92 $3,49 $92,43 3,64% 50,05% 5,03% 5,29% 1,36 0,82 0,851 33,50%
Nabi Biopharmaceuticals $259,90 16 $275,90 $130,30 $145,60 47,23% 11,72% 5,80% 6,16% 0,95 0,9134 1,7309 35,00%
Actelion Ltd. $6.328,70 $407,30 $6.736,00 $913,00 $5.823,00 13,55% 22,71% 6,05% 6,44% 0,47 0,4468 0,5169 19,20%
ProMetic Life Sciences Inc. $64,90 $4,63 $69,53 $2,17 $67,36 3,12% 10,33% 6,66% 7,13% 1,28 1,2227 1,2621 33,50%
ProtoKinetix Inc. $5,45 $0,40 $5,85 $0,03 $5,82 0,44% 10,33% 6,79% 7,28% 0,61 0,5814 0,584 33,50%
Sinovac Biotech Ltd. $269,60 $21,90 $291,50 $46,60 $244,90 15,99% 26,26% 7,51% 8,12% 1,85 1,7429 2,0746 25,00%
Novavax Inc $263,40 22,9 $286,30 $33,90 $252,40 11,84% 33,48% 8,00% 8,69% 1,3 1,2305 1,3957 35,00%
United Therapeutics $2.845,00 250 $3.095,00 $236,00 $2.859,00 7,63% 32,99% 8,08% 8,79% 0,85 0,8041 0,8704 35,00%
Inspire Pharmaceuticals $489,70 43,6 $533,30 $72,20 $461,10 13,54% 49,55% 8,18% 8,90% 1,15 1,0871 1,2573 35,00%
Innate Pharma SA $126,50 $11,70 $138,20 $18,10 $120,10 13,10% 20,78% 8,47% 9,25% 1,39 1,3132 1,5111 33,33%
BioXell  SpA $39,50 $3,72 $43,22 $2,66 $40,56 6,15% 6,96% 8,61% 9,42% 1,42 1,3301 1,4173 31,40%
Biovitrum AB $586,30 $55,50 $641,80 $27,10 $614,70 4,22% 22,68% 8,65% 9,47% 0,15 0,1435 0,1498 28,00%
Stirl ing Products Ltd $10,90 $1,15 $12,05 $0,76 $11,29 6,27% 48,32% 9,54% 10,55% 0,78 0,7264 0,775 30,00%
Neurosearch A/S $356,70 $38,40 $395,10 $9,29 $385,81 2,35% 18,55% 9,72% 10,77% 1,49 1,38 1,4132 25,00%
Bavarian Nordic A/S $219,20 $24,00 $243,20 $61,80 $181,40 25,41% 13,09% 9,87% 10,95% 1,17 1,0775 1,4446 25,00%
Paion AG $89,20 $10,00 $99,20 $39,10 $60,10 39,42% 23,64% 10,08% 11,21% 0,67 0,6165 1,0175 29,51%
WuXi PharmaTech Cayman Inc $369,70 45,8 $415,50 $71,30 $344,20 17,16% 16,55% 11,02% 12,39% 1,7 1,5733 1,8992 35,00%
Emergent Biosolutions Inc $384,40 57,1 $441,50 $91,50 $350,00 20,72% 22,27% 12,93% 14,85% 0,6 0,5472 0,6902 35,00%
Zeltia SA $1.201,00 $189,80 $1.390,80 $67,20 $1.323,60 4,83% 73,65% 13,65% 15,80% 0,76 0,6808 0,7153 30,00%
Isis Pharmac. $1.098,90 174,5 $1.273,40 $491,00 $782,40 38,56% 72,23% 13,70% 15,88% 1 0,9064 1,4753 35,00%
Neose Technologies $5,40 0,9 $6,30 $19,30 -$13,00 306,35% 3,75% 14,29% 16,67% 1,1 0,9925 35,00%
Gentium S.p.A $33,70 $5,68 $39,38 $1,03 $38,35 2,62% 35,54% 14,42% 16,85% 2,42 2,1679 2,2262 31,40%
Virax Holdings Ltd. $7,16 $1,22 $8,38 $0,86 $7,52 10,31% 10,33% 14,56% 17,04% 1,02 0,9069 1,0111 30,00%
Amgen $58.267,60 10176 $68.443,60 $9.552,00 $58.891,60 13,96% 33,30% 14,87% 17,46% 0,65 0,5837 0,6784 35,00%
Sygnis Pharma AG $66,10 $11,70 $77,80 $17,40 $60,40 22,37% 19,44% 15,04% 17,70% 0,50 0,4457 0,5741 29,51%
Telik Inc $43,80 8 $51,80 $52,60 -$0,80 101,54% 11,36% 15,44% 18,26% 1,4 1,2514 35,00%
Arena Pharmaceuticals Inc $351,40 71,6 $423,00 $110,10 $312,90 26,03% 37,84% 16,93% 20,38% 1,15 1,0155 1,3728 35,00%
ZymoGenetics Inc $427,30 93 $520,30 $89,90 $430,40 17,28% 79,90% 17,87% 21,76% 1,05 0,9199 1,112 35,00%
Chengzhi Co. Ltd. $756,90 $168,70 $925,60 $85,90 $839,70 9,28% 42,37% 18,23% 22,29% 0,29 0,2467 0,272 25,00%
Bioniche Life Sciences Inc. $38,50 $8,74 $47,24 $12,60 $34,64 26,67% 79,10% 18,50% 22,70% 0,60 0,5171 0,7051 33,50%
Medicago Inc. $62,70 $15,30 $78,00 $1,58 $76,42 2,03% 10,33% 19,62% 24,40% 0,76 0,6562 0,6697 33,50%
BioMarin Pharmac. $1.901,70 497,4 $2.399,10 $559,80 $1.839,30 23,33% 64,26% 20,73% 26,16% 1,15 0,9829 1,282 35,00%
Microbix Biosystems Inc. $17,30 $4,72 $22,02 $0,67 $21,36 3,02% 47,39% 21,44% 27,28% 0,63 0,5303 0,5468 33,50%
Vernalis plc $84,50 $26,00 $110,50 $14,50 $96,00 13,12% 40,69% 23,53% 30,77% 0,56 0,4611 0,5308 28,00%
Amer. Oriental Bioengineering $339,90 126,6 $466,50 $70,60 $395,90 15,13% 26,83% 27,14% 37,25% 1,35 1,0869 1,2807 35,00%
Pharming Group N.V. $99,60 $40,70 $140,30 $15,50 $124,80 11,05% 85,29% 29,01% 40,86% 0,96 0,7344 0,8257 25,50%
Helix BioMedix Inc $8,20 4 $12,20 $2,00 $10,20 16,39% 10,33% 32,79% 48,78% 0,3 0,2278 0,2724 35,00%
Metabasis Therapeutics Inc $15,10 8,6 $23,70 $21,60 $2,10 91,14% 71,67% 36,29% 56,95% 1,05 0,7663 35,00%
ConjuChem Biotechnologies, Inc. $23,90 $14,60 $38,50 $0,56 $37,95 1,44% 10,33% 37,92% 61,09% 1,12 0,7991 0,8108 33,50%
Cytos Biotechnology AG $63,00 $60,20 $123,20 $50,00 $73,20 40,58% 86,53% 48,86% 95,56% 1,19 0,6738 1,1341 19,20%
Biosyntech Inc. $11,10 $13,40 $24,50 $0,65 $23,85 2,64% 10,33% 54,69% 120,72% 0,53 0,2953 0,3033 33,50%
Haemacure Corp $2,10 2,6 $4,70 $4,60 $0,10 97,87% 22,81% 55,32% 123,81% 0,45 0,2493 35,00%
BELLUS Health Inc. $19,00 $23,90 $42,90 $17,20 $25,70 40,09% 10,33% 55,71% 125,79% 1,37 0,748 1,2486 33,50%
Cybrdi Inc $2,00 3,3 $5,30 $0,40 $4,90 7,55% 42,31% 62,26% 165,00% 0,05 0,0241 0,0261 35,00%
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i Early contributions are (Smith, 1789), (Bentham, 1823) and (Mill J. , 1825). 
ii (Jevons, 1862), (Menger, 1871), (Walras, 1889), (Marshall, 1920) and (Wieser, 1884) 
iii The notion of tacit knowledge is credited to the epistemological contributions of Michael Polanyi 
iv Routines as target: control, replication and imitation (Nelson & Winter, 1982, s. 112-124). 
vThe expression deduces from the comprehension of “natural selection.” 
vi (Polanyi, 1966) 
vii Abstraction of the authors generic terms ascribe intentions to the contextual cognitive influence by the subject 
(individual) onto an object (project) with reference to the manifest purpose (goal) of a value system (firm) within 
a given environment (strategic context). 
viii The prerequisite autonomy conditional for knowledge creation appears comparable to part of the notion 
encompassed in organizational slack (March & Cyert, 1963, s. 41-44) as conceptualized in a behavioral theory of 
the firm. 
ixFactor markets embrace the diversity of labour market, capital market, market for raw materials and the market 
for coordination efforts inherent to entrepreneurship and management. 
x The four requirements: price stability, public budget sustainability, annual deficits and public debt matters. 
xi The data reveals no direct clues on the incident, but explanations are surely in keepings with the advent of 
financial crisis (2008-2010) set in motion by the contagious effects of the sub-prime crisis (2007). 
xii Apart from being one of the most complex taxation schedules in the world it has been subject to recent 

reforms, which raise the tax bracket on the top level tax from kr. 347,200 (2009) to kr. 389,800 (2010). 
xiii Final remarks on the regulatory regimes adheres to classical perspectives on subject matters adherent to the 
legal regimes might been drawn, whereas Denmark occupies inferior rankings on matters of getting credit, 
starting a business, protecting investors and enforcing contracts as compared with English speaking countries. 
xiv 𝑃(1) = 1

3
× 10 + 2

3
× 30 > 𝑃(0) = 2

3
× 10 + 1

3
× 30 ⇔ 23 1

3
> 16 2

3
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